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yFOREWORD
World Data Centers (WDCs) conduct international exchange of geo-
physical observations in accordance with the principles set forth by
the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). WDC-A in the
U.S.A., WDC-B in the U.S.S.R., and WDC-C in Western Europe, Australia,
and Japan were established in 1957 by the IGY Committee (CSAGI), as
part of the fundamental planning for the International Geophysical
Year program, to collect data from the numerous and widespread IGY
observational programs and to make such data readily accessible to
interested scientists and scholars for an indefinite period of time.
This system for exchanging geophysical data was found to be very ef-
fective, and the operations of the World Data Centers were extended
by ICSU on a continuing basis to other international programs. The
WDCs were under the supervision of the Comite International de Geo-
physique (CIG) for the period 1960 to 1967; they are now supervised
by the ICSU Panel on World Data Centers.
Since the beginning of the World Data Center System, the basic
principles guiding the WDCs have been set forth in the introductory
section of the' Gtiide'to International EXchange of Geophysical Data
through the World Data Centers, adopted by CIG in August 1963. Sev-
eral sections of the CIG Guide have been-superseded by revisions adopted
and published by various ICSU committees and commissions and other
international organizations. Because these revisions have been widely
distributed to the scientific community, the ICSU Panel o. World Data
Centers does not plan to issue a consolidated revised Guidc at this
time.
The objectives of having several World Data Centers for the collec-
tion of observational data are: (1) to insure against loss of data by
the catastrophic destruction of a single center and (2) to meet the
geographical convenience of, and provide easy communication for, workers
in different parts of the world. Each WDC is responsible for: (1) en-
deavoring to collect a complete set of data in the field or discipline
for which it is responsible, (2) safekeeping of the incoming data, (3)
correctly copying and reproducing data and maintaining adequate stan-
dards of clarity and durability, (4) supplying copies to other WDCs of
data not received directly, (5) preparing catalogues of all data in its
charge, and (6) making data in the WDCs available to the scientific
community.
The World Data Centers collect data and
lowing disciplines: airglow; aurora, cosmic
ology; gravimetry; ionosphere; longitude and
nuclear radiation; oceanography; rockets and






*Formerly Environmental Science Services Administration
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solar activity; tsunami; and the Upper Mantle Project (UMP) disciplines
(recent movements of the earth's crust ;
 paleomagnetism, volcanology,
geochemistry, properties of rocks under high pressure and temperatures,
geothermics, and deep drilling). At the present time, there are no
WDC-Cs for longitude and latitude, meteorology, oceanography, tsunami,
or the Upper Mantle Project. There are two WDC-Cs for airglow, cosmic
rays, geomagnetism, ionosphere, and nuclear radiation: one in Western
Europe (WDC-Cl) and one in Japan (WDC-C2). There are several WDCs for
solar activity that collect and analyze data for specific solar activity
projects.
In planning for the various scientific programs, decisions on
data exchange were made by the scientific community through the inter-
national scientific unions and committees. In each discipline the
specialists themselves determined the nature and form of data exchange,
based on their needs as research workers. Thus, the type and amount
of data in the WDCs differ from discipline to discipline.
World Data Center A
World Data Center A. for which the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
through the Geophysics Research Board (GRB) and its Committee on Data
Interchange and Data Centers has overall responsibility, consists of
the WDC -A Coordination Office and nine subcenters at scientific institu-
tions in various parts of the United States. The GRB periodically
reviews the activities of WDC-A and has conducted several studies on
the effectiveness of the WDC system. As a result of these reviews and
studies, some of the subcenters of WDC-A have been relocated so that
they can more effectively serve the scientific community. Several of
the discipline centers of 1VDC -A dealing with the upper atmosphere were
consolidated in the WDC-A for Upper Atmosphere Geophysics during the
period 1 July 1966 to 1 July 1968. The WDC-A for Rockets and Satellites
was moved from the National Academy of Sciences to a location adjacent
to the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center on 1 January 1969. (Because of its proximity to NSSDC,
this WDC -A sub center can effectively cooperate with NSSDC in obtaining
reduced and analyzed data to satisfy requests from the scientific com-
munity for data required for research projects.) The WDC -A for Tsunamis
was moved from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)*
in Rockville, Maryland, to NOAA in Honolulu, Hawaii, in May 1969. In
October 1970, the WDC-A for Glaciology was moved from the American
Geographical Society in New York City to a location adjacent to the
U.S. Geological Survey Project Office for Glaciology in Tacoma, Washing-




iThe data received by the WDC-As are made available to the scientific
community in various ways: (1) reports containing data and results of
experiments have been compiled,•publish ed, and widely distributed; (2)
synoptic type data on cards, microfilm, or tables are available for use
at the subcenters and for loan to scientists; (3) copies of data and
reports are provided upon request.
International Exchange of Rocket and Satellite Data
International agreements concerning international exchange of
rocket and satellite data through the World Data Centers were adopted
by the Committee Gn Space Research (COSPAR) in May 1962 and were pub-
lished in COSPAR Information Bulletin Noe 9, Part I, July 1962. The
"COSPAR Guide to Rocket and Satellite Information and Data Exchange"
was incorporated in full by CIG into the overall "Guide to Interna-
tional Data Exchange through the World Data Centers for the period
1960-onwards" (published in November 1963). 'These agreements were
modified to include recommendations for improving the exchange of
information and data, and a revised 44COSPAR Guide to Rocket and Sat-
ellite Information and Data Exchange" was adopted by COSPAR in July
1967 and was published in COSPAR 'Transactions No. 4, Part I, December
1967.
The World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites collects and
exchanges reports of sounding rocket launches; reports of satellite
and space probe launchings; descriptive information on spacecraft
experiments; scientific reports on results of experiments that receive
a limited distribution; data supporting conclusions when not included
in the published reports; and precise positional observations, orbital
elements, and ephemerides that are of great scientific interest and
value. Original (raw) data or calibrated (reduced or analyzed) data
are not normally deposited in the subcente rs for rockets and satellites.
Data related to rocket and satellite launct,angs are summarized biannually
in the World Data Center A Rockets and Satellites Catalogue of Data
(this Catalogue), which also includes a listing of documents received by
this subcenter during the 6-month reporting period.
Scientific organizations and individual scientists may order docu-
ments directly from the WDC-A for Rockets and Satellites or through their
national organization responsible for communication with the centers.
Scientists may bor,r -3w
 materials from the subcenter whenever duplicate
copies are available. If duplicate copies are not available, copies
of the original material will be made for the requester at a cost not
to exceed the cost of copying and transmittal. The subcenter also
provides facilities for scientists who wish to participate in the on-site
study of data. Advance notice of such a visit enables the staff to pro-
vide better services to the data user.
v
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Catalogues of Rocket and Satellite Data
The WDC-A Catalogue of rocket and satellite data will continue to
be published biannually through July 1971. A cumulative catalogue of
data will be published in the first quarter of 1972.
A complete listing of all data received by WDC-A for Rockets and
Satellites from I July 1957 to the present time is included in the
following catalogues.
Catalogues of Data Received
During the Period:
9
1 July 1957 - 31 December 1961
1 January 1962 - 31 December 1963
1 January 1964 - 31 December 1965
I January 1966 - 31 December 1967
1 January - 31 December 1965
I January - 30 June 1969
1 July - 31 December 1969
I January -'30 June 197C
1 July - 31 December 1970
The first compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (April 1962)
The second compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (January 1964)
The third compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (March 1966)
The fourth compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (March 1969)
The fifth compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (March 1969)
The sixth compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (July 1969)
The seventh compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (March 1970)
The eighth compilation of
data prepared and submitted
to COSPAR (July 1970)
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The following summary of sounding rocket launchings has been com-
piled from reports of sounding rocket launchings, National Reports to
COSPAR, and reports contained in scientific source literature. Only
launchings in which the rockets and experiments were completely or par-
tially successful are included in this summary. A sample Report of
Sounding Rocket Launching, which illustrates the type of information
available in the reports subm, ted to World Data Centers, is shown
below.
The discipline codes for entries in the "Experiments" column of
this summary are lasted on the following page. Section A also includes
the addresses of the individuals/organizations included in the "Princi-
pal Experimenter(s)(( column of the summary and a listing of launching
sites for sounding rockets. The types, availability, and source of
meteorological sounding rocket data are summarized at the end of Sec-
tion A.
NASA
REPORT OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHING
Vehicle No.: 15.47GT	 Rocket Type: Boosted Arcas	 Launching Site: Wallops Island,
lI	 Virginia
Range No.: G2-4098	 Lat.: 97°541' 6"N
Long.: 75"2$'11"W
NASA Protect Sc	 at:	 Mr. H. Pedolsky
GSFC - Code 721.4
Greenbelt, Maryland
Experimenter and Locatlow Mr. H. Pedolsky
GSFC - Code 721.4
Greenbelt, Maryland
-	 ---------------------------- --
OfJBCT1V G4 AND-- - INSTRUh9ENTAT[ON:- -^- -------The--o-bl- ectivea of -this -launch- were-to     study- the -
Performance characteristics of the Boosted Arcas If in the configuration provided by the
manufacturer and to insure that the vehicle was satisfactory for use in Resolute Bay with
Dr. J. Kane'+ scientific payload.
wliI- H5:------------------------------------------------------------------------
Latuuthing Dole: 27 January 1968
	 Time: 1959 Z	 Peak Altitude: IO2 km.*
( 09.55t. MO
Rocket Performance: The rocket reached a peak altitude *122 kilometers below that pre-
dicted. Spin rate Appeared to he nominal (12 rpm), and drag separation of the stages ap-
peared normal.
btstrumentallon Performance: InatrumenMion was good throughout the flig" except (or the
tome ranging which appeared to be too weak for Resolute flay.
wiiiiAY>AtARYEXP>SRfJ1t > NTAL RJSt3ULTS: The vehicle utxterp _rformed accorditg to the
predicted trajectory. R shared that a portion of this performance can be attributed to
wind weighting. However, the velocity after first stage turnout was only 009 ft/aec com-
pared with the predicted 1500 ft/aec. The four sabots elected from the tube property and
were recovered in good condition.
G+01AAAlN9'8 Ii1VD R[f^OifAIItNOATTON6: Auldltiotuil informatwn derived irom the dda re-
ceived will be repulsed
 to determine if the vehicle, as it perforpted, will be satisfactory for
the Reeolate fay Mries.
*11"add an P1otbo" data. Nat to be considered final.





1.	 Aurora and Airglow 5. Magnetic Fields
A. Gegenschein A. Geomagnetic fields
B. Auroral emissions B. Electric fields
C. Airglow emissions
D. Airglow composition
E. Atmospheric radiations b. Solar Physics
A. Radio (1-1000mm)
2.	 Atmospheric Physics B. Infrared (.8-10004)
A. Minds C. Visible (3000-8000A)
B. Pressure D. Ultraviolet (2000-3000A)
C. Temperature E. Extreme UV (100-2000A)
D. Albedo F. X Rays (.001-100A)
E. Planetary radiations (IR)
F. Neutral density
G. Neutral composition 7. Astronomy
H. Electromagnetic naves A. Radio (1-1000mm)
I. Acoustics B. Infrared (.8-10004)
J. Meteorology C. Visible (3000-8000A)
K. Noctilucent clouds D. Ultraviolet (2000-3000A)
V. Vapor trail E. Extreme UV (100-2000A)
Y. Falling sphere - winds, tem- F. X Rays	 (.001-100A)
perature, and density G. Gamma Rays (<.001A)
Z. Grenades - winds, tempera-
ture, pressure, and density
8. Planetology
3.	 Ionosphere A. Micrometeorites
A. gave propagation B. Zodiacal light
B. Electric currents (mag. fields) C. Gravity
C. Ion/electron density D. Terrain photographs
D. Ion composition
E. Ion/electron 'temperature
F. Ion production/recombination 9. Biology
4.	 Energetic Particles 0.	 Test and Other
A. Galactic cosmic rays A. Rocket performance
B. Solar particle radiation B. Cimmunication systems
C. Terrestrial trapped radiation C. Satellite experiment test
D. Particle precipitation U. Discipline unknown
I
X. 9M31vislon 6T-numbered discipline unknown.
2
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SUMMARY OF SDUNOSNG ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD 	 S JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1930
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPGNSORING LAUPCHING EXPERIMENTS APPROx.
CUT) IbTB OR TYPE CCUNTSV SITE APOGEE(1 2 3 4 S E T E 5 0
014403ACE 1930 MP-12 U2SR- VCLGCGRA0 V 16S
9Si/A9/!E 941E MP-12 USSR VGLGOGRAD V 165
61117/66 1990 MP-12 USSR VGLGOGRAD V 165
1012EifE9 120E MP-12 USSR VOLGDGRAD V D 170
91.024f6E 1911 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND 8 144
C
F
09/391$9 GGG7 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 174
C
F
19.0$0146 1,239 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 186
C
F
1012E/E g 1416 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 176
C
F
11A@41fEE 1 g fl6 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 164
C
F
11123.086 2144 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 16S
C
F
12.0614fEE R04C MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND B 168
C
F
12104/8'E I 01135 I MP-12 USSR VGLGOGRAD G 167
PRINCIPAL
EXPERIMENTEROS)
IAST OF EXFERI -
VENTAL METECROLflGY
INST OF EXFERI -
MENTAL METEOROLOGY
INST OF EXPERI -
MEhTAL METECROLGGY






























SUPMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINOS
IDENTIFIED DURING PER10D I JULY - 31 DECB*8
SPCNSCRING	 LAUNCHING	 E




USSR	 VOLGOGRAD	 G D















160 I NST OF EX6:ERIm
MENTAL METEYRCLCGY



































12f2IIf454 1230 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD
10/01/60 2144 NAIA 18059	 IE UNITED STATES ANDOYA
NCRRAV
01/62/45 0350 MP-12 USSR 200 CO O S	 0650 000E
A
1
01/02/45 0942 MR-12 USSR 200 CO O S	 O65D OOOE
61/02f*S 1040 MP-12 USSR 20D 00 0 5	 OGSD OGOE
Blf02f06 1@4E MP-32 USSR 250 CO O S	 OSSO 000E
OI/02f45 2205 MP-12 USSR 200 CO O S	 0650 OOOE
01/03/84 0000 MP-12 USSR 250 OO O S	 065D OOOE
01f07fe9 0300 MP-12 USSR 250 CO O S	 0650 OOOE
610f 67f6S 0362 MP-fl2 USSR 200 OO G S	 04550 OOOE
01f67f46 0950 MP-12 USSR 200 CO O S	 0650 0OOE




SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
PERIOD
CATE TIME RCCKEY NUMBER SPICSSORUNG LAUPCHING EXPERIMENTS APPROX. PRINCIPAL
CUYB (UT) OR TYFE COUNTRY SITE APOG-FIEIK01 EXPERIMENTER(S)1 2 314 S t 71111 5 0
01f07ftS IC01 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAO A 94 HYDRDMETEGRQLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE




®9f OP/6S 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 94 HYDRQMETECRULOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
01f8$/tS 0231 MP-12 USSR 200 00°S	 0650 00 8 E A 99 HYDROMETEQRQLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
ORf1If6S OS4% MP-12 USSR 200 00• S	 0650 DO R E A 94 HYOROMETEOAOLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
01/11/6S 9000 MP-12 USSR 250 OD°S	 065D 04 ® E A 92 HYDROMETECAQLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
81/la/6S 1556 MP-12 USSR 200 OOQ S	 065D OO m E A 93 HYDRQMETEQRQLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
OIf11/6S 1630 MP-12 USSR 25D 00 0 5	 0650 DO N E A 92 HYDRCMETEQFOLGG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
A1f11I66 1 234% MP-12 USSR 20D OO Q S	 0650 DO N E A 91 HYDROMEFEQROLGG-
YCAL	 SERVICE
03/19/ES 2200 MP-12 USSR 25D QOG S	 0650 OO°E A 89 HYDRDMETECROLOG-
[CAL	 SERVICE








OI/1Q/6S 0580 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HYDROMETEQRGLCG-
IGAL	 SERVICE
O9f3UES 090C MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 91 HYDROMETEOROLQG-
ICAL	 SEW ICE
ammo tS 040E MP-I2 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 91 HVDROMIETEOROLCG-
1CAL	 SERVICE
M
mSUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD	 1 JULY - 31 DECEMSER 2970
CATE TIME 03OCKET NUMER SPGNSORIRG LAUNCHING	 EXPERIMENTS APPROX. PRINCIPAL
(UT) WI) OR TYRE CCURTRY SITE	 1	 2 3 1 4 1 5 1 16	 7 1 S O AFOGEE ( XM) EXPERIMENTER(S)




61/19/tS 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 91 HYDROMETEOROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
OW220 t$ 05C3 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 93 HYOROMETEGPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
01023/CS 0350 MP-12 USSR 250 00°S	 0650 OO°E A 93 HYDROMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE












Ol/23/49 1000 MP-12 USSR 201) 00°S	 0650 00 °E A 89 HYDFOMETECAOLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09323tGS 1420 MP-12 USSR 2OD GO D S	 065D 00 • E A 92 HVOROMETEOPOLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
63023/i9 2149 04P-12 USSR 250 00*5	 0650 GO R E A 94 HVDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
OSP2W 69 C9O4 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 94 HYDFOMETECFOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
61/2•/f4 155t MP- 12 USSR 2SD 00°S	 065D 00 ° E A B7 HVDPCMETEGPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
OS/$L'I69 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A % HYDROMETIECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
®1!26/ 65 0404 MP-92 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 92 HYDFOMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE










5UMMARV OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD 	 1 ,DULY - 31 DEC94SER 9970
CAGE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCkSOMING LdU IACMING EXPERIMENTS APPROX. PRINCIPAL
IU88 (UT9 OR TYPE CCUkTRY SITE AVOGEE190) EXPERIMENTERS?1 2 3141514E 7 6151 0
0!/27404$ 0400 MP-12 USSR 20C 00 0 S 	065D OO O E A 92 HVDRCMETECFCLCG-
1CAL	 SERVICE
08!87,09 19 0943 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 96 HVDRCMETECpCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
08<271ES O945 MP-12 USSR 25D OO O S	 0650 00 ® E A 90 HVOROMETEORCLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
08/27/69 1644 MP-92 USSR 250 OO O S 	065D 00 0 E A 92 HVORGMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
®l/27<!9 LE40 MP-82 USSR 20D 00°S	 0680 OO C E A 91 HYDROMETEOROLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
OLP27/49 214E MP-12 USSR 2&0 00-5	 0650 OO C E A 88 HY0R0METECGCLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
0l/27/4S 2200 MP-12 W SSR 200 00 0 5	 06SD 00 0 E A 92 HYDROMETEOROLGG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
08,02d/!S 0407 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 94 HYOROMETEGROLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
0[/2l,0iS 1452 MP-82 USSR 260 00 0 5	 065D 00 0 E A 92 HYDROMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
01/29/45 0900 MP-82 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 87 HYDROMETEOPCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
01/29,045 IC62 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGSAD A 92 HVDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
OL/30/!Q 0902 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVOFOMETECFCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
4l/30/69 ICO3 MP-12 USSR 34C 00 0 5 	 0650 OO-E A 92 HYDROMET£OFGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




























ExPERIMEhTERCS)1 2 3 4 S 6 7 i 5 O
01/:1164 I904 MP-12 6:SSR 40C 00°S	 065€3 00 0 E A 91 HYDROMETEORCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
02/080,64 8900 MP-12 LSSR 430 OO D S	 065D 00 0 E A 87 HVDROMETECROLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
02/02/64 0900 MP-12 4SSR KHEISA ISLAND A 87 HYDROMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE








02/02/65 leof MP-12 USSR 11D 45 O S 	065D OO O E A 90 HVOROMETEOPOLGG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
02/03/65 2000 MP-12 USSR 500 GO D S 	0654 OO O E A 9O HYOROMETECROLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE












02/08/64 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVDAGMETEGROLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
*2/08/64 1600 MP-12 USSR 040 I1 o 5	 065€3 00 0 E A 89 HYOROMETECRCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
02/09/64 20OC MR-12 USSR 57C CO O S 	 0650 00 0 E A 90 HVDROMETEORELCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
02/06/65 OSOQ MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 87 HYOROMETEORCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE








SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD 	 I JULY - 31 DECEMBER 1970
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCNSDPING LAUAG•ING EXPERIMENTS AOPROXe PRINCIPAL
1 2 3 4 S 6 Y R S OI UT f I L8 i OR TYPE CCUNTRV SITE APOGEEIK 01 EXPERI M®NT EROS 8
02/0"GS 8946 MP-92 USSR 590 S4 0 S	 0640 43+E A 90 HVOROMETEOROLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




02lO6065 2COG MP-I2 USSR 600 000 S	 0650 GO R E A 95 04YOROMETEOROLOG-
tCAL	 SERVICE
O2IO7065 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 89 HVDSCMETEOGGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
02/01064 1820 MP-12 USSR 030 OSO N	 0640 52 C E 86 HYDROMETECNOLDro-^A
%CAL	 SERVICE
0WC51C% 2200 MP-12 USSR 111) OTO N	 DB5D 11°E A 91 HVOROMETEOROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
02/10065 0900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 89 MVOFOMETEONGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




020$1065 2200 MP-12 USSR 18D 390 A	 0650 00 4 E A 93 HVDMOMETECNOLOG-
I,CAL
	 SERVICE
02/fl2/6S 09CO MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVOROMIETECAULCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09!12/44 1302 MP-12 USSR VOLGGGRAD A 81 HVDROMETECR9LCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
02!14/05 0990 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVDROMIETEGPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
020L8165 690C MP-fl2 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 85 HYDROMETEGROLOG-
tCAL	 SERVICE
6211 91/15 048$ MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 H1'OROMIETEOROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




SUNINARY OF SOU7OIkG ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDE&TIPIED DURING PERIOD	 1 JULY - 31 DECEMBER 1990
CATE TIME !ROCKET MUMI9ER SPCkSORlhG LAUNCN E NG EXPERIMENTS APPROX. PRINCIPAL
6081 6LI/ OR TYPE CCUkTRV SITE 1	 2 1 3 1 4 1 9 1 d  9 $	 5 C APOGEE Akid) EXPERIMEATERIS?
02022/44 0666 MP-12 USSR K"ZISA ISLAND A 94 NVDFOMETECACLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
02069.461 6900 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVCFOMETEOFOLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
07/$5O4S 0160 16P-22 USiR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HYDFOMETECFGLQG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




03012045 0100 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 91 HVDRCMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
93013144 1l1T MP-12 USSR KNEBSA ISLAND A 98 HYDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
F^ 030130t6 1132 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 93 HYDROMETECPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
03014045 2130 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 93 HVOROMETECACLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




G:O24/66 1001 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A 99 HVDROKETEGFOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




6308W46% 1338 MP-12 443SA VOLGOGRAD A 90 HVDROMETEORCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
430170,65 1230 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A 90 HVDRCMETECPGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE	 I
610010$6 1920 MP-12 USSR XHEB%A ISLAND A 91 HVDFCMETECPCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
6!062.440 6832 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 92 HYDROMETECFCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
t
I!¢a.,xx?:,-,ztty^.w._.	 . t	 ..	 ,	 .. F„	 yi,	 ^:,.a : - - . - Y '- t	 .. w	
.+:
	
r.r. -...^.	 - ^.t;•^'kt ^y,	
-	
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SUPMARV OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDEATIFKEC DURING PERIOD	 1 ,DULY ° 311 DECEMBER 1970
&ATE TIME ROCKET WMER SPONSORING LAUB,CkING EAPERIMENTS AFPRUX. PRINCIPAL
1 2 3 ! $ E 7 & 5 OfUTA CLID OR TYPE CcukTRY SITE APOGEEIKN) EXPERINEATERISI
04#48906; 1003 YIP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAD A 89 HYDf;CSNETECPCLCG-
KCAL	 SERVICE
04012099 1949 Pip+ 12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 94 HYOROMETEOACLGG-
KCAL	 SERVICE
04/16#464 0800 MP-12 4PSSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HYDROMETECFOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
044F 144ftS 1003 MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAD A 91 MVDRCMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




04#418045 SEE® MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAO A 88 HVDRCMETECFOLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
8!#419#444 1232 MP-12 U350 VOLGOGRAD A 90 HVDRCMETECRCLCG-
£CAL	 SERVICE
04#419#4$9 1E22 MP-12 USSR VCLGOGRAD A BI HVDRGMETECFCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE












04/23/48 9800 MP-12 USSR K14ENSA ISLAND A 97 HYDFOMETEGFOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
0!#4936#88 2210 MP°12 USSR VCLGCGPAD A 638 HYDROMETECRCLCG-
1CAL	 SERVICE
04#423#4!8 1tC0 MP-12 USSR VCLGOGRAC A 88 HYQRGWETECFCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE






NSUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDEhTIFIEM CURING PERIOD 	 I JULY - 31 DECEMBER 8970
CATE TIME RCCKET NUMBER BPChsORIAG LAUaCPtING EAPERIMENTE AWPRORa PRINCIPAL
13 3 i R E 7 S S 0g ul p ILTI OR TYPE CCUkTWV SITE APOGEE(KM) EXPERIMEKTER4S!




04/:O/I : 6 080C MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A BB HVDROMETECPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
O9/07/E5 03C3 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A 89 HVOROMETECPLCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
0 •-/14/Ei C80C MP-12 LSSR KHEISA ISLAND A 92 HVOROMETEMCLCG-
IC AL	 SERVICE
mE/ISots O40C 1qP-12 LSSR SOC OO°S	 0650 00 0 E A 76 HYOROMETEOiPOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
CUSS/E5 1600 MP-12 LSSR 49C 00 0 S	 0660 00 8 E A 80 HYDROMETECRCLOG-
SCAL	 SERVICE
GEZIUCS 2200 MP-12 LrSSR 460 OD D S	 0650 00 0 E A 86 HVDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE








aeirsVES 1103 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A 86 HYOROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
06/il /E5 fI£00 MP-12 USSR 41C 000 S	 0650 OO O E A S3 HVDROMETECOCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
O`/s' Soft S 220C NP-12 LSSR 40C 00°S	 065D 00 4 E A 82 H`PDROMETECRCLCG-
SCAL	 SERVICE




Ot /2 2/45 1000 PIP-12 USsQ 39C 00 0 5	 065D 00°E A 88 HVORDMETECRGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE






SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
ADENT8FIED DURING PERIOD	 1 JULY - 31 DEC84SER 19i0
CATE I TIME ROCKET NUMBER 3PGNSORING LAUACLgING EXPERIMENTS APPROX6 PRINCIPALa1213
 
4 5 E 8$ 5 OCUTO d{JT! OR TYPE CCUMTAT SITE APOGEE MID EXPERIMSNTERQSL
OEJ20te% IICC MP-12 USSR 32C Go e s	 0650 00 4 E A 89 HVDROMETECwOLCG-
ICAL	 .SERVICE
0E124tes Race MP-12 USSR 30C Go e s	 0650 00 6 E A 92 J4VOROMETECOULOG-
RCAL	 SERVICE
0112!/L:s 0400 MP-12 USSR 2a0 004 5	 0650 00 6 E A 92 HVDROMETECMALCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
00/atlas 2300 MP-12 USSR 230 G0 0 S	 06SD 00 9 E A 92 HVDROMETEDROLOG-
IICAL	 SERVICE
Ottg et4 g 2200 MP-12 USSR 21C OO O S	 0660 OO e E A 92 HTOROMETEOROLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
OflaWts 1600 MP-12 USSR a!O ac e s	 0650 00 6 E A as HVDRGMETE000L4DG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
0E/2S/E g 053E LOP-97 USSR KNEISA ISLAND A 91 I• IVOROMETECROL06°
I CAL.	 SERVICE




4E/36,06S 0302 MP-12 USSP VOLG04RAD A e6 NVOROMESEGROL04°
ICAL	 SERVICE












0E/04/08 0400 MP-12 USSR 110 00 0 5	 065D 00 6 E A 90 HvOROMETECLICLSP-
ICAL	 SERVICE










SUMMARY OF SOUNDING R3CKET LAUNCHINGS
	 - -
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD
	 1 .JULY - 38 DECEMSER 8970
LATE TIME ROCKET NUMER SOGNSeRING LAUI•Cl+IMG EXPERIMENTS APPROX.	 PRINCIPAL
CUT8 6UT8 OM TYPE CCUkTRY SITE A90GEECKMI	 EXPERIMENTER4S114 3 4 5 6 7 I! 5 0
Og00T/d1 040C MP-12 USSR 008'. GO B S	 0650 OO D E A 89	 HVDFO METE CFffiLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
040071ts 8000 up-18 USSR 010 000 5	 0650 JO t E A 93	 HYDROMETECRQLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




6&/061696 2800 MP-12 USSR OGC 00 0 5	 0650 OO-E A 89	 HYDROMETECRCLOG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
C4®66966 2806 MP-8Z USSR 090 00-5	 0650 09 4 E A 87	 HVOROMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
04010061 0400 MP-12 USSR ROD OO O S	 0650 OO O E A 80	 HYOROMETECAQ.LCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
Od91096S 2284 14P-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A a?	 t4VDRCMETE-CFCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
090110dS 0605 14P-12 USSR *MERSA ISLAND A 90	 H VDFC,METECRQLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
Oe91196S 2$00 MP-12 USSR 160 GO O N	 0650 CO V E A 85	 "VD6;QMETEOROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
06088045 2200 a4P-12 USSR 190 CO O N	 0650 00 6 E A N/A	 HVOROMETECFQLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
0w1304S 9400 MP-12 USSR 200 CO O S	 0650 OO-E A 98	 "VORGMETECRQL&G-
I CAL	 SERVICE
E
OtfludS 1600 44P-12 USSR 220 OWN	 0650 00-E A 86	 NYOROMETECAOLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
04014069 0497 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 91
	 H VOROMETE'CROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
6w8E/61 0600 MP-12 USSR K"EISA ISLAND A 92	 "VDF0METECFQLGG-
ICAL	 SERVICE







SUMMARY OF SDIINDIAG ROCKET LAJNCHINGS
IOEAT8FIE0 DURING PERIOD	 1 JULY — 31 OECEMaER &970
CATE TYRE ROCKET NUMER :PChSOPING. LAUPCOING EXPERIMENTS APPROXo PRINCIPAL
tall$ (6T' OR TYPE CCUATRY SITE APOGEEIKM! ExFERIVENTER(S)1 2 3 4 S E 7 F 5 0
07 00 01/04 1F1: MR-12 USSR VGLGCGRAO G 141 [PST OF EXFERt-
OFEPTAL METECRCLCGY
0?/02/E9 09CC MP-32 L'SSR KHEISA ISLAND A 74 HYDRCMETECFCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
070#020B9 100& MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAC A 87 HYDRCMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
074P 030E4 0329 MP-12 USSR VOLGCGAAD 8 165 CENTRAL AEFCLCG-
C ICAL CRSERVATCRY
F
C7/CeOdS 1820 MP-12 USSR VCLGCGPAD ; 146 I&ST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
07009095 0009 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVDFCMETEOFCLCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
07/C91fOS 1755 RP-82 USSR VCLGCGRAC V 150 LAST OF EXFERI-
MEATAL METECRCLCGY
C7/10069 0E08 MP-12 USSR VCLGCGRAO G 162 IAST OF EX$ER[-
C MENTAL METECRCLCGY
07/11004 11E5 MP-12 USSR VCLGOGPAD V 148 [PST OF EXFERI-
MEPTAL METECRCLCGY
0701$!!s 0404 MP-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 92 HYDFCMETECROLCG-
ACAL	 SERVICE
07/104fmS 1004 MP- 12 USSR VLLGCGRAD A 88 HVDROWETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SEFV[CE




•7023/$$ 10C1^ MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAC A dS HVORC DOE TEOdCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
0712"69 2100 MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAD A 9- HVOFCMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE







SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PE0100	 1 JULY - 31 DECEMBER 1970
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCNSGRIhG LAUBCOING EXPERIMENT_ APPROX. PRINCIPAL
1 2 3 4 °.F 4:	 P 2 S CCUT ILTD OR TYPE COUNTRY SITE APOGEE(Kid) EXPERIMERTERQSI
07/2¢/ES CARS MP-12 USSR 45C 00 e h	 0300 00 o w G 166 IhST OF EXSERI—
MENTAL METEGRCLCGY
C7/26Z4S 0130 M F•-12
g
+	 Ei55R VOLGCGRAO G 172 CENTRAL AEROLCG—
ICAL OESERVATORY
0712E/65 0200 MP-12 I USSR VOLGCGRAD A , 89 H VOROMETEOAOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




07/26!4:5 2203 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD G 170 CEk4RAL AEVOLCG-
ICAL OBSERVATORY
07!2$/6S 2350 MP-12 USSR VOLG04RAD V 145 IAST OF EXFEDI-
MENTAL MET ECRCLGGY
07/2Y/ES 2147 MP-12 USSR 310 OO O h	 034D 00 0 !! G 168 IhST OF EYFeRl-
MEh1Qk	 METECROLCGY
074f27/CS 2237 MP-12 USSR 300 59 8 N	 0340 50 G W G 164 IhST OF EXFERI-
MEATAL METECRCLCGY
C7Ja7sES 2327 MP-12 USSR 31C OWN	 034D 55 0 V G 170 INST OF EXFERI-
VEhTAL METECROLCGY
®7/a!/4:4 --- e7 MP-12 USSR 31C AWN	 034D 56 11 w G 167 IhST OF EXFERI-
MEhTAL METECRCLCGY
87/30/64 0200 MP-a2 1sSSR 670 40°S	 0450 51 0 E A 84 HVDPCMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
C7/36/C'S 0308 MP-12 USSR VCLGC6RAD A 91 44VOROMETEORCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
07/30/64 0900 M p -a2 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 90 HVDROMETECWCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
ST/3i/ES 2CC7 MP-'2 U95R VOLGOCRAD B 171 CENTRAL AEFOLCG-
C ICAL CBSERVATCRY
F




SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IOEhTIFIEO DURING PERIOD	 A .JULY	 31 DECO48ER 1970
CATS TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORIRG. LAUaCCmXNG EXPER114ENTS APPROX* PRENCIP46L
A 2 3 4 S 6 7141910BUT) BUT) OR TYPE CoUhTRY SITE ADOGEEBKM) EXPEPIMENTER{S)
08/030464 049E MP-18 LSSR DOD 0 6.N S	 0170 34 6 V G 168 IAST OF EXFERI-
MERTAL METECROLCGY
48.4 03046$ 4$®s - A-12 USSR (1100 056 h 	 0170 31 6 w G 165 I AST OF EXFE€3K-
MERTAL METECRCLCGY
880+3/64 0551 MP-12 USSR 000 08 o k	 0170 34 11 41 G 169 IAST OF ExCERI-
MENTAL METECRGLOGY
6844` 070464 0700 MP-12 USSR DOG 196 N 	 O17D 46 4W G 172 IAST OF EXFERI-
MERTAL METECRCLGGY
04.414064 9300 MP-12 USSR 670 40 6 5 	0430 51 6 E A 94 HYDROMETECRQLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE








88O20069 0200 MP-12 USSR 670 40 0 5 	0450 51 0 E A 88 HYDROMETEOROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




38®37+.484 0200 MP-12 USSR 670 40 6 5	 045D 51 B E A 90 HYOROMETECROLCG-
KCAL	 SERVICE
08 .42TJfGS 1037 MP-12 USSR KHET.SA ISLAND A N.4A HVDROMETEORCLC-6-
ICAL	 SERVICE
39/03/464 Omc#0 MP-12 USSR KNEISA ISLAND A 93 HVOP0METEGflQLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
69/03.485 1003 MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD A 93 HVOROMETECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
89.4$6149 0200 MP-12 USSR 480 406 5 	 0450 51 0 E A 91 HVDROMETECROL ^o-
ICAL	 SERV°.Cc
wm

























SITE	 S 2 3 4 2 t 7€ 4 O	 APOGEE MUS	 EXPERIMERTER(S1
09/SE/e5 8960 MP-12 LSSR OOC 00 0	 650 OO O E A 88 HVOAOMETEOPPCLCG-
ICAL	 ' SERVICE
C5/le/e5 2943 MP-a2 USSR 09C 000	 650 OO O E A NIA HYOROMETEGROLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
04/8B/ts 0201 MP-12 LSSR 670 40 0 5	 0450 51 0 E A 89 HVDXOMETECi-ULCG-
[CAL	 SERVICE
05/87/t6 C910 MP-12 LSSR KHEISA ISLAND A 96 HVDP7CMETECPGLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09/1?/eS 1COa- MP-82 I:SSR VCLGCGFAC A 90 HYDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09117/e$ 19EC MP-12 IrSSR 000 000	065D OO O E A 90 HVOROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
05/18/P:5 214C MP-82 LSSR 000 000	0650 OG OE A 87 HVDPCMETECROLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
OS/Ie.fG% 814E MP-12 i.SSR OCE 00 0	 650 000 E A 89 HYDROMETEGROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE




04/8P!/tf 2308 MP-12 LSSR 000 00 0 	 650 CO D E A 89 HVDROMETECPPOLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09/a5164 2010 MP-82 P.SSR OOC 000	G65D 04 0 E A 88 HVDROMETECRCLCG-
ICAL
	 SERVICE
09/a5/e5 2232 MP-12 6SSR 000 00 0,	 065D OO O E A 88 HVOROMETEOaCjLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
O9/20/6$ 2008 MP-12 4SSR DOE 00 0 	065D 00 0 E A I 90 HVDRCMETECAGLCG-
It ICAL	 SERVICE
09/24/69 0200 MP-12 LSSR 67C 40 0 S	 O45D 58 0 E A 95 HVDROMciECROLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE













SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHHNGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD
	 I .DULY - 31 DECEMBER 1970
€ATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORING LAU)<CHING EXPERIMENTS APPROX* PRINCIPAL
4UT) 96.73 OR TYRE COUNTRY SITE 1	 213141 8 7	 S 0 &9OGEE4KM) EHPERIMENTERIS)
0S/$4.#l5 CS2C 100-12 USSR KHEISA ISLAND A 87 HYDFCMETECFCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE	 -
09/2E/t% 2316 MP-12 USSR 20C 00• S	 0650 00 0 E A 90 HYOROMETEOFCLGG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09.#2t/Ef 2670E MP-12 irSSR 20D Doe s	 0650 00 0 E A a9 HYOt+OMETECPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
09/24/968 2200 MP-12 USSR 206 o0 9 S	 0650 0:. 0 4 A 91 HYDD;CMETE[FCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE
Oi/ET/44 1900 MP-12 USSR 206 00 0 S 	0830 00 9 E A 88 HVDAOMETECPCLCG-
ICAL	 SERVICE












809/24/84 2231 MP-12 USSR 200 00°s
	 0650 00 0 E A d9 HVOROMETEOTOLCG-
ICAL	 SEFVICE
20/11.#05 1200 MP-12 6JSSR 640 36 0 h	 0320 18 0 E C 138 INST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
4p
W144ftG 0822 MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAO V 120 INST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECFCLCGY	 J
1C/87/t9 2205 MP-12 USSR VOL604RAD G 166 CENTRAL AEFCLCG-
	 t+
ICAL CESEPVATCRY
10/1l.#Ea Is*? MP-12 USSR 600 480 N	 0360 30 40 C 165 INST OF EXFERI-
VENTAL wETECRCLCGY
16/le.ts 1719 MP-12 USSR BID 17 0 N	 037D 26 9 0 C 160 INST OF EXPERT-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY




NSUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDEwTIFIED DURING PERIOD	 I .JULY — 31 DECEMBER 8970
CATE RIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCNSORING LAURCHING EXPERIMENTS APPROXo PRINCIPAL
12 13 4 5 6 7 8 5 0IUT 1 11.T B OR TYPE CCUN+TRY SITE AVGGEE 6 KYI EXPERI MINT ER(S )
SC/antes 0E31 MP-82 USSR YCLGCC9^C Y 116 INST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
10/24/6S 8233 MP-12 USSR VCLGCGRAD G 360 CENTRAL AEFCLCG -
ICAL OBSERVATCRY
11/0$/6% Oa81 MP-12 USSR 52C 46 2 h	 016D 40 0 11 C 162 IAST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
S1/ ♦E/6S III2 MP-82 USSR 52C 59 0 N	 0870 88 0 11! C 160 IAST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
I1/C4R6Q 3E4T MP—$2 USSR 4113 13 0 15	 OIaO 28 0 19 C 162 INST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
12010!65 Qe0C MP-12 USSR YOLGGGRAD G D 165 INST OF EXFERI -
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
1211016'6 2CS9 MP-12 USSR 62C 12 0 N	 028D 38 0 19 C 160 INST OF eXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
8218016% 22131 MP-12 USSR 620 37 o k	 0260 z2 0 x C 160 INST OF EXFERI -
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
I2/12fES 1004 ss's ek UNITED KINGOCM SOUTH UIST B C 79 WILLIAMSOEoRo
12/IE/6S 0£OC MP-12 USSR VOLGOGRAD G O 163 INST OF EXFERI -
MENTAL METGCRC.LCGY
1i/1Ef6S 8443 522H UNITED KS NGOCM SCUTH UIST 8 C 89 7ILLIAMSoEeRa
1&18lf64 OT,I3 MP-12 USSR YOLGOCAAO G O 166 INST CF EXFERI -
ME% TAL METECRCLCGY
I"IeAG5 0600 MP-12 USSR VOLGCGRAO G O 162 INST OF EXFERI-
MENTAL METECRCLCGY
I2/1Gfa5 188E MP-12 USSR YCLGCCRAD G O 16S INST OF EXFERI -
MENTAL METECRCLCGY






SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDEATIFIEII DURING PERIOD 	 I JULY — 31 DECBISER 1970
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORING LAUNCI+[NG EXPERIMENTS A&PROXe PRINCIPAL
11213 4 5 E 1181 ,110WTI I4.TP OR TYPE CCUNTRV SITE  A90GEE(KM6 EXPEREPENTERHSI
Ol/C7/7C 142! LCL 2 UNITED KINGDOM KIRUhA A 75 GRCVES.G*V.
C SCCTToA.FoCo
HAY[LTCN9R.A.
al/SS/7C 8417 a g e" UNITED KINGDCM SCUTH UIST B C 82
ALPCNlD *R.
hILLIAPSaEofQ*





aI1$2/7C 13E9 SEl" UNITED KINGOCP SCUTM UIST B C 85
ALMCND.R.
%l LLIAVSoE.R.
01/12/70 1436 LCl 4 UNITED KINGDCM KIRUhA A 68 GACVESo6oV.
C SCCTToAOFoC.
HAVILTCN.RoA.
01/14/80 NASA 106323 Gay UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND % N/A
ALVCNDoRO
SVITHr%oSo
4V14/70 0210 NASA 2003143 C& UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND V 160 BEDINGEReJ.F.
•9/14/70 0300 NA :A 14.447 Cu UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND V 197 BEDINGERoJoF.
09/84/70 0300 NAIA 14x448 CM UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND V 204 BEDIhGEROJ*F.
a1/14/TC C787 NAIA 140449 Co ChITED STATES VIALLCSS ISLAND V 204 BEDINGERoJ*Fo
08/14/70 C915 MAIA 14.450 CN UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND V 201 8EDINGER9J*Fo
•1/14/7[ 1933 NA 9A 14.461 C4 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND Y 207 8EDINGERaJ*Fo
010'14/7C 164C UCL 3 Uhl TED KIMDC1k KIRUhA A N/A GRCVESoG0V0
C SCCTToAaF.C.
HAVILTCNoRaAo







NSUNNARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD	 I JULY — 31 DECEKBER 1970
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCNSORING LAUNCHING EXPERIMENTS APPROX. PRINCIPAL
IUTD (LID OR TYPE CGUNTRV SITE It 2 3 4 ;< E 71411910 APOGEE(KMD E%PEIRIVIEkTER(Sl
















0104 29f7C NASA lOs33S G M UNITED STATES PCINT EARRcw 8 IN SVITHoMeSo
010'gs/7C NAIA 80a339 61 UNITED STATES PCINT BARROW 2 N/A Sid ITHoINoS.
08/203?* 8!27 UCL 12 UtaETED KINGOCM KIRUNA A T$ GFCVESoGoVo
C SCCTToAoFaCo
HAPILTCP.9FaA*
ALXCNO o R a
02/C3/7C NAPA 10x340 GN UNITED STATES PCINT @ARROW S N/A Slot TH. rsSo
02/03/70 NAPA	 80o349 Gtr UNITED STATES PCINT FARROW 3 N/A SRI THoWoSm
0216$!76 (NASA 16o113 1 I UNITED STATES ANDOYA x N/A
NCRWAY
GUC4l7C NASA 14.441 UI UNITED STATES FORT 04URCHILL R N/A SCHVERLINGoEvao
62`CEJ7C NA SA 13a831	 GI UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND A N/A MEDRCV oK. A*
G"97/7C NASA	 4o262 CG UNITED STATES tlNITE SANDS F N/A RCMANe
asl164f y0 NAIA 14x44$ UI UNITED STATES FCRT CNURCHILL X N/A SLHMERLINGvEaRa






SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IOENTIFIE6 DURING PERIOD
	 I JULY	 31 DECEMBER 1970
CAT# T 9011 A6CKET NUMBER SPCNSORIf4 LAUNCo lNG EXPERIMENTS APPROXa PRINCIPAL
4UTl 44T) OR TYPE COUN71ty SITE 1 2 3 4 R 11 '1 1 11 1 1 0 APOGEE (KIP) ExPERENEATER$S8
6,ORIO?C IM PIXN UNITED KIPAGDOM SOUTH UIST C 148 GCCOALLoCoVo
E
®1s24oa0 `, NASA 15-72	 UE UNITED STATES F6RF CHURCHILL x N/A SCHMERLIA6oE.Ro
08026074
f 
NASA 240362 GE UNITED STATES FORT CHURCHILL x x N/A EVAKS90a
6i00107f NAVA 13073	 U1 UMITEA STATES FORT C14JRCNILL x N/A SCHPERLIN60E0Ro
030610Y0 0400 Md	 30237 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS O 210 HENNYoROCO
F MEEKINSoJoFo
FRIT8oGo6o
63004070 NASA 15068	 NO 6NITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND J N/A HEhAv oRoCo
63"7AF74 NASA 15068	 NO VNITM STATES WALLOPS ISLAND i N/A HEARYoRoC.
03007079 NAVA 15040	 NO UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND J N/A HENSYoAcc.
GU6707C NAVA 95o7C	 NM UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND i N/A HEkF1VcRoCo
03007074 1037 AC	 70902-9 UNETg D STATES WALLOPS ISLAND F 76 NARCISIDPoSo
N
03007078 1434 AO	 $o9f2•-5 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND F 76 AARCISIoRoSe
V
03107074 1444 A8	 7094m-86 UNITED STATES WALLGFS ISLAND F 74 hARCISI vR090
b
0$®14670 14ASA 15o74	 NO UKETED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND J N/A HENRYoRoCo
0300607C NAIA 20o99	 GI UNITED STATES THUNSA x N/A AIKINaAoCo
GDLOSERGo
6.200*iC74 0216 AT	 8o296 UNITED STATES FORT CHURCHILL B A 298 VANCOUR9R*
630CSY79 6321 AO	 70907-2 UNITED STASES FGAT CHURCHILL $ 158 WILO&AKaFoJ*LO
C
E
03014076 NAVA	 4o320 DG LhK TED STATES U141TE SANDS X N/A PCMAN9




SUMMARY OF SGUNDLWG ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD 	 S JULY — 31 DECOI®EP 1970
CAVE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORING LAUKC14ING EXPERIMENTS APPROXe PWINCIPAL
6UT8 (UT D OR TYPE CCUNTRY SITE AVOGEEQKM) EXPERINSW ER45)1 2 3 4 S B ?1411910
024f1Sf70 IGS# SL 401 UNITED KINGOCAE YCCMEKA D A 1Bi BUTLER *He Sa
HIVMPHR1 ES aCo Mo
O3f2E.070 0464 NASA	 40349 UA UNITED STATES FCFT CMPC"KLL 8 164 FAST1EgUaGo
21aPH aEo
1i3f87f7'0 H49A 340465 IE UNITED STATES TRIVANDRUM X X N/A.
— ;A 19401 A
03f27f7C 0700 NASA 15.54	 GI UNITED STATES TiRIYARDRUM C NfA KANEoJoAe
04fC70 7C 032C SL !C3 UNITED KINGOCP WDGMEFA D 204 EAGSTRCM oFe
E 5"FhTON o00 @o
041f81/70 NASA 16e91	 UE UNITED STATES FC17T CwRC11ILL x NfA OPPvAoGe








064f$3f7C NASA	 4.321 UA UNITEO STATES WHITE SANDS X NfA 040twomo
04014.070 CS1E e1@H UNITED KINGDOM SOUTH UIST C A 92 WILLMOREvAePv
NCP1rAN *Ko
SiHIRKEvJvSa
04f14f7C 1233 511H UNITED 1cINGOCM SOUTH UISY C A 92 WgLLMOREoAoPe
NCRMAN oXo
SHIRKEoJeSe
04f1Ef84 NASA 15974	 UI Wit TED STATES FORT CHURCHILL X N.0A SCHMERL1NGaEogo
04f1I:.07C NASA 140443 UI U14ITED STATES FORT CMACHILL X NZA SCHMERLINGvE.eRO
0"14f70 -0150 :1410C UNITEI} I1INGDCM THUMBA C A 91 WILLMOWEoAoPo
NCRMANoXv
SHIRKEeJaSe








SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD 	 I. JULY a 31 DEC OISER 1970
CATE TIME RSCMET NUMBER	 SPONSORING I_AUACHING EXPERIMENTS APPR03[e PRINCIPAL
IUTB I OJT ) OR TYPE
	
CCUNTRY SITE 1 2 3 4 W91711,9 0 APOGEEIKMI EXPERIPOEhTERISD
04/I7/70 1108 $aim	 UNITED KINGOCM SCUTH UIST C A 95 09LLOORE9AeP9
ACRMAN9Ko
SHISKEoJeSo
44/22AT6 2141 Pum	 UNITED 14INGOCM SCUTH UIST C 139 RCTHWELLoP.
FRCCAvGe
49/44080 0416 MA VA I3000	 UG	 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS F 146 9RADT9H9
09011074 NASA	 4e322 bA	 UNITED STATES FORT CHURCHILL G N/A DU5IN9M9
49014008$ NASA M57	 60	 UNITED STATES VANDENDURG AFB J N/A KRUEGERvAeJo
09/114070 1031 AD	 79941-3	 UNITED STATES EGLIN AFB V 153 RCSENSERG.N.w.
05021/70 1206 AO	 70909-1	 UNITED STATES EGLIN AFB V 159 RCSENBERGvN.w.
0"29A76 NASA	 4o3fl1 UG	 UNITED STATES WOCMERA F N/A RCMANo
0604200710 NA *A	 4e311 UG
	
UNITED STATES WHITE SAkm 0 NIA DUBIN*"*
44041!/70 MA 9A	 4x362 UG	 UNITED STATES WBCME PA F NIA Dit$I N owe
00"2074 NA IA	 4s271 UG	 UNA TIED STATES WHITE SANDS x N/A ACMAN D
040181?& 1460 3VFARC0 62/70	 PAKISTAN SO&MIANI A 64 RAHNATULLAHoMo
JAFRIuSoAe
46018!+71; 1937 NASA 00x342 60	 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 8 N/A SPITHoWeSo
04014070 212E NASA 85079	 GO	 UNITED STATES VAADf&8URG AFB J N/A KRUEGERvAeJe
46021070 1445 NASA	 4e323 US	 UNITED STATES WHITE SAP60S x N/A JEFFRIES9Mo
0!022070 9400 NA 9A 100332 GO	 UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 8 132 FaRIGHT vDeUo
90/1407® A gog $22"	 UNITED KINGDCO SOUTH UIST B A N/A UILLIAMSoEeRe
C
46028/70 0455 MA9A 13012	 UG	 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS F 175 GURSKVoHe
GCRENSTEIAoPo
•f027070 1927 P34H	 UNITED XIW40CM SOUTH UIST C 126 EULLCUGHvKe
1
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD	 8 JULY m 31 DECMSER 1970
QATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORRMG LAU14CHRNG EXPERIMENTS ASPROxe PRINCIPAL
12 3 4 S 0 7 E 9 ORUTS 416T$ OR TYPE ccukTRV SITE AOOGI<E/KM8 ExPERH>•Eie^ER49Ea
47/CAO76 160E 39 4104 UNITED KINGDC* S0UTH UIST G NIA ALLIAM19Eo0e
6
441 7/4!/78 0441 NAIA	 40209 US UkBTED STATES WHITE SANDS D 360 COR1EeAo
BLESS oRoCo
08/I8/7C COCO SL 728 UNITED KINGDOM WOOMERA 6 F 283 mullsoWSODoKo
C DORLINGoEoEo
MCCRACKENoKaGo
07034078 04E! 8L SPA UNITED KINGDOM WOOPYEWA F 223 WILLMOREoAoPa
coin sE oAo Me
07/&¢078 1484E SL t11 UNITED KINGDOM KC'CNI!PA D 344 swaycNoWoMo
E 60KSENBERGeAa
0711 =!74 ASOE SWARCO 63070 PAKI STAk 30%NI ANN A 63 RA44MATULLAHoMo
JAFRIoS®Ao
SV W76 1600 NA SA 100320 UI UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND E 1431 NECl9TLTaEo Ao
6 SM1THoLofio
It7023178 0437 NASA	 40259 GG UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS x NIA SMITHOWOS*
87127178 413E A0	 4oO64-1 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS d 143 WALKERoRcGe
CUNkIFFeCe
070360743 1244 NASA 10o72	 UE UNITED STATES WALLCFS ISLAND x N/A LCCKWOBDoRo
00093/70 1669 NAIA &40466 UN UkITIED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND i N/A 14CRVATHvJo-Jo
44064J78 118E SPMMGW ARCAS ACOWAY ANDOVA C 05 JOHANNESSE4sAa
D
0#!82070 1682 AS	 400021 UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS E 246 HINTEREGGEKof404:o
HIGGBkso Jeao
CHAGNONeCoWa
04/83/84 1402 NASA	 46208 Dffi UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS x NIA TOWSEVeR a








SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUMCMgPOGS
IDEMTIFIRfD DURING PERIOD	 1 JULY — 31 OECfineFR 1970




	 [1R TVPE	 COUNTRY	 SITE	 1 213161 S E 7! S O	 APOISEE11101
	
EXPERIMENTERIS1
084F28070 0443 kASA 140414 UG UNITED STATES WHITE SANDS R N1A GA0114IWE96a
8W01078 29.20 NASA	 Ro82	 UA UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND C NZA OCNAHUE*To 0.
~4929"0 109! 2-84-3 JAPAN KAG"#tIMA Y E 174 CVAMA*Xo
48"24070 1994 9-84-1 JAPAN KAGM14111A N G 174 KIMURAOHo
MATSUOKAoTo
KATCoSa
KUPt KI 91 o
"p82b/70 1014 9-84 JAPAN KAGOSMIMA C 174 KATCoKa
E EJIPI oMo
ASCOT.
~17470 1842 NASA 10*324 GM UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND 8 127 THECkoJo$o
~17074 1858 MAIA 26*389 UM UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND Y 158 HCMYATHOJ+Ja
ALLENoHo
F I SOISACH o F o
89®1G®7® 2-80—G JAPAN KAGOSINIMA G N!A NAKAIvSO
I BAMA o Vo
801.2OOTO 1130 a— aE— I JAPAN KAGOSHIMA D 2017 MASUCKAgT.








N/1.2479 time $°88-3 JAPAN KAGQ"IMA C 2017 MORI*NO
E
QUIV4079 1130 8-88-4 JAPAN KAG"IMIMA E 2017 CVAMAoKo




SUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCHINGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD
	
I JULY m 31 DECe*BER 1970
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPONSORING LAUACNING EXPERIMENTS APPRGXo PRENCIPAL
lUTB ILT8 OR TYPE CCUNTSay SITE 1 2 3 41516 F! 9 -5 APOGEEHKMI EXPERIPtNTERIS)
09/15/Si 113® 3-92-11 JAPAN KAGOSHIMA E 329 TCHPATSUoTa
OGArAoTa
HAVASHIoTa
Ci/a$/7® 1130 S— Ir`-13 JAPAN KAGOSPINA A 329 TAKEUCHI aNa










6S/26F7C 1130 S-1!— E JAFA# KAGOSI-IMA C 2017 TSUKUDAOMa




09/21/70 IC14 NA2A 10* 327 LP UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND C A 145 HORVATHoJoJo
B
F




09/27/70 0142 $— #@-4 JAPAN KAGOS1*IMA C 346 CVAivAoKo
09/27/70 0442 S— t4-3 JAPAN KAGOS111MA G 346 EJIRIoMo
A dATANASEoVo
HCRGNEoKa
®90/27/70 0448 S°!E-2 JAPAN KAGOSHEMA A 240 KAWASHIldAod-a
KIFUhE oTo
I"Of 70 1040 AFCRL 70°1 UNITED STATES CAPE KENNEDY A 73 GRIFFINoJcF*
1G4f67/7, 1800 AFCRL ?0-2 UNITED STATES CAPE KENNEDY A Y2 GRIFFINaJoPo
10/08/70 1300 AFCRL 7C-3 UNITED STATES CAPE KENNEDY A 78 6 lvrlAoJoFa
•
N&
NSUMMARY OF SOUNDING ROCKET LAUNCN3NGS
IDENTIFIED DURING PERIOD	 1 .JULY — 31 DECEMBER IS?*
CATE TIME ROCKET NUMBER SPCMSGAIM LAUkCt-RNG EXPERFAIENTI AOPROXo PRINCIPAL
1 Z 3 4 E 6 Y IMeCUT) CLY) OR TVPE CCUNTRY SITE AODGEECKM EXPERI 011pasms&
E4f62i7C 1215 AFCRL 70-4 UNITED STATES CAPE KENNEDY A 74 SNIFFLN9JaRo
1604 64f79 3828 AFCML 70-5 UNITED STATES CAPE KENNEDY A 75 GRIFf1.119.JoRm
I8f 1 cw7O a600 NASA 15.80	 GO Ulal TED STATES RR HMRCSE LAKE C 68 KRUEGER aAsAo
14f14f7O 1443 NASA IOo276 AM UNITED STATES WALLOPS ISLAND G D A 116 HGMVATH9 JvJo
NENDERSON o4io
14f1707C 3000 NA2A 1Sa83	 GM UNITED STATES PRIMRCSE LAKE C 62 KRMEGERcA&-Jo
I1fllw7c fl4AE NASA 16082	 GO Uk$TED STASES FORT SHERMAN G C f 60 KRUEGERoAodo
11f13170 1048 NASA 15083	 GP UNITED STATES FORT SHERMAN & C 60 KRUEGERoAa.10
13/13/76 222 a N1WE/TOMANANK b®RWAY ANDOYA C D s 214 KRANKDMSKYCO•
UNITED STATES D EGELANDoAo
AUSTRIA E MAYNARDaN.Co
DENMARK CHRISTCPIiE- IEUPP&








R OSENBER6 s J1o9 a
3212Cf 7C 2339 AO	 7o9l?—& Uk1TED STATES EGLIN AFB it 170 MACLEODoMoAo
11/24076 2323 Al	 7.695 UNITED STATES EGLIN AFB G O 120 PHILBRICKoCaRa
DANDEKAP*SaSo
TVRTLEoJoPo
1111Of7C 2223 Al	 70896 UNITED STATES EGLIN AFB D 130 NARCIISIoRaSo
C PMILBRICKaCoRa
ULWICK o,JoCo
I1f2Of 7C 232E AG	 70917-3 UNITED STATES EGLIN AFS U ass MACLEGOoMeSe
ACSENBERGa4aVo







i JuLV — 31 DECMBER 1970
GATE TIME ROCYAT i um"A SPONSOMING LAU9rCHING EXPEMIMENYS ADPROXe PRINCIPAL
11178 4VT) OR TYPE CCf)►9SMV SITE 112 34 S 0 7 E S O AVOGEE(KM) EXPERIMENTIMAS)
1 1/810 8 91 ties AE	 21ei62 UK VIM STATES WA&LOft ISLAND M 3910 ROYNAfdome
I80AS0aa Ile! S-9:4 ITALT 3A#DIKSA F 187 UNKNOWN
I NTEAMATIGNAL
&U@764 10 9131 Alf$-19	 19 CANADA Few CoVaCHILL C F 770 HAR*2SGkvAoW*
WILSONm6eGm










iSCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
E XPER I MENTS USI NG SOUNDI NG ROCKETS
DR * ARTHUR Co AIKIN, .JRo
CODE 625
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
UNITED STATES
DR • W oMo ALEXANDER
®AYLOR UNIVERSITY
WACO. TEXA S 76703
UNITED STATES
DR * He ALLEN
UNIVERSITY i3F MICHIGAN
ANN ARB®R, M ICHiGAN 48105
UNITED STATES
R e ALMOND
HIGH ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH ® RANCH
METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
LONDON ROAD
BRACKNELL RG12 2S2, SERKSo ENGLAND
DR* To A SO
IONOSPHERE RESEARCH LABORATORY
KYOTO UNIVERSITY
U.J I ,^ KYOTO * 
	
.JAPAN
DR o A o BA HN SE N
DANISH SPACE RESEARCH INSTITLTE
LUNDLOFTEVEJ 7
2800 L Yd GB Y, DENMARK
.JOHN F • 13ED INGER









DRa A * BOKSEK3ERG
MULLARD SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
HOLMBURY STo MARY
DORK ING. SURREY, ENGLAND
Ko BORGNE
INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND AER ® NAUTICAL
SCI ENCE
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
MEGURO —KU, TOKYO, .JAPAN
PROF* SIDNEY A s BOW H ILL





MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNO—OGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139
UNITED STATES




FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY







 Do K e BURROWS
SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL
RADIO AND SPACE RESEARCH 5 T AT I ON
DITTON PARK, SLOUGH, FU CKS, ENGLAND
We Mo BURTON
ASTROPHYSICS RESEARCH
CULHAM, ABI NGT ON, SERKS, ENGL AND
DR * Ho E • BUTLER
ROYAL. OBSERVAT CRY
BLACKFORD HILL
EDINBURGH EH9 3HJ9 SCOTLAND
CENTRAL AEROL4361C' AL OBSERVATORY
USSR




SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS  USI NG SOUNDING ROCKETS
CHARLES We CHAGNON
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET BRANC14 (CRt.U)
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
L sGs HANSCOM FIELD
BEDEORDo MASSACHUSETTS 01 73 C
UNITED STATES






MADISON * WISCONSIN 53706
UN ITF..D STATES
DR* E e Be DDRL I NG
MULLA RD SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
HOLMBURY ST a MARY
DOPKI NG s SURREY * ENGLAND




WASHINGTON* De Cs 20546
UNITED STATES
DRs ALV EGELAND
NORWEGIAN INSTITUTE OF COSMIC PHYSICS
PO BOX 1 048 BL I NDERN
OSLO 3s NORWAY
DR * B eA a	 COOKE
LF.ICF-STFR	 UNIVERSITY DR*	 Me	 EJIRI
UNIVERSITY ROAD INSTITUTE  OF SPACE AND AERONAUTICAL




A sM s	 CRUISE MEGURO -KU s TOKYO@	 JAPAN
MULLARD SP ACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON DPo Fe	 ENGST ROM







USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES DENNIS	 EVAN
LsGs HANSCOM FIELD CODE 67101
BEDFORD * MASSACHUSETTS
	
01730 NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
UNITED STATES GREENBELT * MARYLAND	 20771
UNITED STAPES
DRe BsS * 	 DANDEKAR
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES DR* He	 FAHLESC7N
LeGs HANSCOM FIELD DEPARTMENT OF PLASMA PHYSICS
BIEDFnRDs
	
MASSACHUSETTS	 01730 ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
UNITED STATES STOCKHOLM 70 *	SWEDEN
To
	
DOKE DRs	 W e Ge	 FAST IE
INSTITUTE FOP NU:LEAR STUDY .JOHNS HOPKI N UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF TOK V0 BALTI MORE * MARYLAND	 21218
TANASHI CITY,	 TOKYO *	JAPAN UNITED STATES
DRs TeMe	 DONAHUE Fs	 F ISHBACH
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS SOLACE RESEARCH BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
'	 PITTSBURGHe PENNSYLVANIA	 1521? ANN ARROR9 MICHIGAN	 48105






SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS  USI NG SOUNDI Nti ROCKETS




PO BOX 259 2007 K.JELL =—R a NORWAY
G IL B ER T Go FR I TZ
CODE 7125.2
US NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY















DEPARTMENT OF INSTRU 'ENTATION
KOBE UNIVERSITY
KOBE9 .JAPAV
DRe GORDON P a GARMIRE
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY




MAX —PLANCK — INSTITUTE FOR PHYSICS AND
ASTROPHYS ICS
6046 GARCHING
MUNICH, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMAVY
Re A* HAMILTON
HIGH ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH BRANCH
METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
LONDON ROAD
BRACKNELL RG1 2 2SZ a BERKS 9 EN Gs— AV D





DRe C a V e GOODALL
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM	 DRe Aa We HARRISON
EDGBASTON9 B IRMINGHAMe ENGLAND 	 UNIVERSITY CF CALGARY
CALGARY@ ALSERT'Ae CANADA
R * E a G30D
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES








DRe P. GORENSTE I N
AMERICAN SCIENCE # ENGINEERING. INCe
11 CARLE TON STREET
CAMBR IDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02142
UNITED STATES
.J 9  a GR IFF IN
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES









INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND AERONAUTICAL
SCI ENCE
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
MEGUAO —KIJ, T®KY®e ,JAPAN
33
4SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS  USI NG SOUNDING ROCKETS
He HENDER SON
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADM IN I STQA TION
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302
UNITED STATES
DR v. R s C e HENR Y
CODE 7$22.11
US NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
WASHINGTON s D.C. 20340
UNITED STATES
J.Es HIGGINS s
USAF CAMBRIDV RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Lo e G e HAN SCOM FIELD
BEDFOIRDo MASSACHUSETTS 01730
UNITED STATES
DR * HANS Es HINTEREGGER
( CRAU) STO O 30








NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS AND SYSTEMS COkP*
TOKYO. JAPAN
Ye I ZAWA
INDUSTRIAL  RESEARCH INSTITUTE
OSA':A PREFECTURE
FN+JKO.JIMA — KAMI NO
NISHI — KUs OSAKA, JAPAN
Se Ae JAFRI








DR * J. JENSEN








PO BOX 25 @ 2007 KJELLER @ NORN AY
Ks KAdJI YAMA
HITACHI COe s LTDe
TOTSUKAs YOKOHAMA * JAPAN
Ye HISHIDA
HITACHI CO s@ LTD*
TOTSUKAs YOKOHAMA s „JAPAN!
,JACK J • HOR VA TH
SPACE RESEARCH BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN





EDINBURGH EH9 3HJ s S OTLANG
1 HYDROMETEOROL,OGICAL. SERVICE
MAIN DIRECTORATE
USSR COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
ADDRESS NOT PROVIDED
DR a T. IMAI




DR. JOSEPH Ae KANE
CODE 525













SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC





K • K A TO
IONOSPHERE OBSERVATION LABORATORY
KYOTO UNIVERSITY
U.J I s K YO TO v JAPAN
K. KATO
NAGOYA UNIVERSITY
CHIKUSA, NAGOYA a JAPAN
DR * Ae KAVADAS
UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
SASKATOON@ SASKATCHEWAN* CANADA
No KAWA SH IMA
INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND AERONAUTICAL
SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
MEGURO —K Us TOK YO s .JAPAN
T e K I FUME

















MAX —PLANCK — INSTITUTE =OR NUCLEAR
PHYS ICS
PO BOX 1248, 69 HEIDELBERG 1
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
ARLIN Jo KFUEGER
CODE 622
NASA G ODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT s MARYLAND 20771
UNITED STATES









K.JELLERv LILLESTROMv NORM AY
DR* Be Ae. L.IN08LAD




UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAMs NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824
UNITED STATES
Me Ao MACLtEOD
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
















DR* KENNETH Go MCCRACKEN
ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY
ADELAIDE 50019 RUST RAL I A
3S
r1p
SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS  USI NG SOUNDING ROCKETS







OTTAWA ID ONTARIO, CANADA
DRe E eA a MECHTLY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
UR9ANA a ILLINOIS 61 801
UNITED STATES
KARL Ps MEnRa w
CODE 740
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
UNITED STATES
J e F e MEEK INS
CODE 7125e1
















K e NAKA I












TOSHI MAKU a TOKYO, JAPAN
DRe Re Se NARC IS I
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
LeGe HANSCOM FIELD
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01 730
UNITED STATES
KEITH NORMAN
MULLARD SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
HOLMBURY ST a MARY
DORKING, SURREY, ENGLAND
DRe To OGAWA





COLLEGE OF GENERAL EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF GIFU
GIFU$ JAPAN






INSTITUTE  OF SPACE AND AERONAJT ICA_
SCI ENCE
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
MEGURO—KU , TOKYO e J APAN
DRe HI ROSHI OVA
CODE 615








SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS USING SOUNDING ROCKETS
DR@ C.R. P HILB R ICK	 A.F.D. SCOTT
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
	 PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
LOGO HANSCOM FIELD	 UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
BEDFORDO MASSACHUSETTS 01730	 GOWER STREET
UNITED STATES 
	
LCNDON WC1 O ENGLAND
DR e Go PROCA









 We R I EDL ER
GRAZ UNIVERSITY
COMMUNICATIONS AND WAVE PROPAGATION





DR * NOW *
 RO SENBERG
S C ad A C 9
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
LOGO HAN SCOM FIELD
BEDFORDO MASSACHUSETTS 01730
UNITEDTED STATE S






URBANA * ILLINOIS 61801
UNITED STATES
Ds Be SHENTON
ASTRO P HYSICS RESEARCH
CULHAM LABORATORY
ABI NGOONO BERKS O ENGLAND
ORs J*Ss SHIRKS
PHYSICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
AHMEDABAD * $ NDIA
DR* Me S I MEK










NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT o MARYLAND 20771
UNITED STATES
a
W& RO TM AN	 DR* K. Hs STEW ART
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
	 METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
L s G s HAN SCOM FIELD	 MOO* 19




DR* ERWIN R• SCHMERLING	 He TAKEUCHI




WASHINGTONO DsCm 20546	 L:-tVERSITY OF TOKYO
UNITED STATES 
	 MEGURO —KU s T'OKY09 JAPAN
37
60
SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS USING SOUNDING ROCKETS
.Js Co ULWICK










DRs RUSSELL Go WALKER
INFRARED PHYSICS BRANCHs CROI
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES




INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND AERONAUTICAL
SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
MEGURO —KU# TOKYO, ,JAPAN
So W ATANABE
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO)
MEGURO —KU, TOKYO* ,JAPAN





UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF WALES
ABERYSTWYTH
CARDS * WALES
As Ps MI LLP40RE
MULLARD SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
HOLM13URY ST s MARY
DORKING# SURREY# ENGLAND
DR* Bs Gs WILSON
SI MON FRAZER UNIVERSITY
BURNABY, B®Cos CANADA
DR *
 R oCo TENNYSON





NASA GOD DARD SPACE FLIGHT CE KTER
GREENBELT# MARYLAND 20771
UNITED STATES
D#R s To TOHMATSU




DR s RICHARD TOUSEY
CODE 7140
US NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
WASF-INGTON, DeCo 20390
UNITED STATES




Me T SUK UDA
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
R IKKYO UNIVERSITY
N ISH I — IK EBUK URO





,J oP o TURTLE
USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES









SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTING SCIENTIFIC




OTTAWA It ON TAR 10 9 CANADA
DAVID Uo WR IGHT® .JR •
CODE E50









CHIKUSA® NAGOYA 9 .JAPAN
To YAMASHITA





TOSHI PMAKU9 TOKYOe .JAPAN
OR® Vo ZACHAROV




USAF CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
LeGa HANS COM FIELD
BEOFORDs MASSACHUSETTS 01730
UNITED STATES
OR * Eo ZIPH
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH





LAUNCHING SITES FOR SOUNDING ROCKETS
Geographical Coordinates




Akita, Japan ?90349N 140 04 9 E UT + 9
Alaska Rocket Range, 650069N 1470309W UT - 10
United States
Andoya, Noway 690189N 0160009E UT + 1
Antigua, United Kingdom 170099N 0610479W UT - 4
Arecibo, Puerto Rico 180309N 0660509W UT - 4
Arenosello (Huelva), 370069N 0060449E UT + l
Spain
Ascension Island, 070599S 014°259W JT 0
United Kingdom
Barking Sands (Kauai), 220049N 1590469W UT - 11
United States
Barter Island, United 700071N 1430389W UT - 10
States
Cape Karikari, New 340009S 1730309E UT + 12
Zealand
Cape Kennedy, United 280279N 0800329W UT - S
States
Cape Parry, Canada 700109N 1240439W UT - 8
Carnarvon, Australia 240309S 1130249E UT + 8
Cassino, Brazil 3201295 0520101W UT - 3
Chamical, Argentina 300209S 0660199W UT - 4
Colomb Bechar, Algeria 300499N 0030049E UT + 1
Dumont d 9 Urville 640409S 1400019E UT + 9
East Quoddy, Canada 440S49N 06302S9W UT - 4
Eglin AFB, United States 300239N 0860429W UT - 6
Fort Churchill, Canada S80449N 093049OW UT - 6
Fort Sherman, United 090209N 0790599W UT - 5
States
Fort Wainwright, 640489N 1470389W UT - 10
United States
Hamnmaguir, Algeria 300519N 1130049W UT 0
Heiss Island, U.S.S.R. 800279N 0580039E UT + 5
Ile du Levant, France 430039N 0060289E UT 0
Johnston Island, United 160459N 1690319W UT - 11
States
Kagoshima, Japan 310159N 1310049E UT + 9
Kapustin Yar (Astrakhan), 480319N 0450489E UT + 4
U.S.S.R.
Karystos, Greece 380019N 0240259E UT + 2
Kheisa Island, U.S.S.R. 800279N 0580039E UT + 5
Kiruna, Sweden 680009N 0210009E UT + 1
Koroni Beach	 Greece
	
13604VN I 021 057 9 E	 I UT + 2
Lac ping sites used only to launch synoptic meteorological sounding
rockets are not included in this lists
40
r16




Launching Site	 Latitude	 Longitude
	
15" Meridian
Kourou (Guyane), 050129N 0530431W UT - 4
French Guiana
Kro'ngard, Sweden 660139N 0190479E UT + 1
Kwajalein, Marshall 08°449N 1670441W ITT - 12
Islands
Lapan Space Center 06°169S 1060521E UT + 7
(Tjililitan), Indonesia
Isar Chiquita, Argentina 3004215 0620321W ITT - 4
Marc Del Plata, Argentina 3800015 058000 9W UT - 4
Mediterranean Test Center, 06 0 28 9 N 0430021E UT + 3
Africa
Natal, Brazil 05452'S 0350231W UT - 3
Obachi Aomori, Japan 40a429N 1410441E UT + 9
Plesetsk (Arkhangelsk), 650429N 0400211E UT + 5
U.S.S.R.
Point Arguello, United 3403'1N 1200359W UT - 8
States
Point Barrow, United 710209N 1560471W UT - 10
States
Point Mugu, United States 340079N 1190071W UT - 8
Primrose sake, Canada 540451N 1100031W UT - 7
Reggane, Algeria 260439N 0000101E UT 0
Resolute Bay, Canada 74042 9N 0940549W UT - 6
Sardinia, Italy 390561N 0090241E UT + 1
Sonmi.ani, Pakistan 250121N 066045 9E UT + 4
South Uist, Scotland 57022 9 N 0070201W UT 0
Tartagul, Argentina 2204695 0630491W UT - 4
Test Center of Landes, 440161N 0030361W UT 0
France
Thumba (Trivandrum) , 08'0329N 0760521E UT + 5
India
Tonopah Test Range, 380009N 1160301W UT - 8
United States
Tyuratam (Kazakhstan,, 450381N 0630161E UT + 4
U.S.S.R.
Vandenburg AFB, United 340381N 1200321W UT - 8
States
Vega Baja (Camp Tortuguero) ,	 18 0 25 1 N 067'0009W UT - 4
Puerto Rico
Volgograd, U.S.S.R. 480419N 0440211E UT + 4
Wallops Island, United 370509N 0750292W UT - 5
States
White Sands Missile 320249N 1O60321W UT - 7
Range, United States
Woomera, Australia 310589S 1360311E UT + 9




METEOROLOGICAL SOUNDING ROCKET DATA
A new series entitled "Data Report, High Altitude Meteorological
Data44 is being published by the National Climatic Center (formerly
the National Weather Records Center) for the World Data Center A for
Meteorology. This publication includes high altitude data collected
by rockets and other means and is an extension of the former series
"Data Report, Meteorological Rocket Network Firings." The National
Climatic Center plans to publish two volumes of data per month until
the new publication becomes current. At the present time, the data
contained in the new and former series cover the period January 1964
through May 1969. A sample page from the "Data Report, High Altitude
Meteorological Data," illustrating the types of data presented and
the format of presentation, is shown on the following page.
Copies of Lhe WDC-A Data Reports have been seat to the discipline
World Data Centers for Meteorology and for Rockets and Satellites.
Interested scientists and scientific institutes desiring copies for
their use in research should request them from:
World Data Center A
Meteorology
National Climatic Center
Asheville, North Carolina 25501 U.S.A.
Similar reports on upper-level wind data from rocketsondes are also
available for 1966 through 1965 from the Experimental InterAmerican Me-
teorological Rocket Network (EXAMETNET). This is a cooperative program
among the national space organizations of Argentina, Brazil, and the
U.S.A. The data are available in the EXAMETNET Data Report Series, An-
nual Reports for 1966 (NASA SP-175), 1967 (NASA SP-176), and 1968 (NASA
SP-231). These reports can be obtained from the National Technical In-
formation Service s Springfield, Virginia 22151.
EXAMETNET data for 1969 will be included in the World Data Center A
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B. ARTIFICIAL EARTH SA'TELLI'TES AND SPACE PROBES
The summary of satellite and space probe launchings that follows
was compiled from information in the national launching announcements
and the reports of satellite and space probe launchings submitted to
the International Ursigram and World Days Service and to the World
Data Centers in accordance with the revised "COSPAR Guide to Rocket
and Satellite Information and Data Exchange P° adopted at the Tenth
Meeting of COSPAR, July 1967 9
 London, and Resolution No. 18 adopted
at the Eleventh Meeting of COSPAR, May 1965 9 Tokyo. A report on the
U.S. solar radiation satellite Explorer 37 is shown on the following
page; this sample LIustrates the type of information in these reports.
More detailed narrative descriptions are submitted to COSPAR and pub-
lished in the 94COSPAR Information Bulletin B °
 when information on space-
craft experiments is available.
The entries iii -.his summary are for satellites and space probes
launched during the period 1 July to 31 December 1970. Four entries
for satellites launched in the latter part of June 1970 are also in-
cluded; these entries dial not appear in the previous WDC-A catalogue
The spacecraft brief descriptions included with the entries in this
summary have been prepared, in most instances, from the original
launching announcements. Where more complete information was avail-
able (for exaampple, from a post - launch announcement) , this has been





•REPORT OF SATELLITE OR SP ACE PROBE LAUNCfffNG
COSPAR Designation	 Popular Name Launching Site	 Launching Date	 *Universal Time
(include coordinates)
1968 - 17A	 Explorer 37 Wallops Island, Va. 	 5 March 1968	 1828 UT
(SOLRAD) 37°50'N 75°291W
Initial Orbital Elements Apogee	 Perigee	 Period	 Inclination
(km)	 (km)	 (min)	 (degrees)
5 March 1968 878	 522	 98.77	 59.4
Physical Characteristics
(size, shape, weight)
Nearly cylindrical (12 sides) spin-stabilized PatelPte, diameter 76 centimeters, height 69 centimeters;
weight, 90 kilograms.
Transmitters (Frequency and Power)
Data transmitted continuously on 136 . 530 and 137 . 590 Megahertz at 150 milliwatts and an command on
137.410 Megahertz at 500 milliwatts.
Scientific Experiments
Objectives	 Instruments	 Experimenter(s) and Institution
1. X-ray emissions: To	 Scintillation counter, Dr. Robert W. Kreplin,
obtain measurements of the	 X-ray photometers, X-ray E. O. Hulburt Center for
intensity of solar X-ray
	 o	 Geiger -Meuller tubes Space Research, U.S. Naval
emission in the 0 1 to 0 .5 A,
0.5 to A, 1 to 8 1, 1 to
Research Laboratory
20 A, 8 to 161, 44 to 80
wavelength bands.
2. Ultra-violet emissions:	 Ultra-violet photometer Dr. Robert W. Kreplin,
To obtain measurements of E. O. Hulburt Center for
the inten Aty of solar ultra- Space Research, U. S. Naval
violet aissions in the 1080




The measurements are made in different but overlapping X-ray and ultra-violet bands so that com-
parison of the different photometer outputs can be employed to construct a model of the solar X-ray
spectrum and to provide an instantaneous indication of spectral changes with solar activity.
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1570-047A
SPACECRAFT NA4E — METEOR
OTHER NAMES —
	1970-047A
LAUNCH DATE — 06/23/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY
— SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 06/23/70	 ORBIT PERIOD —
 102	 MINe
APOGEE-906	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 863
	
KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 8102
	
DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUE!NCIES(MH2) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES 4ETEORULOGICAL APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FCR PRECISE
MEASUREMENTS OF ORL3I TAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM&
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1570-049A







	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY —
 SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —
	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 06/26/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 705	 MINe
APOGEE-35280 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 470
	
KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 65
	
DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MH2) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN o UNKNCUN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
3
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
`	 SPUTNIK CARRIES APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING TELEVISI C'N PROGRAMS AND
MULTICPANNEL RADIO COMMUNICATION• APPARATUS OF THE COMMAND MEASURING




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIEKTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — IS70-050A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 350
OTHER NAMES — 	197 0— 0 SOA
LAUNCH DATE— 06/2E / 7C	 DECAY DATE — 07/08/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— 	'V/A
COUNTRY —
 SOVIET UNION
	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 06 /26/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89eO6 MIN&
A POGEE- 267	 KM AL T	 PERIGEE— 204	 KM ALT	 I NCL I KAT ION S- 51 .8
	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MH29 — 19&945
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN , UNKNC%N
PROJECT SCIENTIST
— UNKNOWN v UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM*
+k^k+k # ^k^k^k *+k#*^k#+M^N^k +k*aka#+M^k#^k #+k^k^M#^k^K^k ## ^k#^k*#
C®SPAR DESIGNATION — 1970—OSIA




.AUNCH DATE — 06/27/70	 DECAY DATE — 10/13/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— 	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	N/A	 KG
)RBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EFOCH— 0,5/27 /70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 92	 MIN.
APOGEE-494	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 282	 KM ALT	 I hCL I BEAT ION — 71	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUE4CIESSMH28 — A/A
9ROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN o UNKNCuW
31ROJ ECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN o UNICNOW N
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC AP'PARATUSs RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORI9ITAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM*
.o.
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0ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I .JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DE S I GN m T I®N —
 I S 7 C— 052A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 352
DTHER NAMES—	 1570-052A








	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89.5 MINe
APOGEE-309	 KM AL T	 PERIGEE— 205	 KM ALT
	
INCLINATION—  51 r8 	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FRE;QUENCIESIMHZD — 19995
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN o UNKNCWNf
PROJECT SCIENTIST —
 UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS® RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASURE14ENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS® AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
COSPAR DESIGNATION — I4;70-053A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 353
OTHER NAMES —
	1570-053A
LAUNCH DATE — 07/09/70
	
DECAY DATE — 07/21/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EFOCH— 07/09/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 89o4 MIN*
APOGEE:-309	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 231	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 6594	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESI MHZI — 19.995
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN . UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOvjN 9 UN KNOW N
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS® RADIO SYSTEM FOR FFIECISE MEASURENENT5
r	 OF ORBITAL ELEMEN7$o AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
49
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES ARID SPACE PROHES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECERBER 1970
***W* ss^cW*aq^*^M*** ***^k#**4^W4*^#^4*#^k****
COSPAR DESIGNATION— 1570-055A
SPACECRAFT NAME— INTELSAT 3 F- l!
OTHER NAMES—	 I4;70-055A
LAUNCH DATE — 07/23 /70	 DECAY DATE — 	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— 	V/A
COUNTRY — UNITED STATES
	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
	N/A	 EPOCH— 07/23 / 70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 	N/A PAIN.
APOGEE— N/A KM ALT	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 	 N/ A	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING F'REDUEbCIES(MHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN o UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN a UNMNOWA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INTELSAT 3 F-8 WAS A COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE LAUNCHED aY NASA FOR THE
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP*
* #r**^k4^^^k^k+q*^k*4r***^lc^k*#**^k^k^F# *# ^k^k+R#^k****^M^




LAUNCH DATE — 07/28/70
	 DECAY DATE- 07/28/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— 	N/A
COUNTRY— SOVIET UNION







APOGEE-208	 KM AL T	 PERIGEE— 144
	





 UNKNOWN v UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF •DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS*
5o
rARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLI'I S AND SPACE PRCESFS
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY -> 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 1570-057A
SPACECRAFT NAME- INTERCOSMOS 3
OTHER NAMES- 	 1970-0t?A
LAUNCH DATE- 08/07/70	 DECAY DATE- 12/06/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE- N/A
COUNTRY- SOVIET UNION 	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT-	 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYeE- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH- 08/07/70	 ORBIT PERIOD- 99 * 6 MIN*
APOGEE-1320 KM ALT
	
PERIGEE- 207	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION-  49 	 DEGQ EES
TRANSA41T'TING FREOUENCIES(MHZI- N/A
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN * UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN i UNICNOWK
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARP IES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS*
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 1970-058A
SPACECRAFT NAME- COSMOS 355
OTHER NAMES-	 1970-058A
LAUNCH DATE- 08/07/70










	 ORBIT PERIOD- 89.7 MIN*
APOGEE-342 KM ALT
	 PERIGEE- 202	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION-  65 * 4 	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIES(MHZI- 19*995
PR0JECT MANAGER- UNKNOtN * UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN * UNI(NOWK
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARR IBS SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS* RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 1S70-059A




DECAY DATE — 10/02/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A





EPOCH— 06/10/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 92.6 MINe
APOGEE-600	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 240	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 82
	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUEdCIES4AHZI — 20e005o 30 * 00759 90.0225
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN * UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN * UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS * AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
COSPAR DESIGNATION-- 1570-060A
SPACECRAFT NAME— VENERA 7
OTHER NAMES —	1970-060A
..HUNCH DATE — C8/17/70	 DECAY DATE — 12/155/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE—	 N/A
COUNTRY —
 SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	1180 KG
3RBIT TYPE— VENUSCENTRIC
	 EPOCH—	 N/A	 ORBIT PERIOD —	N/A MINe
APOGEE — N/A KM RAD	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM RAD	 I NCL I NAT ION — N/A DEGREES
TRANSMITTING F€tEQUENCIES(MH,T) —
 N/A
PROJECT MANAGER UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN * UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
AUTOMATIC INTERPLANETARY STATION VENERA 7 WAS LAUNCHED BY THE JeSeSeRo IN




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION. —
 1970-062A





DECAY DATE—	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE—	V/A
COUNTRY — UNITE,:) KINGDOM	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT—	 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—	 N/A	 EFOCH—	 N/A	 ORBIT PERIOD—	 N/A MIN*
APOGEE— N/A KM ALT	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION—
	 N/A	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING, FREQUENCIES(MHZ1 — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOrN a UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SKYNET Be A UNITED KINGDOM CCMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE. WAS LAUNCHED BY NASAe
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-063A






DECAY DATE — 11/24/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— NIA
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION







APOGEE-500	 KM AL T	 PER I GiE — 282	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  71 	 DEG;lEE5
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIES(MHZ) —
 N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN • UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN , UNIck0oN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS+ RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES ARID SPACE PROSES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
qc#ak+lk^^k# #rk*^R^k^M ## ^k#*r*#^e^l*^^**^k*^#*+R^di+li^ilc^M*
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 	1970-064A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 358
OTHER NAMES —	1970-064A
LAUNCH DATE — 08/20 /70 	 DECAY DATE —	1%/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A




EFOCH— 08 /20/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 95 * 2	 MIN.
APOGEE-549	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 517	 KM ALT	 I NCL I AAT ION — 74 DECREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES( MH2I — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN . UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN	 . UNNNOwN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS*
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-065A




LAUNCH DATE- 08/22/70 	 DECAY DATE- 11/06/70	 LAP	 _H VEHICLE- N/A
CDUNTRY- SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WE I GKT IN ORBIT- N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYNE- GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH- 08/22/70	 ORBIT PERIOD- 95 * 5	 MIN*
APOGEE-910	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE- 210	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION-  51 * 5 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIE S(MH2)- N/A
r
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN * UPNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN . UNMNOWA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF -DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS*
54
ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCSES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-067A
SPACECRAFT NAME — OSCAR 19
OTHER NAMES —	1970-067A 9 0 TRANSIT 19c  OPERATIONAL
TRANSIT 199 NNSS 30190
LAUNCH DATE — 09/27/70	 DECAY DATE — 	K/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — 	4/A
COUNTRY —




	 CRBIT PERIOD — 	N/A MIN*
APOGEE — N/A KN ALT	 PER I GFE — 	N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION-  90 ®0,23 DEGREES
TRANSMITT14G FREOUENCIES(MHa) —
 1509 H®75Wb a 4009 61.25**
r
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPtION
NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE@
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 11970-068A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 360
OTHER NAMES — 	1970-068A
LAUNCH DATE— 08/29/7C
	
DECAY DATE — 09/08/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPES GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH— 08/29/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 89r5 MIN•
APOGEE-310
	
KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 209	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING PREAUENiCIESiMHZI — !n/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN • UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FAIR PRECISE MEASUREMeNTS
OF ORBITAL. ELEMENTSs AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM9
55
J.
ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCSES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970








DECAY DATE — 09/21/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— 	N/A




EFOCH— 09/08/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89 *6 MIN*
APOGEE-326
	
KM AL T	 PERIGEE— 207	 KM ALT	 I NCL I NAT ION — 72e9	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUE '4CIES ( MH7P — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER
— UNKNOWN a UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN a UNkNOwf%
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEAMENTSa AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
**+k#*****+k^k#*^MV^^ * ^M#+Mi^^ *i^k^k*^k^k#^h^M^M^k +M*^k^k^k*+^
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1570-072A




LAUNCO, DATE— 09/12/70 	 DECAY DATE — 09/24/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE
— 	N/A	 EPOCH—	 N/A	 CRBIT PERIOD — 	N/A MIN.	 •!
APOGEE—
 N/A KM ALT	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 	 N/ A	 OEGR ZEES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIES6MHY1 — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER
— UNKNOWN a UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
;SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
AUTOMATIC STATION LUNA 16 MIA$ LAUNCHED IN THE DIRECTI O a OF THE MOONe MAIN
OBJECTIVES ARE INVESTIGATIONS OF MOON AP 4D OF CIRCUMLUNAR SPACE*
56
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FUR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1570-073A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 362
OTHER NAMES —	1970-073A
—AUNCH DATE — 09/16/70	 DECAY DATE —
	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
3RSIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	





KM ALT	 INCLIAATION— 71
	
OEGQEES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOI&N a UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN a UNICNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSi RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN7S9 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEme
COSPAR DESIGNATION — IS70-074A




	 DECAY DATE-- 09/29/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY —




ORBIT PERIOD — 09&6 MINs
APOGEE--321	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 210	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION-- 65	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MHZ) - 1999955
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN • UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN . BNgNOWh
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS* RADIO S1rSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENT'S




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-075A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS S64
OTHER NAB'FS—	 1970-075A
LAUNCH DATE — 09/22/70	 DECAY DATE — 10/02/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY-- SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 09/22/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89.6 MIN.
APOGEE-9330	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 211	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65.4	 DEGREES
TRANSMITT';NG FREOUENCIlESBMHZ! — h/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNC16N
PROJECT SCIENTIST-- UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS9 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEMe
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1S70-076A












EPOCH— 09/25/70	 ORBIT PERIOD—	 N/A MIN.
APOGEE-210	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE-- 144	 KN ALT	 INCLINATION— 49e5	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIESaIMHZ1 — K/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCR ZPTIION





ARTIFICIAL EAPTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — I4;70-097A
SPACECRAFT NAME— 15TH MOLNIVA I
OTHER NAMES —	1570-077A
LAUNCH DATE — 09/29/7C	 DECAY DATE—	 N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY-- SOVIET UNION
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC 	 EPOCH— 09/29/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 706	 MIN,
APOGEE-39300 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 480	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65 * 5	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESB MHZD — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN 9 UNXNC11N
PROJECT SCIENTIST — UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING TELEVISI CN PROGRAMS AND
MULTICHANNEL RADIO COMMUNICAIION9 APPARATUS OF THE COMMAND MEASURING
COMPLEX* ORIENTATION SYSTEM * ORBIT CORRECTION SYSTEMs AND POWER SJPR„IES*
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 11970-078A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 366
OTP+ ER NAMES —	1570-078A
LAUNCH DATE —
 10/01/70	 DECAY DATE — 10/13/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 10/Ol /7'0 	 ORBIT PEAIOO — 09,5 MIN,
APOGEE-310	 KM AIL T	 PERIGEE— 206	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZB — 19,99
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN s UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST UNKNOWN * UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSs RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS• AND RAD 10 TELEMETRY SYSTEM,
S9
6ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRC8ES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION— 1570-079A
SPACECRAFT NAME- COSMOS 3e7
OTHER NAMES-	 1970-079A
LAUNCH DATE- 10/03/70	 DECAY DATE-
	
S/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE-	 N/A
COUNTRY- SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 	 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH- 10/03/70	 ORBIT PERIOD- 104.5 MIN.
APOGEE-1030 KM ALT	 PERIGEE- 932	 KM ALT	 I NCL I hAT I ON- 65 * 3	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZ1- 199542
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
PROD FCT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT 8RIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS9 RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN759 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 1970-OBOA
SPACECRAFT NAME- BIOSPUTNIK COSMOS 368
OTHER NAMES-
	 197 C-0 @0A
LAUNCH DATE- 10/08/70
	 DECAY DATE- 10/14/70 	 LAUNCH VEHICLE- N/A
COUNTRY- SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- N/A 	 KG
ORBS$ TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH- 10/08/70	 ORBIT PERIOD- 90w6 MIN.
APOGEE-421	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE- 212	 KM ALT	 INCLIKATION- 65	 DEGREES
'	 TRANSMITTING FREDUENCIES(MHZ)- N/A
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN : UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- VNKNdWN * UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR ' RECI SE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS * AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM•
60
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRC®ES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970—OBIA




DECAY DATE —	A/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNIUN
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —
 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 10/08/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 92.3 MIN*
APOGEE-834	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 278	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 71	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FRE®UE4CIES(MHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN a UNKNCAN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM%
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 IS70-082A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 370
OTHER NAMES —	1970-082A









ORBIT PERIOD— 89e5 MIN%	 I
APOGEE-307 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 208
	






 UNKNOWN s UNKNCWNI
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREM04TS
OF ORBITAL. ELEMENTS* AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTIEM&
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 14;70-083A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 371
OTHFR NAMES —	1570-0E3A
_AUNCH DATE— 10/12/70	 DECAY DATE —	h/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE	 V/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
3RBIT TYPE GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 10/82/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 99e g MIN*
APOGEE-780 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 754	 KM ALT	 I NCL I NAT ION — 74	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQLENCIESIMHZI — N/A
=ROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN s UNKNCMN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN B UNNNOWK
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM*
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-084A
SPACECRAFT NAME — INTERCOSMOS 4
3THER NAMES—
	1570-084A
—AUNCH DATE— 10/14/70	 DECAY DATE
	
N/A	 LAUNCH VE..&CLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — ` No'A	 KG
MIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH— 10/14/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 93 * 6 MIN.
APOGEE-508 KM ALT	 PERIGSEE— 253	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  48 * 5	 OEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZ9 — h/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN # UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS*
62
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCSES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — IS70- 085A
SPACECRAFT NA 44E — METEOR 6
OTHER NAMES —	1570-0185A




LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	NIA	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—	N/A	 EPOCH—	 N/A	 ORBIT PERIOD —	N/A .AIN.
APOGEE— N/A KM ALT	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 	 N/ A	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZD — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN o UNKNCMN







	 I S 7 0— 0 86A
l	 *,
LAUNCH DATE- 10/1e/70	 DECAY (LATE—	 N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- N/A 	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH— 10/16/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 100.8 MIN®
APOGEE-826 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 786	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 74	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIES4MHZJ — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN ® UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN • UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSo RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE 04EASUREMENTS
OF ORBITA.. ELEMENTS* AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
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ARTIFICIAL EAR TH SATELLI TES AND SPACE PROBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY - 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNAT ION—
 1970-087A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 373
OTHER NAMES--	 1970-087A
LAUNCH DATE— 10 /20/70	 DECAY DATE — 	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY— SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPO— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 10/20 /70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 94.8 MIN.
APOGEE-5!3	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 490	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  52 e9	 DEGREES
TRANSM IT a IN G FREQUENC IESI MHZ1 — N/A.
PROJECT MANAGER— UNKNOWN v UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS9 RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL. ELEMENTSs AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM,
	
.1--




OTHER NAMES — 	1970-088A
LAUNCH DATE — 10/20/70
	 DECAY DATE
—
 10/27/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY— SOVIET UNION
	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
	N/A	 EPOCH—	 N/A	 ORBIT PERIOD — 	N/A MIN,
APOGEE
—




 UNKNOWN o UNKNCWN
PRUJ ECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN , UN kNOeW N
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
AUTOMATIC STATION POND 8 WAS LAUNCHED BY THE U*Se,S , R* AGAIN OBJ ECT IVES ARE




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 14;70.089A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 374
OTHER NAMES —	1970—C89A
LAUNCH DATE — 10/23/70	 DECAY DATE—	 N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 1 Os23/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 112e3 M INe
APOGEE-2193 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 536
	
KM AL's'	 INCLINATION— 63	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESLMHZI — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN a UNKNCkVN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION,
SPUTNIK CARRIE=S SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS@ AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEMe
CO SPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-091A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 375
OTHER NAMES —
	1970-091A
LAUNCH DATE— 10/30/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A




	 ORBIT PERIOD — 912@4 MINe
APOGEE-21@4 KM AkT	 PERIGEE— 538	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 63	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MHZI — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN • UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS @
 RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS 9 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEMe
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRC®ES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JUL V — 31 DECEMBER  1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION— 11970-092A
SPACECRAFT NAME- COSMOS 376




DECAY DATE — 11 /12/70	 1 AUNCH VEHICLE-"	 N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEICHT IN ORBIT —
	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
 GEOCENTRIC	 EFOCH— 10/30/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89s5 MINs
APOGEE-311	 KM AL T	 PERIGEE— 216
	
KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65 e4	 DECREES
TRANSMITTING FRIEOUENCIES4MHZI — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNCwN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN s UN19NIOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS• RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN169 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 1970-094A
SPACECRAFT NAME — OFO-1
OTHER NAMES--	 UFO A * 1970-094A9 ORBITAL FROG OTOLITH
SATELLITE
LAUNCII DATE — 11/09/70	 DECAY DATE —	K/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— SCOUT
COUNTRY — UNITED STATES
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	133 KG
ORBIT TYPE — GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 11/09/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 93*3 MINs
APOGEE--574	 KM ALT
	
PERIGEE— 300	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 37&7	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREAUENCIESIMMZa — 400s5s 401s5s 810WIs 136s31Es 450MW)
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN 9 UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTISI— UNKNOWN s UNMNOWN,
/
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OFO — le AN ORBITING FROG OTOLITH SATELLITE* WAS INSTRUMENTED TO OBTAIN THE
FIRST DIRECT RECORDINGS OF OTOLI Ta g RESPONSE DURING PROLONGED PERIODS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS * IN—DWELLING MICROELECTRODES WERE IMPLANTED IN THE
VESTIBULAR NERVES OF TWO BULLFROGS TO MEASURE THE B10ELECTRIC ACTION
POTENTIAL IN THE ANIMALS DURING WEIGHTL.ESSIVESS AND DURING REPEATER
SIMULATED GRAVITY STIMULUS OBTAINED BY ACTIVATION OF A SMALL CENtTRIFUGEs
THE PRIMARY DATA 013TAINED INCLUDE 418 T04E INSTANTANEOUS RATE CW FIRING FROM
SINGLE VESTIBULAR UNITS $DATA WERE RECORDED FROM TWO 141CROEL,ECTRODES
IMPLANTED IN EACH OF THE FROGS1 s 428 CENBTRIFUGAL, ACCELERATION PROFILES
MEASURED AT THE HEAD OF EACH FROG * (3) EKG AS A VITAL INDEX OF ANIMAL
WELFAREs AND l48 WATER ENV1RChME%T TEMPERATURE* BECAUSE OF THE RELATION Of
TEMPERATURE TO VESTIBU ILAR ACTIVITY& THE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE EXPERIMENT
WAS CONTAINED IN A 610PACeKAGE CONFIGURED TO ASSURE SU.BRVIVAL. AND NORMAL 	 r
FUNCTION OF THE TWO FROGS FOR THE DURATION: OF THE EXPERIMEN!'Ts DATA WERE
TILEM4ETERED TO GROL"D STATION',Ss
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ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCBiES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
* *^M* *#**##+k+k #**+k*#plc*##*+M#^*** ***#**#*+k*^
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1 5 7 0-0 5149
SPACECRAFT MANE— RM 1
OTHER NAMES —	1970-0949# RADIATION METEOROID SATELLITE
LAUNCH DATE— 11/09/70	 DECAY DATE—	 N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE
— SCOUT
COUNTRY — UNITED STAPES	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —
	21 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
 GEOCENTRIC	 EPOC H— 11109170 	 ORBIT PERIOD— 93,3 MIN.
APOGEE-574	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 300
	
XM ALT	 I NCL I NAT ION — 37.7	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FRE0UENCIES4WHX8 —
 137.E090 62W1e 136.86, 150MW8
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN . UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN o AjNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION!
RM I WEIGHED ABOUT 21 KG AND WAS APPROXIMATELY 167.6 CM LONG AND 76.2 CM IN
CIAMETER . IT CONSISTED OF TWO CYLINDRICAL SEGMENlTS o 6 1 8 A SOLAR CELL ARRAY
MOUNTED AROUND THE FOUR 'T'H — STAGE M OTOR CAGE OF THE SCOUT LAUNCH VECHICLE AVD
628 AN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE ENCIRCLING THE CONE —SHAPED ADAPTER SECTION ATOP
THE FOURTH— STAGE MOTOR CASE. THEME HERE Two EXPERIMENTS ON BOARD THE RM 1
SATELLITE	 1 — A RADIATION EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF AN ADVANCED RADIATION
DOSIMETRY SYISTEM DESIGNED TO MEASURE AND DETERMINE THE TYPE OF RADIATION
ENCOUNTERED AND TO CONVERT THE DATA INSTANTLY TO CONVENTIONAL RADIATION
DOSE UNIT ' S AND — 2 — A METEOROID EXPERIMENT EMPLOYING AN IMPROVED DETECTOR
SYSTEM OF THIN! FILM CAPACITORS TO OBTAIN THE NUMBER OF METEOROID IMPACTS
AND TO-E IR DIRECTION AND SPEEDe
C®SPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-095A
SPACECRAFT NA#9E— LUNA 17
OTHER NAMES— 	1970--OSSA
LAUNCH DATE — 11110/70
	
DECAY DATE — 11 /17/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—	N/A	 EPOCH— N/A	 ORBIT PERIOD— N/A MIN.
APOGEE- N®A KM ALT	 PERIGEE—	 N/A KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  N/ A DEGREES
TRANSMITTING PRE®UENCIESIMHZI — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN , UNKNCMN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN ® UNNNOWK
SPACECRAFT BRIEF OESECRIPTION
AUTOMATIC STATION LUNiA 17' WAS LAUNCHED IN THE DIRECTION Or THE MOON• MAIN





•ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-096A
SPACECRAFT NAME — COSMOS 377
OTHER NAMES—	1970-096A
LAUNCH DATE — 11/11/70	 DECAY DATE — 11/23/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE—	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 11/11/70	 CRBIT PERIOD— 89-4 MIN•
APOGEE-305 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 208	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  65	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIESZMHZI — 19.9950
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN • UNKNCUN
`	 PROJECT SCIENTIST-- UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS• RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS, AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM*





l	 LAUNCH DATE — 11/17/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A
	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A	 a
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
 GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 11/17/70	 ORBIT PERIOD —
 105
	 MIN.
APO GEE-1 753 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 248	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  74	 DEGq EES
TRANSMITTING FREUUENCIES$MHZI — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST — UNKNOWN a UNNNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS* RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN 1 S e AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM•
i
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yARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970






DECAY DATE—	 A/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT wEIGEHT IN ORBIT — 	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH— 11 /24/70	 ORBIT PERIOD— 88.7 MIN*
APOGEE-253
	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 19a	 KM ALT
	
INCLINATION—  51 * 6	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIEES(MHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN • UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST — UNKNOWN s UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS










DECAY DATE — 	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACE C RAFT WEIGHT IN QRBiT-	 N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 11/24/70
	 ORBIT PERIOD— 102s2 MIN.
APOGE E- 1 E 48 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 210	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  83	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FQEQUENCiEW S(MHZ)
— N/A
PROJECT MANAG ER —
 LNKN0wN a UNKNECWN
PROJECT SCIENTI ST— UNKNOWN . UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS* RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS- AND RADIO TELEMETRY SVSTEMs
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ARTIFICIAL EAR IH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRCHES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
I JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1470
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-101A




DECAY DATE —	h/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY —
 SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —
	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 11/27/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 707	 MINm
APOGEE-39430 KM ALT
	 PERIGEE— 435	 KM ALT	 I NCL I NAT ION— 65.3	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIEVMHZI — A/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNCwN
PROJECT SCIENTIST-- UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES APPARATUS FOP TRANSMIT.-TING TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND
MULTICHANNEL RADIO COMMUNICATION* APPARATUS OF THE COMMAND MEASURING
COMPLEX9 ORIENTATION SYSTEM* ORBIT CORRECTION SYSTEM++ AND POWER SUPPLIES*
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1970-102A




	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — N/A
COUNTRY- SOVIET +UNION
	 SPACECRAFT WEIGhT IN ORBIT —
 N/A	 KG




APOGIEE-1023 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 485	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION- 74	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN . UNXNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKN13WN • UNINNOWK
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS









ARTIFICIAL. EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE P6RCBES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES








 12/02/70	 DECAY DATE —	 N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE—	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 12 /02/70	 ORBIT PERIOD —
 143
	 MIN®
APOGEE-5040 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 320	 KM ALT
	 INCLINATION— Sle,6	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MHZD — K/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOwN s UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN • UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS9 RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTEe AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
CO°SPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-194A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 383
OTHER NAMES —
	1970-104A
LAUNCH DATE — 12/03/70	 DECAY DATE — 12/18/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— N/A
COUNTRY— SOVIET UNION
	 SPACECRAFT+ WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 Kg's
ORBIT TYPE—
 GEOCENTRIC
	 EFOCH— 12/03 /70	 ORBIT PEPIOV — 8 +993 MIN.
APOGEE-293 KM AL 7	 PERIGEE— 208	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  6 5.4	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREOUENCIESI MHZI — h/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN a UNKNClWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKN OWN • UNIcNowh
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSe RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMLwTS
OF OFR09TAL EL.IEMENISs AND RADIO TELEME TRY SYSTEM,
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3THER NAMES —	1970-1 05A
„AUNCH DATE —
 12/10/70	 DECAY DATE — 12/22/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
3RUIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH— 12/10/70
	
ORBIT PERIOD — 8995 MINT
APOGEE-314
	






P ROJECT MANA(iER — UNKADION 9 UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST — UNKNOWN 9 i,dNI(NOWA
SPACECRAFT 8R IEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS. RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS• AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
COSPAR DESIGNATION —
 1570-106A
SPACECRAFT NAME — NOAH-1
OTOER NAMES—	I TO S—A 9 1970-1 C6A
LAUNCH DATE —
 12/11/70	 DECAY DATE —	h/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — DELTA 4-6
COUNTRY — UNITED STATES
	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	SOS KG
(ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 12/11/70	 ORBIT PE4BIOD- 11495 MIN•
APOGEE-1472 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 1422 KM ALT	 I NCL I AAT ION —
 10109	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING Fa EQUEVCIESSMHZI — 137&62* (5W), 1897959 14WD a 138977@ I250Mw $
PROJECT MANAGER — N9N9 JONES@ NASA — GSFC9 GREENBELT• MD.9
PROJECT SCIENTIST — UNKNOWN s UNICNOWN
SPACECRAFT BA 19F DESCRIPTION
THE NOAH-1 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE WAS LAUNCHED INTO A NEARLY CIRCULAR9
SUN — SYNCHRONOUS POLAR OPBIT@ IT WAS A RECTANGULAR OR BOX —SHAPED SPACECRAFT
WIT#4 THREE LARGE SOLAR PANELSo NOAA-1 WAS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF THE
IMPROVED TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE LITOSI SYSTEM MANAGED AND OPERATED BvI
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE SERVICE INESSS OF THE NATIONAL OCEANIC
AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMI NI STRA TI Ch I NOAA1 9 NOAH-1 CARRIED MOUTH CAMERAS @ TING
ADVANCED V[DICON CAMERA SYSTEM 1AVCS9 CAMERASs9 IT ALSO CARRIED TWO SCANN146
RADIOMETERS FOR APT@ A LOW-RESOLUTION FLAT —PLATE RADIOMETER9 AND A SOLAR 	 4
PROTON MONITOR 9 NOAA-1 HAD A DIFFERENT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM THAN T"9
PREVIOUS ESSA SPACECRAFT * INSTEAD OF THE WHOLE SPACECRAFT SPINNING LIKE; A
WHEEL* THE BOOBY OF NOAA-1 WAS STABILIZED IN ALL THAft AXES d P IT CH@ YAW a AY®
ROL.LI SO THAT IT WOULD ALWAYS FACE THE EARTl4. THE SPACECRAFT AND
EXPERIMENTS WERE A SUCCESS AND -f A VE PERF CRMED NORMALLY SINCE LAUNCH.
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	SAS—lo SAS— As PL-701 C e UHURU Is SMALL
ASTRONOMICAL SATELLI TE s 1970-107A
LAUNCH DATE —
 12/12/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE — SCOUT
COUNTRY —










KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  3 e0	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FQEQUENCIES(MHZJ- 136e66 * 420 9
 1360.689 12MWI
r
PROJECT MANAGER- MI.R * TOWNSEND, NAaA —GSFC. GREENBELT. MO .
PROJECT SCIENTIST— CeE9 FICHTELo NASA —GSFC * GREENBELT, M09
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXPLORER 42 WAS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF SMALL SPACECRAFT WHOSE OBJECTIVES
WERE TO SURVEY THE CELESTIAL SPHERE AND SEARCH FOR SOURCES RADIAtINC IN THE
X —RAYe GAMMA — RAYo UV* AND OTHER SPECTRAL LEGIONS• THE PRIMARY MISSION OF
(EXPLORER 42 WAS TO DEVELOP A CATALOG OF CELESTIAL X —PRAY SOURCES BY
SYSTEMATIC SCANNING OF THE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN THE ENEFGY RANGE FROM 2 TO
20 KEV9 THE SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED DECEMBER 129 1970a FROM THE SAN MARCO
PLATFORM OFF THE COAST OF KEAYA 9
 AFRICA* INTO A NEAR CIRCULAR EQUATORIAL
ORBITe THE ORF31TING SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE SHADE OF A CYLIt . DER APPROXIMATE—Y
56 CM IN DIAMETER AND 116 CM IN LENGTH *
 FOUR SOLAR PADDLES WERE USED TO
REC9-ARGE A 6 — AMP—HR El-CELL NICKEL —CADMIUM BATTERY AND PROV a )E POWER TO THE
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT* THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN —STABILIZED9 AND A	 o
MAGNETICALLY TORQUED COMMANDABLE CONTROL aSYStEM WAS USED TO POINT THE SPIN
AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT TO ANY POINT OF THE SKY *
 DESPIN OPERATIONS DECREASED
TFE SPIN RATE FROM 495 TO 092 RPMs, ON DECEMBER 179 1970 * THE SPIN AXIS WAS
MANEUVERED TO THE INITIAL ATTITUDE REQUESTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERe NORMAL.
OPERATION OF THE SPACECRAFT STARTED CIN DECEMBER 109 19709 THE SPIN AXIS WAS
CHANGED ON A DAILY BASIS * DATA WERE STORED ON A ONE —ORBIT STORAGE TAPE
RECORDER AND TELEMETERED DURING A 394-MIN PLAYBACK CYCLE. A 1000-131T PER
SEC PCM/Ptq




iARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRESES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 15TC—I08A
SPACECRAFT NAME— COSMOS 385
OthER NAMES —
	197'0-1 C8A
LAUNCH DATE — 12/12/70
	
DECAY DATE-	 K/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRV — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 	 NIA	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 12/12/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 104 * 8 MIN*
APOGEE-1005 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 982	 KM ALT	 INCLIKATION— 74	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES(MHZ2 — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN o UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST —
 UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS* RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTSMEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN Y S. AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.





LAUNCH DATE — 12/12/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE— DIA 14ANT 8
COUNTRY— FRANCE
	
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 	 70 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 12/12/70	 ORBIT PE6RI00 — 9,6 * 9 MIN*




INCLINATION— 14 *98	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIESIMHZ) — 136a3509 I1000MW1 a 400 * 1900 44WD
PROJECT MANAGER — UNKNOWN s UNKNCwN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN s UNMNOWK
SPACECRAFT Bq IEF' DE SCRR IPTION
PEOLS9 A FRENCH SATELLITE *
 LAUNCHED FROM KOUROU * FRENCH GUIANA* WAS AN
OCTANE DRON —
 SHAPED SPACECRAFT THAT HAD A DIAMETER OF 704 UM AND A LENGTH  OF
550 MM * IT WAS DESIGNED TO ORBIT IN A 15 — DEG INCLINED PLANE * UPON
INJECTION. EIGHT SOLAR PANELS WERE UNFOLDED 125 DEG AROUND THE BACK EDGESm
A RIGID STRIP MAST 10 M IN LENGTH BEARING A 5 — KG WEIGHT WAS USED TO STEADY 	 i]
THE ATTITUDE *
 FORTY— FOUR LASER REFLECTORS WERE DISPLA?EO ON THE OUTER EDGES
OF THE SOLAR ARRAYS AND AROUND THE UHF SCANNER * THE MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED
FROM THIS SATELLI TE IIILL BE LSED FOR GEOPOTENTIAL. DETERMINATION*
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I JULY	 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION
— 157C-110A
SPACECRAFT NA4E— COSMOS 386
OTHER NAMES
—	147 C- 1I OA
LAUNCH DATE — 12/15/7C
	
DECAY DATE —
 12/28/70	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE—
 GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 12/15/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 89.2 MIN*
APOGEE-275	 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 207	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION— 65	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIE,S(MHZ) — f%/A
PROJECT MANAGER— UNKNOWN * UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN o UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PR ECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN7S9 AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM&
^r##+k*##4^ #*#+k+MGM#M^ ## ^N^Ic^M##M^rl'*### i^M^k#+1r###^k^h+k








DECAY DATE —	K/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	V/A
COUNTRY-- SOVIET UN ION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT — 	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH— 12 /16/70	 ORBIT PERIOD — 95e3 MIN.
APOGEE-560 KM ALT	 PERIGEE— 528	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  74	 DEGREES
TRANSMITTING FREQUENCIES ( MHZ& — A/A
PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN a UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN * UN KNOW N
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS * RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS * AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM.
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LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JULY — 31 OECEMbER 1970
COSPAR OESICNATION- 1570-1I2A
SPACECRAFT NAME-• COSMOS 386
CTHER NAMES—
	157C-11ZA
LAUNCH DATE— 12/18/70	 DECAY DATE —	N/A	 LAUNCH VEHICLE —	N/A
COUNTRY — SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE— GNaCENTR IC
	
EPOC-9— 12/18/70	 ORBIT PERIOD-- 92@3 MIN*
APOGEE-5 1-2 	 KM ALT	 PEP I GEE — 281	 KM ALT	 INCLINATION—  71	 DEGREES
TRANSMITT-.ING FPEAUENCIES(MHZ) — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER— UNKNOWN o UNKNaCWN
PROJFCT SCIENTIST— UNKNOWN @ UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUSo RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS
OF ORBITAL ELEMEN75o AND RADIO TELEMETRY SYSTEM@
COSPAR DESIGNATION — 1970-113A
SPACECRAFT NA,eE— COSMOS 389
OTHER NAMES—
	1S7C-113A








	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT —
	N/A	 KG
ORBIT TYPE-- GEOCENTRIC
	 EPOCH— 12/18/70	 ORBIT PERIOD—
 98@1 MIN@
APOGEE-699	 KKR ALT	 PERIGEE— 655
	
KM ALT
	 INCLINATION—  81
	
OEGREES
TRANSMITTING FPL=QUENCli: SB MHZ@ — N/A
PROJECT MANAGER —
 UNKNOWN s UNKNCWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST—
 UNKNOWN @ UNAN,OWN
SPACECRAFT bl IEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS9 RADIO SYSTEM FOR PRECI eSE MEASUREMENTS




ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES AND SPACE PRO13ES
LAUNCHED FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
1 JOLY - 31 DECEMBER 1970
COSPAR DESIGNATION- 14;70-114A
SPACECRAFT NAME- 17TH MOLNI YA 1
]TWER NAMES-	 MJLNIVA 109 1970-114A





COUNTRY- SOVIET UNION	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 	 N/A	 KG
3RBIT TYPE GEOCENTRIC
	
EPOCH- 12125/70	 ORBIT PERIOD- 712
	
MEN•
APOGEE-35000 KM ALT	 PERIGEE- 480
	




PROJECT MANAGER- UNKNOWN 9 UNKNOWN
PROJECT SCIENTIST- UNKNUWN 9 UNICNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPUTNIK CARRIES APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING TELEVISI CN PROGRAMS AND
MULTICHANNEL RAOI O COMMUNICATION* APPARATUS OF THE COMMAND MEASURING
COMPLEX• ORIENTATION SYSTEM® ORBIT CORRECTION SYSTEM AND POWER SUPPLIES.
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C. REPORTS AND REPRINTS
This section is comprised of two listings that indicate the docu-
ments received by World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites during
the period I July to 31 December 1970. The first listing, which begins
on the following page, contains the publications received sorted by dis-
cipline. A second listing of these same publications, sorted by the
country from which the publication was forwarded, begins on page 105.






J. Atmosphericj	 Terres t . Phys .
J. Geophys . Res.
Space Res.
- Annales de Geophysique
- Applied (Optics
- Astronautics and Aeronautics
- Astrophysical Journal
- Journal of Atmospheric Science
- Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics
- Journal of Geophysical Research
- Space Research
In accordance with the revised COSPAR Guide, adopted by COSPAR in
July 1967, reports of experimental results pu lashed in scientific lit-
erature of general availability are no longer being exchanged through
the World Data Centers. However, the national members of COSPAR each
year prepare a bibliography of reports and papers in space sciences




REPORTS AND REPRINTS 	 SUBJECT INDEX
ASTRONOM Y
ANNALS OF THE TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL CBSERVATORY9 U * OF TOKYO#
129 NO 9 1 s 1970*
ANNALS OF THE TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL O®SERVATO€R` IP U * OF TOKYO*
11,P NO * 4p 11969*
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN
FPRENCH)e EUROPEAN SOUTHERN O®SERVATORY9 UNNJM®EPRE09
UNDA TED *
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY ( IN
FPRENCH)9 EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY * NO * 6* '1965*
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA ®ULLETI N9 AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH L.A®ORATORIES9 SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORY* 69 NO * 49
1969e
b
NON—AXI SYMMETRIC OSCILLATIONS OF A SELF —GRAVITATING DISK*
PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF JAFAN9 21, NO*
Af 319— 336 9 1969s
`	 CEO X 9 A * N * 9 AND STE WAR T s J. R * * RADIATIVE AND CONDUCTIVE
OPACITIES FOR TWENTY THREE STELLAR MI XTURES 9 ASTRONOMICAL
COUNCIL OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCE• SCIENTIFIC
INFORMATION * ISSUE 159  1 969*
DOLLFUS9A *9 DIAMETERS OF PLANE.T'S AND SATELLITESs UNKNOWN
PUBLICATION, CHAPTER 2s 45-1399 UNDATED*
DOLLFUS*A * 9 NEW OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIAMETERS OIL
JUPITER *9 SATURN # URANUS9 AND NEPTUNE* ICARUS 9 129 101-1179
1970.
DDLLFUS9A * 9 AND COFFEEN9®•L * s POLARIZATION OF VENUS * To
DISK OBSERVATIONS® ASTRONAUTICS AND ASTROPHYSICS% 89
251-26Es 1S70*
DUFL,OT9149 9 AND FEHRE KBACH 9C * 9 DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATION
OF THE CLOUDS OF MAGELLAN WITH THE HELP OF THE OBJECTIVE
PRISMSM ` IN FRENCH)* COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN
OBSERVATORY *
 NO * 7 9 1966s
FEHRENBACH9C * 9 MAU6RICE•E** PREVOT9L * 9 AND PETIT9MIeMse TWO
STARS OF THE LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOUD SHOWING EMISSION LINES





REPORTS AND REPRINTS — SUBJECT INDEX
ASTRONOMY
HODGE eP e W e s COLOR — MAGNITUDE DIAGRAMS FOR FIVE STELLAR
ASSOCIATIONS IN THE LARGE MAGELLANI C CLOUD s SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY* SPECIAL REPORT NO, 3191, JULY
1970 •
HODGEsPeWs * W^=LCHeGsAe s WILLS*iR * s AND WRIGHTsF*W*e
ESTIMATES OF MAGNITUDES OF THE BRIGHTEST STARS IN THE
CLUSTERS OF THE LARGE MAGELL.ANIC CLOUD* SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAL. OBSERVATORY * SPECIAL, REPORT NO* 320e AU Ge
19700
ICHIMURA e K e s NOG UCHI sTs s AND WATANA®E 9E* a CONT IWAL
PHO TUELEC TR I C MONITORING OF FLARE STARS* V e EV LAC AND UV
CET (1969) a TOKYO ASTPONOMICAL BULLETIN * SERIES 2 9 NO*
198e 2299°23059 MAR * 1970.
IMSHENNIK * V * S * * IVANOVAsLsNs s AND NAOEZHINsDsK*r DYNAMICS
OF SUPERNOVA EKPLUSIONs ASTRONOMICAL. COUNCIL OF THE USSR
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE # SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION * ISSUE 139 1969e
LATHAMeDs We s ABUNDANCES OF THE ELEMENTS IN SI RIUS AND
MERAKs SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 05SERVATORYs SPECIAL
REPORT NO * 321s AUG *
 1970.
RU®EN eG e # METHODS FOR THE CALCULATION OF STATIONARY
SPHERICAL STARS AND 'THEIR EVOL.UTI CN * ASTRONOMICAL COUNCIL
OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCE * SCIENTIFIC INFORMATIONS
ISSUE 149 1969*
SAMP SON sm sHe s AND GOLDEN 1,L. * ®e s ELECTRON — IMPACT EXCITATION
AND IONIZATION CROSS — SECTIONS AND GRATES FOR HYCROGEN*
AST#ROPHYSe Jet 1619 321-3379 JULY 1970#
TAKAKURA#Tes SYNCHROTRON MODEL. FOR PULSARS* NATURE * 224s
NO *
 12169 252-2539 OCTe 1969*
YAJ IMA * S * * M IZUGAKI s Ke s AND YAMAGUCHI sK* s LARGE FLARE OF
OCTOBER 309 1965 AND ACTIVE DARK FILAMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
ITs TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL« ®UL.LET'IN9 SERIES 2s NO * 197*






REPORTS AND REPRINTS — SUBJECT INDEX
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
®RANDL I sH a We . AND WE BS sJ.Ae s PICTURE OF THE M O NTH * ESSA 8
APT SHOWS LEE WAVES BEAR ALEUTIAN ISLANDS a MONTHLY WEATHER
REVIEW@ g as NO * 5s 4C6-4079 MAY 1970.
FR IEDMANsM.P.s THREE —D I MENSIONAL. MODEL OF THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERES SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY* SPECIAL
REPORT NO. 250s SEPT. 1967.
FR IE DMANsM.P . s UPPER ATMOSPHERE DYNAMICS9 SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY * SPECIAL REPORT NO, 3155 MAY
1970.
JACCHIA 9L. eGs s AND VE RNI ANI eF. a ATMOSPHERIC DENSITIES AND
TEMPERATURES FROM THE DRABS ANALYSIS 93F THE SAN MARCO
SATELLITES SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL CBSERVATORY9 SPECIAL
REPORT NO . 1 93 s NOV *
 1965s
JACCHIAsL eGe s AND SL.CWEY sJ. s DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES
FROM THE ATMOSPHERIC DRAG CN SIX ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES9
SM ITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL ®ESERVATORY s SPECIAL REPORT NOe
1719 MAR. 1965e
a
JACCHIASL. Ges DENSITY VARIATIONS IN THE S-IETEROSPHEREs
ANNALES DE GEU PH YSI GLE s 22 9 75-859 19 66e
JACCHIA SL. .Ge s AND SL.CWEY eJe Wes DIURNAL AND
SEARONAL — LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE.
'	 SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY *
 SPECIAL REPORT NO.
2429 JUNE 1957.
JACCHIAeL.G. s AND SLCWEY * J. s PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG OF THE TWELVE —FCCT BALLOON SATELLITE ( 1961
DELTA 1) S SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATCRY9 SPECIAL.
REPORT NO *
 
94 9 FE5 a 1462a
JACCHIAsL. .G. * RECENT RESULTS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC REGION
ABOVE 200 KAKI AND COMPARISONS MITH CIRA 1965 * SMITHSONIAN





JACCH IA eL .G e s AND SLCWE Y * J. s 94APE AND LOCATION OF THE
x
	 DIURNAL B ULGE IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE 9 SPACE FEES. 79 29
1077-1090@ 1967. IPRCCEEOI NGS OF THE 7TH INTERNATIONAL
SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM* VIENNA * AUSTRIA9 MAY 10®189
196619 N6e-3 57 9I6e
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rREPORTS AND REPRINTS — SUBJECT INDEX
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
JACCHIA % L aG e s TEMPERATURE ABOVE THE THERMOPAUS Es
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL. CEBSERVATORYs SPECIAL REPORT NO,
1509 APRs 19e4e
JACCHIA9L.G. s VARIABLE ATMOSPHERIC — DENSITY MODEL, FROM
SATELLITE ACCEL.EIRA TI CNSs SMI THSOKI AN ASTROPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY *
 SPECIAL, REPORT NOe 39 9 MAR S
 1960,
 
14CCLATCHEYsFReAss FENIeeRe Yles SELBY9J&EeAes GARINGsJeSes AND
VOLZeF*E* a OPTICAL. PRCPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE s AIR
FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABGRAYORIES s 70-0527a SEPT * 1970o
WARK eDeGe a SIRS• AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE THE FREE AIR
TEMPERATURE FROM A SATELLITE s APPLe ®PT e' 9 s Noe 89
1761-17669 AUG * 1970.
YATESipHoWe9 G NERAL DISCUSSION OF REMOTE SENSING OF THE
ATMOSPHERE s APPL.e CPT• s 9s NO * 9.9 1971-1975• SEPT * 1970e
8 15L 10 GRAPH Y
BIBLIOGRAPHY*  WITH ABSTRAC TSs OF AFCRL, PUBLICATIONS FROM 1
JANUARY TO 31 (MARCH 19709 AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
LABURATOR IESe 70-02569 APR * 1970.
CATALOGUE OF DATA RECEIVED BY WOC — A DURING THE PERIOD i
JULY 1969 — 31 DECEMBER 1969 * WCRLID DATA CENTER A —
INTERNATIONAL UPPER MANTLE PROJECT* UNNUMBERED9 MAY 1970o
CATALOGUE OF DATA RECEIVED BY WOC — A DURING THE PERIOD 1
JULY 1969 — 30 JULIE 19709 WORLD DATA CENTER A m
INTERNATIONAL. UPPER NANTL.E PROJECT 9 UNNUMBERFED9 SEPT a 19701,
EXPLORATION OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND COSMIC SPACE
EXECUTED BY THE USSR DURING 1 969 9 SCIENCE• UNNUMBERED*
1970. I REPORT TO THE 13TH C®SPAR PLENARY MEET I KG•
LENINGRAD* USSR* MAY 20-290 1970)e
FIFTH TWO — YEARLY CATALOGUE €F REPORTS AND REPRINTS BETWEEN
JANUARY 19158 AND DECEMBER 19699 WORLD DATA CENTRE C —
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES *
 UNNUMBERED* UNDATED*
LIST OF REPORTS AND REPRINTS I JANUARY — 30 JUNE 1970o
WORLD DATA CENTRE C — ROCKETS AND SATEL.LITES9 UNNUMBEREDs 	 i
UN DA TED •
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B IBL, IOGRAPHY
REPORT TO COSPAR	 1 X709 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
CANADA 9 CANADIAN COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCHio UNNUMBERED*
APES. 19709
ROE STS REPORTS 51 TO 1009 ROYAL OBSERVATORY a EDINBU RGH9
STS REPORT 1 00 9 LINDA TED.
SPACE RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN ITALY, ANNUAL. REPORT TO COSPAR9
ITALIAN  NATIONAL. RESEARCH COUNCIL * INTER—COMMITTEE
COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF SPACE PROBLEMS. UNNUMBERED9
UNDATEDs (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR PLENARY MEETING-
LEN INGRAD 9 USSR 9 MAY 20-299 1970)o
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE REPUBLIC CF SOUTH AFRICA 9 REPORT TO
COSPAR9 MAY 19709 SOUTH AFRICAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH *
 UNNUMBERED, UNDATED.
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE NETHERLANDS 19699  DUTCH COMMITTEE
FOR GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE RESEARCH• UNNUMBERED * UNDATED*
I PRE SEN TED TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEETING 9 LENINGRAD,
+USSR 9 MAY 20-299 1970)o
SPACE RESEARCH IN NORWAY 1969 REPCRT TO COSPAR9 ROYAL
NORWEGIAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH9
SAD 05— T 9 MAY 1970o
UNITED KINGDOM REPORT ON SPACE RESEARCH 1969-1970* ROY AL
SOCIETY, BRITISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH.
UNNUMBERED 9 MAY 1970. (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR PLENARY
MEETING. LENINGRAD * LSSR • MAY 20-291 1970)o
UNITED STATES SPACE SCIENCE PROGRAM * REPORT TO COSPAR9
NATIONAL RESEARCH CCLNCI L9 NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES9
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD• UNNUMBERED. 1970. (PRESENTED TO THE
13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEETING9 LENI NGRAD9 USSR9 MAY 20-29v
1970) s
BAKER9D.R r9 FLANDERS9A.Fw s AND FLEMINGsM• 9 ANNCTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REPORTS• STUDIES * AND INVESTIGATIONS
RELATING TO SATELLITE HYDROLOGY9 ENVIR6NIMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION# NESCTM 109 JUNE 19700
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D IF)L IJGRAPHY
KNUTH9R .9 LA UTER 9E .A i 9 AND WAGNER 9C9U. 9 SPACE RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLICS GERMAN
ACADEMY DE SCIENCE59 NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON GEODESY AND
GEOPHYSICS OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLICS UNNUMBERED*
1970.
WAL.LACE 9.J 9M. 9 B113LI OGRAPH Y 9 WITH ABSTRACTS 9 OF AFCRL
PUBLICATIONS FROM 1 APRIL TO 30 .JUNE 19709  AIR FORCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES 9 70-04919 SEPT * 1970.
8IOLOGY
OROI TING FROG OTOLI TH (OFO) 9 NASA PRESS KITS RELEASE NO.
70-1329 AUG *  1 970.
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ANDERSON9A.D.9 NEUTRAL COMPOSITION OF THE VENUS EXOSPHERE
INFERRED FROM L.YMAN — ALPHA MEASURErMENTS9 LOCKHEED PALO ALPO
RESEARCH LA®ORATOR Y r LMSC 6-78-70-231, .JUNE 19709
BUCHAU9.J.9 PITTENGER SE. W. 9 AND SI ZO09A.H.9 ARCTIC
IONOSPHERE AND AURORA• AIRBORNE INVESTIGATIONS* AIR FORCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES 9 70-02809 MAY 1970.
DOLL.FUS9A . 9 AND COFFEEN9D. L. 9 POLARIZATION OF VENUS * I*
DISK OBSERVATIONS9 ASTRONAUTICS AND ASTROPHYSICS * 89
251-26 ,E9 1570.
GUSTAFSSON9G.9 AURORAL ORIENTATION CURVES AND THE AURORAL
OVAL 9 TELLLS9 210 S52-8609 1959,
GUSTAFSSON9G.S NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE AJRGRAL,
ORIENTATION CURVES 119 TELLUS ► 2l 9 861 —866 9 19690
MEIER9R.R.9 DEPRESSIGNS IN THE FAR — ULTRAVIOLET AIRGLOW OVER
THE POLES9 .J. GEOPH1YS. RES99 759 6218-62329 NCV9 19709
ULLALANDi SeL.9 WIL.HELM9K9 9 KANGAS9m1.9 AND RIEDL.ER9Wr9
ELECTRON PRECIPITATICN ASSOCIATED WITH A SUDDEN
COMMENCEMENT OF A GECMAGNETIC STORM9 .J• -ATMOSPHERIC
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ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATICh
VINDGRADOV•AePe9 SURKOV9VUeAe 9 CHERNOV * Go M•9 KIRNOZOV9FeFe9
AND NAZARKINA•GeBe 9 WEASUREMENTS C~ THE LUNAR SURFACE GAMMA
RADIATION ON THE COSMIC STATION *LUNA 10" (IN RUSSIAN)•
GE{OCHEM ISTRY • B• 891-8999 1966e
WHALEN•J * Ae9 AURORAL OVAL PLOTTER AND NOMOGRAPH FOR
DETERMINING CORRECTED GEOMAGNETIC LOCAI,. T I ME9 LATITUDE * AND
LONGITUDE FOR HIGH LATITUDES IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE•
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES• 70-04229 JULY
19709
GENERAL (MISCELLANEOUS)
AUSTRALIAN SPACE RESEARCH 1969 • AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY DF
SCIENCES ALSTRALIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR SPACE RESEARCH•
UNNUMBERED • APR e 1970o (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR
PLENARY MEETING a LENI KGRAD • USSR* MAY 20-29s 1970)o
CATALOGUE OF DATA ON SOLAR — TERRESTRIAL. PHYS ICS 9 WORLD DATA
CENTER A — UPPER ATMOSPHERE GEOPHYSICS 9 UAG-11 9 JUNE 1970e
CATALOGUE OF DATA -- CHANGE NO *
 5 (DATA RECEIVED DURING THE
PERIOD 1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER 1 9691 • WORLD DATA CENTER A —
OCEANOGRAPHY• 69 APR * 1970•
CATALOGUE OF DATA RECEIVED BY WDC — A DURING THE PERIOD i
JULY 1969 — 30 JUNE 1970: WORLD DATA CENTER A
INTERNATIONAL UPPER MANTLE PROJECT 9 UNNUMBERED * SEPT a 2970a
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY IIN	 F
FRENCH) a EUROPEAN SCUTHERN OBSERVATORY * UNNUMBERED*
UNDATED*
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN
FRENCH)* EUROPEAN SCUTHERN OBSERVATORY9 NO *
 69 1965
COSPAR INFORMATION SULLETIN9 COSPAR9 NBA. 539 MAR *
 19709
COSPAR INFORMATION BULLETIN* COSPAR9 NO& 549 JUNE 1970•
COSPAR INFORMATION BLI,,.LETINs COSPAR9 NO. S y r SEPT& 1970•
i
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GENERAL (MISCELLANEOUS)
CUSPAR THIRTEENTH PLENARY MEETING AND ELEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM (PRELIMINARY  NEPOR'T) s
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCESs S P ACE SCIENCE BOARD,
UNNUMBEREDs UN- DATED. (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY
MEET INGs LEN INGRAD s LSSR s MAY 20-29a 1970)a
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN 06 dERVATORY (IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH) s
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCI^ IN THE
SOUTHERN HEM I SPHERE a BULLETIN NO* 7s SEPT * 1969.
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OSSERVATORYs ANNUAL REPORT 1966s
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATICN FOR ASTRONCMICAL RESEARCH IN THE
SOUTHERN HEM'I SPHERE ► UNNUMBERED ► 1967o
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY9 ANNUAL REPORT 19679
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATICN FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCI^ IN THE
SOUTHERN HEM I SPHERE ► UNN UMBERED s 1968e
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OB SER VATOR Y s ANNUAL. REPORT 1968s
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH IN THE
SOUTHERN HEM ISPHERE s UNNUMBERED s 1969.
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN  ENGLISH* FRENCH9 GERMAN
AND :'R ANI SH) s EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR ASTRONOMICAL
RESEARCH IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES BULLETIN NOe 69 .J.JLY
19690
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH)s
	 .
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH IN THE
SOUTHERN HEMI SPHERE s BULLETIN NO * 6 ► DEC * 1968a
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OED SERVATORY (IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH) s
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR ASTRONCMICAL RESEARCH IN THE
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE, BULLETIN NO. A ► .JULY 1968.
 a,
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN FRENCH * SPANISH AND
EN GL I SSH) s EUROPEAN CRGA NI ZA TI ON FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH
IN THE SOUTHERN HEMI SPHERE s BULLETIN N(3e 39 FEEe 19669 	 r
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY IIN FRENCH ANO ENGLISH) s
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION•, FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH IN THE
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GENIERAL. (MISCELLANEOUS)
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY (IN FRENCHa GERMAN AND
EN GL I SH ) s EUROPEAN CRG A ICI ZA TI ON FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH
IN THE SO L THERN HE MI SPHE RE s BULLETIN NO * 1 • NOV. 1966a
EXPLORATION OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND COSMIC SPACE
EXECUTED BY THE USSR DURING 1969# SCIENCEs UNNUMSEREDs
1970. (REPORT TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEET INGs
LEN INGRAD # USSR s MAY 2029 ' 19701e
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA BUL_?_ETIK * AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LASORATORIES# SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORYs 7s NO * 2s
1970e AFCRL. 70-0494*
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA BUL.LETI Ns AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABOkATORIESs SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORY# 7 9 NO * It
1970o AFCRL 70-0386*
INFORMATION BULL..ETINs ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY OF THE
STATE COLLEGE OF PARANA s 19 NC * 3o MAR. — APR * 19709
's. INFORMATION BULL.ETINs ASTRONOMICAL. OBSERVATORY OF THE
STATE COLLEGE OF PARANAs Is NO * 4 • MAY— JUNE 1970.
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INDIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
SPACE RESEARCH ( i ST APRIL 1969 TO 31ST MARCH 1970) s INDIAN
NATIONAL C04MI TTEE F CR SPACE RESEARCH-!@ UNNU MBEREDs MAY
1970. (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEETING#
LEN INGRA(D s USSR # MAY 20-29* 197010
P	 cREPORT ON SPACE ACTIVITIES 1969 — 1970t NATIONAL, COMMITTEE
FOR SPACE RESEARCH OF THE ISRAEL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND
HUMANITIES# UNNUMBERED9 MAY 1970 * (PRESENTED TC THE 13TH
COSPAR PLENARY MEETINGs LENINGRADs USSRs MAY 20-29 * 1970)*
REPORT ON THE SYMPOSIUM ON THE FUTURE APPLICATIONION OF
SATELLITE BEACON E XPERI MENTS9 MAX — PLANCK — I NST ITUT FUR
AER®NOM IE s UNNUMBEREtD s ,JULY 1970a (SYMPOSIUM HELD AT THE
MAX— PLANCK — I NSTI TUT FUR AERONOMI E s LI NDAU s WEST GERMANY #
,RUNE 2-49 1970)r
REPORT TO COSPAR — 1 4?0 s NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF




iREPORTS AND REPRINTS — SUBJECT INDEX
GENERAL, (MISCELLANEOUS)
SPACE RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN ITALY9 ANNUAL. REPORT TO COSPARs
ITALIAN NATIONAL, RESEARCH COUNCILS INTER—COMMITTEE
COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF SPACE PROBLEMS * UNNUMBEREDs
UNDATED. (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH! CCSPAR PLENARY MEET ING9
LEN INGRAD 9 USSR * MAY 20-299 1970)o
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE REPUBLIC CF SOUTH AFRICA * REPw"" TO
COSPARs MAY 19709 SCUTH AFRICAN COUNCIL. FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL, RE SEARCH * UNNUMBERED s UNDATED*
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE NETHERLANDS 1959. DUTCH COMMITTEE
FOR GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE RESEARCH 9 UNNUMBEREDs UNDATED*
(PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR PLENARY MEETING a LENT NGRAD9
USSR s MAY 20-299 1970)o
SPACE RESEARCH IN NORWAY 1969 REPORT TO COSPAR9 ROYAL
`	 NORWEGIAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL. RESEARCH@
SAD E— Ts MAY 19709
UNITED KINGDOM REPORT ON SPACE RESEARCH 1969-1 970 9 ROY AL
SOCIETY * BRITISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH•
UNNUMBEREI7s MAY 1970 * (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR PLENARY
MEETING 9 LENINGRAD* LSSR * MAX 90-299  1970) *
UNITED STATES SPACE SCIENCE FROG RAM 9 REPORT TO COS PAR*
NATIONAL RESEARCH COI.NCI L * NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES*
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD s UNNUMBERED * 1970o (PRESENTED TO THE
13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEETING 9 LENINGRAD * USSR9 MAY 20-29s
1970)a
9TH CATALOGUE OF DATA IN THE IGDL OF THE SCIENCE COUNCIL OF
+	 JAPAN* SCIENCE COUNCIL. OF JAPAN* NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
INTEPNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL COORDINATION * 3 * 1970.
KNUTH * R * * L.AUTER sE.A * * AND MAGNER*C.U * s SPACE RESEARCH
'
	
ACTIVITIES IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLI C9 GERMAN
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES* NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON GEODESY AND
GEOPHYSICS OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC* UNNUMBERED®
1+970*
LUND IN s S * * K68 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN OCTOBER 1968 AND THE
A69 CAMP& IGN AT ANDOVA I N JANUARY 1969 r FINAL_ REPORT
TUA® * TELEUTR ,—i0NINGARAB * SPACE TECHNOLOGY GROUP *
 S3*
K68-44,t OCT * 1970a
r
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GENERAL Q M I SCEL.LANEOUS)
LUND IN s Ss s K69/1 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN JANUARY 1969 • FINAL
DEPORT. TUA®s TEL.ELTREDN. -,GARABs SPACE TECHNOLOGY GRO;JP#
SAs K69/1-24o  X10 Ve 11;70e
LUNDINs Se s SWEDISH TWILIGHT CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN MARCH
19709 FINAL REPORT # TUAB s TELEUTREDNI NGARAB*
 SPACE
TECHNOLOGY GROUP s SS s 360-339 NOV. 19700
MOFFAT'TsR sE. s AND TRAMMELLsEsG. s JRs s OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA
EXCHANGE 1969 * WORLD DATA CENTER A _ CCEANCGRAPHYs
UNNUMBERED# APR. 1970®
MOFFATTsR.E. s AND T'RAMMELLsE. G. s JR. s SEMIANNUAL REPORT OF
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA EXCHANGE T ►-!P HUGH 30 JUNE 19709 WORLD
DATA CENTER A — OCEANOGRAPHY* UNNUMBE RED a AUG * 1970a
GEODESY AND GRAVITY
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAAHY9 POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES s
GEODESY CCMMITTEEs 1 4;s NO. 310 1970.
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY * POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES#
GEODESY CCMMITTEE s 199 NO. 21p 1970.
GAPOSCHKINsE,M,o AND LAMBECK#Ks s 1969 SMITHSONIAN STANDARD
EAR Th (II) s SMI THSCNI A N ASTROPH VSI CAL CBS ERV A - ORY s
SPECIAL REPORT NOs 315s MAY 19700
HERR INGsJsCr s ADOYsDsGs s AND COOXsJsA. s TIME
SYNCHRONIZATION OF PRIMARY GEODETIC SITES THROUGH USE OF
ARTIFICIAL SATELLI TE S s AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
LASORATOR IESs 70-0333# .JUNE 1970.
ROLFF * J •s INFORMAT10% BULLETIN OF THE CENTRAL BUREAU OF
SATELLITE GEODESY *
 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION  ASTROPHYSICAL.
OBSERVATORVs NO. I t
 AUG@ 1970,
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA RECOVERY
SOSSOLA SCOsM d s DAGsNI NO•I s • AND FLOCCHI NI sG. s FIRST RESJLTS
ON RAPID REGISTRATION OF EL ECTRO —ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGE ` IN
ITAL- IAN) v GEOFI SICA E METEOROLOGIA9 18s NOS * 3/49 90-979
19699 t
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INSTRU NRENTATION AND DATA RECOVERY
BRAUNeWsC e e EFFECTS CF DIFFRACTION ON THE FIELD OF V IEN OF
AN OPTICAL INSTRUMENT * APPLs OPT e s g o Noe Be 1862-1867v
AUG* 1970e
I®N3SPHER IC PHYSIC S
ALOUETTE IY IONOSPHERIC DATA INTERPOLATED N(H)ii DEPARTMENT
OF COMMUN ICA TIONS, CCIVMUF41CATIONS RESEARCH CENTRES OT'TAWAS
CANADA e to UNNUMBERED a UNDATED.
ALJUETTE 1 DATA AVAILABLE* i JANUARY 1966 TO 31 DECEMBER
1966• DEPARTMENT OF COMNUNICATI CI S * COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTRES OTTAWAS CANADA * UNNUMSEREDS UNCATEDe
ALOUETTE 1 DATA A VA I LAi3".E S i JANUARY 1967 TO 31 DECEMBER
1967 * DEPARTMENT OF COMPUNICATI CANS a COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CEN THE . OTTAWA* CANADA * UNNUMBERED * UNDATEDe
ALOUETTE 1 IONOSPHERIC DATA ALOSYNo i JUNE 1967 TO 30 JUNE
19679 DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS,, COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTRE * OTTAWA * CANADA * UNNUMBERE®e UNCATEDe
ALOUETTE 2 DATA AVAILABLE* 29 NOVEMBER 1965 TO 31 DECEMBER
1966 * DEPARTMENT OF COMPUNICATI CNS * CONMUNICAT IONS
RESEARCH CENTRE a OTTAWA a CANADA S UNNUMBERED* UNCATEDe
AL GUE TTE 2 IONOSPHERIC  DATA N (H) a DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATIONS. CUMMLNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE * OT'TAIMAe
CANA DA S to NO a to UNDATED*
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AEF-1 I-121 LAUNCHED A_ T CHURCHILL
RESEARCH RANGE 22 APRIL 1970 t
 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
CANADA *
 SRF6 044s AUG * 1 97 0e
REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN .JAPAN s SCIENCE




REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN JAPAN * SCIENCE
COUNCIL OF JAPAN * IONOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE* 23 * NO*
1-2e 1969*
REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN JAPAN a SCIENCE
COUNCIL OF JAPAN *
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13NOSP HER IC PHYSICS
REPORT ON THE SYMPOSIUM ON THE FUTURE APPLICATION OF
SATELLITE BEACON EXPERIMENTS * MAX— PLANCK — INSTITUT FUR
AERONUMIE s UNNUMBERED * JULY 1970 * (SYMPOSIUM HELO AT THE
MAX— PLANCK — I NS TI TUT FUR AERONOMI E * LI NDAU * WEST GERMANY r
.JUNE 2-4, 1970)
13AKER,*K *D9s BURT *D * A99 HOWL.ETTsLoC9 s AND ALLRED,GeDoo
ROCKET IN STR UMENTA TI CN FOR THE STUDY OF A POLAR CAP
ABSORPTION E VENT--PCA-69 s Us OF UTAH s UU 70-2 s APR * 1970o
AFCRL 70-0251*
SUCHAU *J9 * PITTENGER *Eo Ws * AND SI ZOiO * AoHs s ARCTIC
IONOSPHERE AND AURORAS AIRBORNE INVESTIGATIONS* AIR FORCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES * 70-0280 9 MAY 19709
EBEL sA s s TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL CHANGES OF THE ELECTRONt	 CONTENT OF THE I ONOSPHERIE s .Js ATMOSPHERIC TERREST9 PHYS 9s
329 1649-1660 * 19709
GOLDENsR9R9s KAEDINGsD * A® * RRIGGSsD9E9s AND SCANLON*+J*G9s
TOS EVALUATION CENTER (TEC) POST — OPERATIONAL TEST RESULTS
FOR ESSA 39 NASA — GSFC s X-481-69-457#* OCT9 19690
PIKEsC9P * s MAGNETIC CONTROL OF GLOBAL„ PATTERNS OF F—LAYER
VERTICAL DRIFT CAUSED BY NEUTRAL WINDS * AIR FORCE
CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES * 70-0275o MAY 1970e
t	 MAGNETIC FIELDS
BARFIELDs J * N * s AND COLEMANsP9 Jos JR* s STORM —RELATED WAVE
PHENOMENA OBSERVED AT THE SYNCHRONOUS* EQUATORIAL ORBIT,
Jo GEOPHYS9 RE S9 s 75,p 1943-1948 s APR * 19709
ROSEN®ERG sR9Ls * UNIFIED THEORY OF THE INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETIC F IELD s Us CF CALIF * * INSTITUTE OF GECPHYS ICS AND
PLANETARY PHYSICS* PLBL.ICATION NO * 847* JUNE 19709
ROSENBERGsR9Lo s 27— DAY DEVIATIONS OF THE INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETIC FIELD AND PLASMAS FROM THE PARKER SPINAL MODEL*
a	 U9 OF CALIFS * INSTITLTE OF GEOPHYSICS AND PLANETARY
4	 PHYS IC S s PUBLICATION N09 7531p JUNE 1970o
F
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METEORITES
CODKsA*F * s DISCRETE LEVELS OF BEGINNING HEIv.PT OF METEORS
IN ST►REAMSs SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY9 SPECIAL
REPORT NO. 3249 SEPT. 1970.
METEOROLOGY
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES METEOROLOGICAL DATA
CA TAL OG s 1 JANUARY — 31 JULY 1969# NASA — GSFC '
 4 s DEC.
199.
BULLETIN RESULTS OF ROCKET PROBES OF THE ATMOSPHERE,
K HEY SA ISLAND 1962,p 19639 1964 (FIRSTPRST HALF) (IN RUSSIAN)*
USSR COUNCIL OF MINISTERS * MAIN DIPRECTORATE OF THE
HYDROME TEOROLOGI CAL, S.ERVICE s CENTRAL. AEROLOGICAL
OB SER VA TORY • UNNUMBERED * 49690
CATALOG OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA — ESSA 7
TELEVISION CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY (OCTOBER 1 — DECEMBER 319
1968)s ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION• KEY
:	 TO METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS DOCUMENTATION' NO* S s32®• 1970o
CATALOG OF METEOROLOGICAL. SATELLITE DATA — ES S A 7
TELEVISION CLOD PHOTOGRAPHY 4JANUARY 1 — MARCH 319 196919
ENVIRONMENTAL. SCIENCE SERVICES ADMRINISTRATION, KEY TO
METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS DOCUMENTATION NO *
 5*3E1 a 1970.
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BI.LLETINs ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION * UNNUMSEREDs AUG4 1970*
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BULLETIN *
 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONS UNNUMBEREDs JUNE 1970,
ENVIRONMENTAL. DATA BI.LLE TI Ns U * S. DEPARTMENT 'CF COMMEPRCE9
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION#
UNNUMBERED s OCT *
 1970o
ESSA — SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING• JULY 1 * 1967 — JUNE 30v 1959•
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE :SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONP UNNUMBERED•
1970$
HIGH ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL DATA• WORLD DATA CENTER A —
METEOROLOGY• 6s NO *
 is .IAN. 1969*
HIGH ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL DATA• WORLD DATA CENTER A -
MlETEOROLDGYs 69 NO * 2s FEB * 1969*
i
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METEOROL.GGY
HIGH ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL DATA * WORLD DATA CENTER A —
ME TEORCILO G Y 9 69 NO * 39 MAR. 19690
N I{%1®U S 3 DATA CATALOG (SEPTEMBER  1 9 1969 TO DECEMBER 319
1969)9 NASA —GSFC 9 So APRs 1970s
WEEKLY SYNOPTIC ANAL IVSES9 5-9 2 -9 AND 0.4 — MILLIBAR
SURFACES FOR 1 967 * ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION* TECHNICAL REPORT WE 129 *JAN* 1970*
ASSAN®9Se9 TANAKA *Me v AND YAMAMOTOoGe v RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN
WATER CLOUDS IN THE INFRARED REGICN9 ,Je ATMOSPHERIC SCIev
279 NO * 29 2e2-2929 WARe 1970•
COCHRANvHee TsiOMAS * Ne9 AND PAIRMENTEI'RvFeCe v PICTURE OF THE
MONT'H 9 sROPE' CLOU0 9 MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW9 909 NOe 5*
612—. 6139 AUG. 1970e
ECKARDT ,pMe v AND PARMENTE R *FeCe * PICTURE OF THE MONTH * ITOS
VIEWS * MONTHLY WEATHER REVIE 119 98v NO* 99 664t SEPT, 1970, 
GR INGORTEN 9I 9I e 9 AND SI SSENWI NE * Ne * UNUSUAL EXTREMES AND
DIURNAL CYCLES OF DESERT HEAT LOADS * AIR FORCE CAM®RIDGE
RESEARCH LAOORATORIES9 70-0332• JUNE 15670.
HADFIEL.D9ReEe9 SERE8RENY9SeMe 9 AND WIEGMANvEe.Je9 FURTHER
COMPARISON OF CLOUD MDTI GN VECTORS WITH RAW INS ONDE
O®SERVATIONS9 STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITuTEv SRI PROJECT
7930s AUG * 1 97 09
KANTOR vA a Je * STRONG MIND AND VERTICAL WIND SMEAR ABOVE 30
KM S ADDENDUM TO)* AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
LABORATORIES 9 69-0346,t AUG * 1969e
NASTA9R e9 AND NAWIRATIL * Re s PICTURE OF THE MONTH* GIANT
ICEBERGS IN THE WEDDELL SEA. MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW * 989
NO *
 109 774-7759 OCTe 1970•
PARMEN TER vF eC e * PICTURE OF THE MONTH* A s TEHUANTEPECER6 9
MONTHLY WEATHER RE VI Ebb 98• NO * 69 479,p .JUNE 1970
95
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METEOROLOGY
PEARLMANsM * 63ss HOGANeDs 9 KIRCHHOFFsWs 9 GOODWIN9K9s
KURTENBACHoDsS ROCKETTOsSs s AND VAN'T SANTs8s s
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT FOR THE MTs HOPKINS OBSERVATOdRYs
1968-19499 SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL. CBSERVATCRY * SPEC!
REPORT NOs 327 * OCT * 19709
RAOsPsKs9 ESTIMATING CLOUD AMOUNT AND HEIGHT FROM SATELLITE
INFRARED RADIATION DATA s ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIONs TECHNICAL RE r, ORT NESC 549 JULY 1970*
RAGsPsK sS I TOS°1 VIE % OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES*
BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN METEOROL.CGICAL SOCIETY9 519 NOs 29
1769 FEB * 1970.
SMITHsWeLo 9 RAO9P9Ks 9 KOFFLERSRs 9 AND CURTISsW9R99
DETERMINATION OF SEA — SURFACE TEMPERATURE FROM SATELLITE
?.	 HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED WINDOW RADIATION MEASUREMENTS*
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEWS 98s Nos Be 45474°6119 AUG. 19700
STRONGSA9E * s AND RUFF sI 9 Ss s UTILIZING SATELLITE—,BSERVED
SOLAR REFLECTIONS FRCM THE SEA SURFACE AS AN INDICATOR OF
SURFACE WIND SPEEDS* RE WOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT* 19
181-185, 197Gs
TAYLOR 9 V9R 9 9 OPERA TI CNAL BRIGHTNESS NORMALIZATION OF ATS-1
CLOUD PICTURES S ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIONS TECHKICAL MEMORANDUM NESCTM 249 AUG. 1970*
A
08SERVAT ION AND TRACKING
K INETHEOJOLI TE OUSERVATI CNS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GROLP FROM MALTA FOR OCTOBER 1967 9 RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATION *
 ISSUE 310 PART 1 OF 3s 19689
K INETHE00OLI TE OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GROLP FROM MALTA FCR CCTOSER 1967 9 RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATI CNs ISSUE 39 PART 2 OF 39 1968,
K INE THEODOL I TE OB SE R VA TI ONS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GR06P FROM MALTA FOR OCTOBER 1967 s RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATI CN9 ISSUE 39 PART 3 OF 39 1968*
KINETHEODOLITE OBSERVATIIINS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GROLP FROM MALTA FOR NOVEMBER 19679 RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATION *
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OBSERVATION AND TRACKING
K I NE THEODOL.I TE OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GROUP FROM MALTA FOR NOVEMBER 19671	 RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATI GN * ISSUE 49 PART 2 OF 2 9 1968s
STOPWATCH OBSERVATI CI S OF SATELLITES ,	 ROYAL CBSERVATORY9
ED INdURGH, STS REPORT 979
	
.JAN * 	1970o
STOPWATCH OSSERVATICNS OF SATELLITES 9	 ROYAL CBSERVATORY,
EID INBURGH • ST'S REPORT 989 FEB *
	19709
STOPWATCH OHSERVATICKS OF SATELLITES 9	 ROYAL. COSERVATORY9
ED INSURGH * STS REPORT 99 9 MAR *	1970e
STOPWATCH OBSERVATICNS OF SATELLITES , ROYAL (38SERVATORY,
ED INBUR GH a STS REPORT 1 D1 9 APRs 1970s
STOPWATCH OdSERVATI CNS OF SATELLITES + ROYAL CBSERVATORY,
EDINBURGH * STS REPORT 102o  MAY 1970*
STOPWATCH OBSERVATICKS OF SATELLITES , ROYAL CBSERVATORY9
EDINBURGH, STS REPORT 1 ®3 r JUNE 1970*
STOPWATCH OSSERVATI CKS OF SATELLITES s ROYAL CBSERVATORY,
EDINBURGH, STS REPORT 164, JULY 1970®
GIACAGLIA,G * E * U * . HEBSoK * , LUNDOUIST,C*A * s AND MAIR,S*G *t
POSSIBLE GEOPOTENTIAL. IMPROVEMENT FROM SATELLITE ALTIMETRY9
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY * SPECIAL REPORT NO*
294* FEB *
 1969*
JARVIsPe, VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH
SATELLITES IN FINLAND 1969  JANUARY — 1969 DECEMBER , U * OF
HELSINKI *
 HELSINKI 9 FINLAND 9 UNMATED*
L.UNDQUIST,C * A * 9 PHOTCMETRY FROM APOLLO TRACKING, SPACE
RES. 1 09 2 15-321 1970a I PRCCEEDI NGS OF OPEN MEETINGSNGS OF
WORKING GROUPS OF THE 12TH PLENARY MEETING OF COSPAR AND OF
THE SYMPOSIUM ON T'HERMOSPHERI C PROPERTIES CCNCERNI NG
TEMPERATURES AND DYNAMICS WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO H AND
HE, PRAGUE 9 CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MAY 11-249 1969)o
ORBIT'S, TRAJECTORIES AND OTHER MOTIONS
MILLER,B * , SATELLITE ORBITAL DATA# CATAI.OG 0-19 9
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PARTICLES AND CORPUSCULAR RADIATICN
ARMSTRONGtTeP9 t AND XRIMIGIStSoM * s STATISTICAL STUDY OF
SOLAR PROTONS * AL.PHASt AND Z GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 3
NUCLEI IN 19 67 — 6 E s .JOHNS HOPKI NS Us t APPLIED PHYSICS
LABORATORY * PREPRINT 9 OC Ts 1970.
DEFOREST * SeE 9e LONG TERM VARI ATI CNS IN 'HIGH—ENERGY
GEOMAGNET ICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES 9 Ue OF CALIF * o
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS *
 UCSD SR-70-2o .JULY 1970*
DEFORESTe SeE et AND MCILWAINeCeEe t PLASMA CLOUDS IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE *
 U* OF CALIFe t UCSO SP-70-049 SEPTe 1970o
KA TZ sL e s ROTHWELL t Pe L * s AND WEE®s Ve 6-Bet GU I ESCE NT AND
DISTURBED PROTON AND ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS s AIR FORCE
z	 CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LARORATORI ES s 70-033410 JUNE 1970o
NAKAGAWAtY ** AND HYDEReCeL*t RESPONSE OF THE TRANSITION
REGION TO INFALLING MATERIAL ASSOCIATED WITH S CLAR FLARES
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES * 70-0273* APR*
1970 * (PRESENTED AT A CONFERENCE ENTITLED '@THE
CHROMOSPHERE —CORONA TRANSITION REGI ON s s NATIONAL CENTER FOR
ATMOSPHERIC RE SEARCH * BOULDER 9 COLORADO* SEPT* 25-279
'	 19Brs9pe
R IEDLER tW et ESRO I MEASUREMENTS OF LOOP —ENERGY AURORAL
PARTICLES FROM FEBRUARY 23 TO MARCH 2 9 19699
INTERCORRELA TED SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO SOLAR
EVENTS® 557-566t 1970a (PROCEEDINGS  OF THE 3RD ESLAB/ESRIN
SYMPOSIUM *
 NOORD WI JK 9 NETHERLANDS* SEPT a 16-199 19699 EDS e
;'.	 Ve MANNOt DeEe PAGE s D9 . REIDEL PUBLISHING COMPANY9S	
DORDREC HT 9 HOLLAND)*
R IEDLER eW ** AND HULTQVI ST s5e s FIRST RESULTS OF 1 AND 6 KEV
PROTON MEASUREMENTS FROM THE ESRC 1 SATELLITE * SPACE RES*
10* 547-2E2s 19709 (PROCEEDINGS OF OPEN MEETINGS OF WORKING
GROUPS OF THE 12TH PLENARY MEETING OF COSPAR AND OF THE
SYMPOSIUM ON THERMOSPHER IC PROPERTIES CONCERNING
TE 14PERATURES AND DYNAMICS WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO M AND
MEt PRAGUE * CZECHOSLOVAKIA* MAY 11-249 1969!*
S I SCOE sGeL s e AND COLEMAN sPe J * s JR• 9 ON THE NORTH—SOUTH
ASYMMETRY IN THE SOLAR WI N0 9 SOLAR PHYSICS* 8* 415-4219
-'	 1969 e
98
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PARTICLES AND CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
LX.LALAND * S * L s s WILHEL.Ms Ks s KANGAS sJ * s AND RIEDLER*W e *
ELECTRON PRECIPI TAT'I CNl ASSOCIATED WITH A SUDDEN
COMMENCEMENT OF A GECMAGNETIC STORMe Js ATMOSPHERIC
TE6RR EST s PHYSe a 329 1545-15539  1970s
WILL IANiSeDeJee SOURCES* L.OSSESs AND TRANSPORT GF
MAGNETO SO NER ICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES * ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINI STRATI ON * TECHNICAL REPORT ERL
150— SDL 1 de AUGe 1 97Ce
PLANETOLOGY
ANDERSON * A sD e e NEUTRAL COMPOSITION  OF THE VENUS EXOSPHERE
INFERRED FROM LYMAN— ALPHA MEASUREMENTS s LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
RESEARCH LABORATORY * LMSC 6-7570-23e JUNE 1970•
®OWELLeEs a DOLLFUSsAs a AND TI T`JL.AER*C* s POLARIMETRIC
PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR SURFACE AND ITS INTERPRETATION*
PART 24
 TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES * ODSERVATGI RE DE PARIS
MEUDON e PHYSIQUE DU SYSTEME SOLAI RE • * UNNUM®EREDs MAY 1970*
DICKEY * .J. S * * .JR e s NICKEL — IRON IN LUNAR ANORTHOS IT ES a EART H
AND PLANETARY SCIENCE LETTERS *
 So 387-3921, 1970e
DOL.L.FUSeAes ANOMALIES OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE IN SUNLIGHT IN
THE REGION *HELLAS e s ACADEMY DES SCIENCE COMPTES RENDUS*
PAR I S s SERIES ®s 270v 641-644o MAR *
 1 970 s
DGLLFUSsA.s DIAMETERS OF PLANETS AND SATELLITES, UNKNOWN
PUBLICATION *I  CHAPTER 2# 45-1399 UNDATED.}	 a
DOLLFUSsAee GEAKEeJsEss S`rEIGMANNeGeAs* TITULAER*Cse
WALKER eGs a GARLICK eG sFe Js s AND LAM® * Wes LUMINESCENCE,
si	 ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE AND OPTICAL PRCPERTIES OF
LUNAR PATERIAL FROM APOLLO 119 PROCEEDINGS OF THE APOLLO
11 LUNAR SCIENCE CONFERENCE * 3 * 2127-21479 UNDATED*
'	 DOLLFUSsAss GARLICKsG *FeJes GEAKEs.JeE.s LAM®*Wee
STEIGMANN eGeAs a TI TUL.AER sCe s AND WALKERsCe s L.0 MINESCENCEs
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RE SONANCE a AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
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PLANETOLOGY
DOL- LFUS*A.s FRYER * Rs s AND TITULAERsC. s ORIGINAL ATMOSPHERE
OF THE PLANET PARRS AS DERIVED FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHS
TRANSMITTED BY MARINER 6 AND 7 SPACECRAFT s ACADEMY DES
SCIENCE C- OMPTES RENDLS• PA RI5 9 SERIES Bs 270s 4241-4269 FEB*
1970m
DGLLFUSsA m s AND BOWELLse * a POLARI MET4RIC PROPERTIES OF THE
LUNAR SURFACE AND ITS INTERPRETATION * PART I — OESERVAT IONSs
GBSERVA TO IRE DE PART a — MEUDON s PHYSI Q UE DU SYSTEME
SOLA IRS ' s LNNUMBiERED s JUNE 1969•
DOLLFU$*A.s FRYER * R. * NI KANDERs.lm s PRI NZ*Rm * AND
TITULAER * Cm * RESEARCHES ON PLANETARY SURFACES AND
ATMOSPHERES* AT THE IAU PLANETARY DATA CENTER MEUDON
O® SERVA TOP Y BETWEEN JULY 1 s 1969 TO JULY 1 s 1970 *
UNPUBL I SHED s UNNUMBERED s JULY 1970*
GORINYA * A mAm * CONSTANT PHYSICAL LIBRATIONS OF THE MOON (IN
tRUSS IAN ) s ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF THE UKRAI NEs MAIN
ASTRONOMICAL OB SER VA TORY . UNNUMBERED s 19690
MOTTONI *Ge * CA RTOGRAPHY OF THE PLANET MARS BASEC ON
INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC OOCUMEKTATICN FROM 1907
OPPOSITION (IN FRENCH AND I TALI AN) o PUBLICATION OF THE
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVAICIRY OF MILANC — MERATE9 NEW SERIES * NOm
21 * 1970s
f	 MOTTONI * C s . CARTOGRAPHY OF THE PLANET MARS BASED ON
l	 INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUME FaTAT I CS FROM 1907
OPPOSITION (IN FRENCH AND ITALIAN) s PUBLICATICN OF THE
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY OF MILANC — MERATE9 NEW SERIES• NO&
229 19709
VINOGRADOV * A • Pms SURKOVsYUmAo s CHERNOVsG•Mms KIRNQZGVsF•Fms
AND NAZARKINAsGmB.o * MEASUREMENTS CF THE LUNAR SURFACE GAMMA
RADIATION ON THE COSMIC STATION O LUNA 10 4 (IN PUSSIAN's
GEOCHEMISTRY9 B* 891-899s 19666
ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AAD— I V-23 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE 24 FEBRUARY 1970* NATIONAL RESEARCH COUKCIL OF
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ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AAF — V®--29 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE 13 JANUARY 19709 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
CANADA9 SRFhJ 041 9 MAY 1970o
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AAF' — I V-20 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE DECEMBER 19699 NATIONAL RESEARCH 'COUNCIL OF CANADA9
SRFB 040s APR * 1970o
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AEF — I I —121
RESEARCH RANGE 22 APRIL 19709
CANADA * SRFE1 044a AUG*  1970a
LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
BACK BRANT RICKETS AAF — I I IA-429 439 44 AND 45 LAUNCHED AT
EAST QUODDY@ NOVA SCCTIA DURINGTHE 7 MARCH 1970 SOLAR
ECLIPSE• NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADAs SRFB 0439
k	 .DULY 1970a
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AND — VB-25 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL. RESEARCH
RANGE 23 APRIL 1970t NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA9
SRFB 045.9 SEPT * 1970a
CATALOGUE OF ROCKET AND SATELLITE DATA IN WORLD DATA CENTRE
Co DATA RECEIVED DURING THE PERT C'iD 1 JULY — 31 DECEMBER9
19699 WORLD DATA CENTRE C — ROCKETS AND SATELLITES,
UNNUMBERED s UNDATED*
PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT TRAILBLAZER II	 AD21.862 s
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABCRATOR IES 9 PROJECT 4642,
,DULY 1970, 	 r.
REPORT PRESENTED TO 'THE THIRTEENTH COSPAR MEET INGs
LENINGRAD 9 U.SaS.Ra 9 MAY 19709 EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION 9 UNNUMBERED 9 UNDATED.
13AKERsKaDa 9 BURT9DaA•9 HOlNLETT9L*Ca9 AND ALLRECsG9D.9
ROCKET INSTRUME-NT'ATICN FOR THE STUDY OF A PCLAA CAP
ABSORPTION E VENT--PCA-69 9 Ue OF UTAH 9 UU 70-2 it APR * 1970.
AFCRL 70-025-to
LUND INs Sa 9 K68 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN OCTOBER 1968 AND THE
A69 CAMPAIGN AT ANDOYA IN JANUARY 1969,p FINAL REPORT*
TUAB s TELEUTREDNINGARAB a SPACE TECHNOLOGY GROUPs S39
K68-449 GC T9 19709
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r
ROCK ET S
LUNG IN9 Se 9 KE-9/1 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN JANUARY 19699 FINAL.
REPORT* TUABe TELEUTREDNI NCARAt3e SPACE TECHNOLOGY GROiJP9
S49 K69/1-249 NOV, 1 G70.
LUADIN9S.9 SWEDISH TWILIGHT CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN MARCH
19709 FINAL REPORT 9 TUAB 9 TELEUTFEONI NGARAE9 SPACE
TECHNOLOGY GROUP 9 S59 36 0-33 9 NOV * 1970s
SA TELL I TES
CATALOGUE OF ROCKET AND SATELLITE DATA IN WORLD DATA CENTRE
C e DATA RECEIVED DURING THE PER I CD 1 JULY m 31 DECEMBER,#
19699 WORLD DATA CENTRE C — ROCKETS AND SATELLITES9
UNINUMSERED 9 UNDA TED&
REPORT PRESENTED TO THE THIRTEENTH C®SPAR MEET ING9
LENINGRAD* UeS.SeR.,# MAY 19709 EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION 9 UNNUMBERED 9 UNDATED.
TABLE OF EARTH SATELLITE-So 1 969 9 MINISTRY OF TECHNOLOGY 9
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT * 2 9 PART 19 JUNE 1970e
SOLAR PHYSICS
BLACK BRA N T ROCKETS AAF — I I I A m42 v 439 44 AND 45 LAUNCHED AT
EAST QUODDY9 NOVA SCCTIA DURING THE 7 MARCH 1970 S13LAR
EC'_ IPSE , NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA,# SRFB 0439
JULY 1970.
a
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PMENOMENAs
	
TCKYO ASTRONOMICAL .
OBSERVATORY * 219- NO * 29 APR. -JUNE 1959•
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PHENOMENA '	TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATORY* 219 Noe 3,#	 JULY— SEPT * 1969e
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PHENOMENA,#	 TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL a
OBSERVATORY9 219 NOe 49 OCT * — DEC * 19699
QUARTERLY BULLETIN ON SOLAR ACTIVITY•	 (APRIL — JUNE 1969)9
IN TERNA TI ONA t . ASTRONOMICAL UNION 9 NO * 1669 1970a
QUARTERLY BULLETIN Ch SOLAR ACTT VITY9 (.JAMJARY — MARCH 	 ~
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SOLAR PHYSICS
QUARTERLY 13ULLETIII ON SOLAR ACTIVITY• (JULY — SEPTEMBER
1969)o INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNI ON s NON 167• 1970o
DOSCHEKeGeAe r AND MEEKINSr.$eFe ► HELIUM —LIKE CALCIUM ►
S IL I CON ► AND SULFUR LINES DURING THE DECAY OF A LARGE
FLARE• SOLAR PHYSIC4 ► 13  22 0-225,p 1970•
KR EPL IN eR a We a MO SE R s Po Jo a AND CASTELL I e Je Pe ► FLARE X —RAY
AND PAD ID WAVE EMI SSI CN N SPACE RES * 109  920-927 s 1970e
(PROCEEDINGS OF OFT EN MEETINGS OF WORKING GROUPS OF THE 12TH
PLENARY MEETING OF CCSPAR AND OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON
THERM®SPHERIC PROPERTIES CONCERNING TEMPERATURES AND
DYNAMICS NbITH SPEECIAL. APPLICATICN TO H AND HE ► PRAGUE*M
CZECHOSLOVAKIA ► MAY 11-249 1969)o
KREPLIN ► R eWe a SOLAR CYCLE VARIATI CN OF SOFT X — RAY EMISSIONS
ANN* GEOPHYSo ► 26- NO * 2 ► 567-574 ► 1970a
MEEK INKS ► J eFe ► AND DOSClEK sG.Ae ► RECOMBINATION EOGES
OBSERVED IN SOLAR SOFT X —RAY FLARE SPECTRA ► SOLAR PHYSICS,
13 ►
 213-219 ► 1970•
MEEKINS®J eFe a DOSCHEIC•GeAe ► FRIEDWANmHo t CHUBB ► TeAe ► AND
KREPLIN ► R @Wo ► SOLAR SOFT X — RAY FLARE SPECTRA FROM OSO-4.
r'LAR PhYSIC S ► 139 1'98-212 * 1970o
MITLER ► H * Eee SOLAR LIGHT —ELEMENT ABUNDANCES AND PRIMEVAL
HELIBIM ► SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATCRY, SPECIAL
REPORT NO. 323o  A UG a 19709
NAKAGAWA ► Ye ► AND HYDEReCeLe ► RESPONSE OF THE TRANSITION
REGION TO INFALLING MATERIAL ASSOCIATED WITH SCLAR FLARES ►
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABnRATORIESe 70-0273• APR*
1970o (PRESENTED AT A CONFERENCE ENTITLED • THE
CHROMOSPHERE —CORONA TRANSITION REGION $ a NATIONAL CENTER FOR
ATMOSPHERIC RE SEARCH a BOULDER ► COLORADO ► SEPT * 25-27 ►
1969)e
STRAKA ► R a Me ► MICROWAVE SPECTRAL, C13SERVATI ONS OF CORONAL
CONDIENSATIONS ► AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES*
70-02419 APR a 1970.
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AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIAN SPACE RESEARCH 1969 s AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE9 ALSTRALIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR SPACE RESEARCH,
UNNUMBERED 9 APRs 1 97 0o 4 PRRF_ SE NTED TO THE 13TH C45PAR
PLENARY MEETINGS LENINGRAD* USSR9 MAY 20-299 1970!.
ER AZ IL
INFORMATION BULLETIN # ASTRONOMICAL  OBSERVATORY OF THE
STATE COLLEGE OF PARANA S 1 s N®• 3 s MAR * — APR * 1970.
INFORMATION BULLET I N 9 ASTRONOMICAL  013SERV ATORY OF THE
STATE COLLEGE OF PARANA 9 Is NO* 4,p MAY — .JUNE 19700
CANADA
ALOUETTE I I IONOSPHERIC DATA INTERPOLATED NIHI s DEPARTMENT
OF COMMUN ICATIONS9 COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRES OTTAVAj
CANADA s 19 UNNUMBERED s UNDATEDs
ALOUETTE 1 DATA AVAI LADLE s 1 .JANUARY 1966 TO 31 DECEMBER
19669 DEPARTMENT OF C041WUNICATI ONSS COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CEN TRRE 9 O TTA Weis CANADA * UNNUMBERED* UNDATED.
ALOUETTE 1 DATA A VAI LABLE 9 1 .JANUARY 1967 TO 31 DECEMBER
19679 DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS9 COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTRES OTTAWAs CANADA 9
 UNNUMBEREDs UNL ATED&
ALOUETTE 1 IONOSPHERIC DATA ALOSVNS 1 JUNE 1967 TO 30 .JUNE
19679 DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS * COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTRE * OTT'AINAs CANADA9 UNNUMBERE ®9 UNDATED*
ALOUETTE 2 DATA A VAI L.ABLE s 2 9 NOVEMBER 1965 TO 31 DECEMBER
19665 DEPARTMENT OF COMiO UNICATIRONS9 COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH CENTRE* OTTAWA s CANADA s UNNUMBERED s UNDATED*
ALOUETTE 2 IONOSPHERIC DATA N(H) s DEPARTMENT CF
CO4MUN ICA TIONSS COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTREs OTTAldAs
CANADA. s Is NO *
 1 9 UNDATED*
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AAD— I V-23 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL. RESEARCH
RANGE 24 FEBRUARY 19709 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
CANADA *
 SRF8 0429 JUNE 1970o
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CANADA
BLACK 13RANT ROCKET AAF — VB-29 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE 13 JANUARY 1970 * NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
CANADA 9 SRF® 041 * MAY 1970o
SLACK ® RANT ROCKET AAF — I V-20 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE DECEWER 19699 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA*
SRF® 040 * APR. 1970s
BLACK BRANT ROCKET AEF — I1 - 121 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL,
RESEARCH RANGE 22 APRIL 1970, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF




UL ACK BRA NT ROCKETS AAF — I I I A-42 * 43 * 44 AND 45 LAUNCHED AT
.	 EAST QUODDY * NOVA SCOTIA. DURING THE 7 MARCH 1970 SOLAR
ECLIPSE * NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANA D A * SRFS 0431,
". JULY 1970e
BLACK' ® RANT ROCKET AMD — VB-25 LAUNCHED AT CHURCHILL RESEARCH
RANGE 23 APRIL 1970 o NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA*
SRFB 045 * SEPT9 1970.
REPORT TO COSPAR — 1970 9 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF




JARV1sP * s VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH
SATELLITES IN FINLAND 1969 JANUARY — 1969 D ECEMBER * Us OF
HELSINKI * HEL SI NK1 s FINLAND * UNDATEDs
FRANCE
BOWELLsEs • DO LFUS sA s • A NO TI T IULAERoCe • POLARI METRIC
PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR SURFACE AND ITS INTERPRETATION*
PART 2— TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES * OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS —
MEUDON * PHYSIQUE DU SYSTEME SOLAI AE * * UNNUMBERED * MAY 1970*
DOLLFUS * Ase ANOMALIES OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE IN SUNLIGHT IN
THE REGION * HELLAS @ a ACADEMY DES SCIENCE COMPTES RENDUS*
PARIS * SERIES Be 270o 641-644 * MAR9 1970*
DOLLFUSsAe * DIAMETERS OF PLANETS AND SATELLITES * UNKNOWN
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FRANCE
DOLLFUSsA at, GGEA KEt JsEe t STEIGMANNtGeAs t TITULAER®Cee
WALKESRtGe a GARLICKtGsF•.Je t AND LAME t We • LUMINESCENCEe
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
LUNAR MATERIAL FROM APOLLO 11 9 PROCEEDI NGS OF THE ,APOLLO
11 LUNAR SCIENCE C ONFERE NCE t 39 2127-21479 UNDATED*
DOLLFUSeAte





TI TULAER tCe t AND WALKEAsCs s LUMINESCENCE*
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RE SONA NCE t ANn OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
LUNAR MATERIAL*	 SCIENCE s 167% NCs 3918* 717-7 201 	 JAN*
1970o
i DOLLFUS94 e t NEW OP'T'ICAL ME ASUREMENTS OF THE DI AMET'ERS, OF
JUPITER *
	SATURN * 	URANUS * 	AND NEPTUNE9	 ICARUS t	 12t	 101-1179
i' 1970 0
DOLLFUSsAet FRYER t Re t AND TITUL.AEReCs t ORIGINAL ATMOSPHERE
OF THE PL/.N - r MARS AS DERIVED FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHS





PARIS * SERIES Be 270s	 424°'4261	 FEBs
1► 970.
DOLLF`UStA * t AND 80WELL tE e s POLAIRIMETRIC PROPE IRTIES OF THE
LUNAR SURFACE AND I T S INTERPRETATION* PART 1--08SERVATIONS9
OBSERVATOIRE DIE PA RI S m MEUDON *PHYSIQUE DU SYSTEME
SOLA IRE s s	 UNNUMBERED t JUNE 19690
DCBLLFLStA s e AND COFFEENtDe Ls 1 POLARIZATION OF VENUS s 	 I*
DISK ®I SERVATIONSt
	
ASTRONAUTICS AND ASTROPHYS 1CSt St
2S1-a 26es	 1S70s
DOLLF^OStA e t FR YER s Re t NI KANDEReJs t FRI NZ*Rs t
	
AND
TITULAERsCet RESE&RCHES ON PLANETARY SURFACES AND
ATtMO SPHER ES e AT THE I AU PLANETARY DATA CENTER NEUDON
OBSERVATURV BETWEEN JULY 1 9
 1969 TO JULY t o 1970
' UNRUBL I SHED t UNN UJMBE RED s
	
JULY 1970a
DUFLOTeMet AND FEHRENBACHimCet DETERMINATI ON OF THE ROTATION
OF THE CLOUDS OF MAGELLAN WITH THE HELP OF THE 013JECT IV E
PRISM (14 FRENCH, s COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN
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FEDERAL REP UB LIC OF GERMANY
REPORT 04 THE SYMPOSIUM O N THE FUTURE APPLICATION OF
SATELLITE BEACON EXPERIMENTS * MAX — PLANCK — I MST ITUT FUR
AERONOMIE s UNNUMBERED. JULY 1970s (SYMPOSIUM HELD AT THE
MAX— PLANCK — INSTI TUT FUR AERONOMIE,, LINDAUs WEST GERMANY#
JUNE 2-4a 1970o
DUFLOTsMs s AND FEHRENBACHsC. s DETERMINATION OF THE R OTATION
OF THE CLOUDS OF MAGELLAN WITH THE HELP OF THE OBJECTIVE
PRISM (IN FRENCH) * COMMUNICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOUTHERN
OBSERVATORY *s NO. 79 1966.
EBEL. sA s s TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL CHANGES OF THE ELECTRON
CON'T ' ENT OF THE IONOSPHERES Js ATMOSPHERIC TERRESTs PHYSss
429 1649-16609 1970o
FEHREN ® ACHrC . s M9AURICE9=s s PREVOTsL. s AND PET ITsMsM.. TWOt	 STARS OF THE LARGE MAGEL . LANI C CLOUD SHOWING EMISSION LINES
OF FE 11 AND (FE I I ) s ASTRONAUT. AERONs ,, 3* 323-326 * 19690
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
KNUTHoR ss L.AUTER sE.As s AND WAGNERsCsUs s SPACE RESEARCH
ACTIVITIES IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUELIC9 GERMAN
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON GEODESY AND
GEO O HYSICS OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC. UNNUMBERED*
197 ®.
INDIA
NINTH ANNUAL. REPORT OF THE INDIAN  NATIONAL COMMa ITTEE FOR
SPACE RESEARCH t 1ST APRIL 1969 TO 31ST MARCH 19701 s INDIAN
NATIONAL. C04MITTEE FCR SPACE RESEARCH,, UNNUMBERED * MAY
1970. (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH C®SPAR PLENARY MEETINGi9
LENINGRAD* USSR,, MAY 20^299 19701,
ISRAEL
REPORT ON SPACE ACTIVITIES 1969 — 1970o  NATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOR SPACE RESEARCH OF THE ISRAEL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND
HUMANITIES * UNNUMBERED * MAY 1970s (PRESENTED TC THE 13TH
CO SPAR PLENARY MEETING* LENINGRAD *
 USSR* MAY 20-299 1970)o
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I T AL Y
SPACE RESEARCH ACTIVITY IN I TAL.Ys ANNUAL. REPORT TO COSPARs
ITALIAN NATIONAL RESEARC H COUNCIL * INTER—COMMITTEE
COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF SPACE PRO®L.EMS s UNNUNBERED*
UNDATE D * (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH CCSPAR PLENARY MEETING*
LENINGRA®s USSR * MAY 20-29• !970)9
BUSSOLASCO94 * 9 DAGNINO * I s • AND FLCCCHINI sGs * FIRST RESJLTS
ON RAPID REGISTRATION OF EL.ECTRO — ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGE (IN
ITALIAN
	
GEOFISICA E METEOROLOGIA* 18s NOS * 3/4 * 90-979
19690
MOTTONIsGss CARTOGRAPHY OF THE PLANET MARS ®ASE® ON
INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTAT I CN FRCM 1907
OPPOSITION (IN FRENCH AND I TALI AN8 * PU®LICAT I CN OF THE
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY OF MI LANO — MERATE* NEW SERIES* NO*
21 • 1970•
MOTTON I * G s • CARTOGRAPHY OF THE PLANET MARS BASED ON
INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATI ON FROM 1907
OPPOSITION (IN FRENCH AND ITALIAN, * PUELICATICN OF THE
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY OF MILANO —MERATEs NEW SERIES * NOs
22* 19'00
.J APAN
ANNALS OF THE TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL CSSERVATORYs U0 OF TOKYO*
129 NO * 1# 1970a
ANNALS OF THE TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL GESERVATORY• U0 OF TOKYO*
11 • NO • 4 9 19690
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PHENOMENA ' TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVA TORY *
 21s NO * 29 APR. — JUNE 19690
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PHENOMENA* TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL
OBSER VATORY * 21 9
 NOs 3 w
 JULY— SEPT. 1969s
BULLETIN OF SOLAR PHENOMENA *
 TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL
O®SERVATORYs 219 N00 4* OCT•^OECO 1969•
NON — AXISYMME 'TRIC OSCILLATIONS OF A SELF — GRAVITATING DISK*
PU®L ICA TI ONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN * 21# NO.
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JAPAN
REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN .JAPAN * SCIENCE
COUNCIL OF JAPAN* IONOSPHERE RESEARCH COMBMIITTEEs 24s NO * 19
1970s.
REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN JAPAN * SCIENCE
COUNCIL OF JAPAN s I ON13SPHERE RESEARCH COMBMBI TT EE • 239 NCI e
1-29 19690
REPORT OF IONOSPHERE AND SPACE RESEARCH IN JAPAN s SCIENCE
COUNCIL OF JAPAN ' IONOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE * 24 9 NOe 2s
197®e
9TH CATALOGUE O= DATA IN THE IG®L. OF THE SCIENCE COUNCIL. OF
JAPAN * SCIENCE COWKCIL OF ,JAPAN* NATIONAL: C r 4MtITTEE FOR
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYS* ICAL. COORDINATIONS 3 * 19700
ASAN09S99 TANAKA *MBe s AND YAMBAiMOTO9Giie * RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN
WATER CLOUDS IN THE INFRARED REGICN, Je ATMOSPHERIC SCies
279 NO * 2s 2Ba2-292 * RAR, 1970•
ICHI4URA * K e s NOGUCHI *To * AND WATANABE *Ee s CONTINUAL
PHOTOELECTRIC MONITORING  OF FLARE STARSe Ve EV LAC AND UV
CET ( 19691 s TOKYO ASTRONOMIICAL. BULL.ETINs SERIES 2s N04P
1918* 2299-2305* M1ARe 1970e
TAKAKURA * To s SYNCHROTRON MODEL FOR PULSARS s NATURE * 224*
NO * 5216* 252-253 9 OCT *
 1969•
YAJ I MA s Se s M I$UGAKI s Bde * AND YAMBAGUCHI a Ke * LARGE FLARE OF
OCTOBER 30* 196+5 AND ACTIVE DARK FILAMENTS ASS CaCIATED WITH
IT * TOKYO ASTRONOMICAL BULLETIN * SERIES 29 NCB. 1979
2283-22979 NOV® A 969.
NETHERLANDS
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE NETHERLANDS 1969,p DUTCH COMMITTEE
FOR GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE RESEARCH* UNNUMSERE0 s UNDATED*
(PRESENTED TO THE 13TH C OSPAR PLENARY MEET I NG s L.ENINGRAD9
USSR s MAY 20-29s 1970)9
SISCOE*GeLe* AND COLEMBAN,Pe.J *
 s JR9 s ON THE NORTH—SOUTH
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NORWAY
SPACE RESEARCH IN NORWAY 1969 REPORT TO COSPAR9 ROYAL
NORWEGIAN COUNCIL. FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL, RES EARCH9
SAD 5-T, MAY 1 97 0*
POLAND
GEODESY AND CARTO(;RA PHY • POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES*
GEODESY COMMITTEE * 19-D NHS. 3e 1970s
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY• POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES*
GEODESY COMMITTEE*  1 4;• NO * 2v 1970•
REPUBLIC OF SOLTH AFRICA
SPACE RESEARCH IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICAs REPORT TO
COSPAR • MAY 1970s SOUTH AFRICAN COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCWip UNNUMBERED ' UNDATEDo
SCOTLAND
ROBE STS REPORTS 51 TC 130o ROYAL. O®SEAVATORY9 EDINBURGH.
STS REPORT 1009 UNDATED*
STOPWATCH OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES a ROYAL. COSERVATORY9
EDINBURGH * STS REPORT 97 * JAN@ 1970e
ROYAL. C®SERVATORY,STOPWATCH OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES e
LED INBURGH • STS REPORT 98,p FEB. 1970o
STOPWATCH OO SER VAT I CKS OF SATELLITES w
EDINBURGH* STS REPORT 999 MAR *
 1970•
STOPWATCH OBSERVATI CNS OF SATELLITES s
EDINBURGH9 STS REPOR I 1019 APRs 1970e
STOPWATCH OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES •
EDINBURGH* STS REPORT 1029 MAY 1970.
ROYAL OBSERVATORY*
ROYAL CSS ERV AT ORY vSTOPWATCH O®SE R VA T I C K S OF SATELLITESS •
EDINBURGH* STS REPORT 1039 JUNE 1970.
STOPWATCH OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES
ED INBURGH s STS REPORT 1049  JULY 1970e
ROYAL MIS ERV AT ORY s
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SOVIET UNION
BULLETIN — RESULTS OF ROCKET PROBES OF THE ATMOSPHERE,
KHEYSA ISLAND 1962*  1963 s 1964 (F I k%,-IT HALF) (IN  RUSSIAN) S
USSR COUNCIL OF MI NI STERS9 MAIN DIRECTORATE OF THE
HYDROMETEDROLOGICAL SERVICES CENTRAL AEROLOGICAL
OR SER VA TO R Y s UNN UM®E RED s 1969e
EXPLORATION OF THE -UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND COSMIC SPACE
EXECUTED BY THE USSR DURING 19699 SCIENCEs UNNUM®EREDs
1970s (REPORT TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY MEET I NG9
LENINGRAD * USSR 9, MAY 20-299 197010
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA SULLETINs AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABORATORIES * SPACE PRYSICS LA8ORATORY9 69 NOs As
19690
CO Xs A sN s S AND STE WAR T sJ• Ns s RADIATIVE AND CONDUCTIVE
OPACITIES FOR TWENTY THREE STELLAR MIXTURES *
 ASTRONOMICAL
COUNCIL OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCEr SCIENTIFIC
INFORMATION S ISSUE 15-Pr 1 969.
GORINYAsAsAs S CONSTAKT PHYSICAL LIBRATI®NS OF THE MOON (IN
RUSS IAN 1 s ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF THE UKRAINE * MAIN
ASTRONOMICAL O®SERVATORYs UNNUMSEREDs 1969r
IMSHENNIKoVoSe s IVANCVAsLsNos AND NADEZHINs®•Kss DYNAMICS
OF SUPERNOVA EXPLOSIaNS ASTRONOMICAL COUNCIL CF THE USSR
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES SCIENTIFIC INFORMATIONS ISSUE 13s 1969.
RUBEN sG s s METHODS FOR THE CALCULATION OF . STATIONARY
SPHERICAL STARS AND THEIR E VOLUTI CN S ASTRONOMICAL COUNCIL
OF THE USSR ACADEMY CF SCIENCE* SCIENTIFIC INFORMATIONs
ISSUE 149 1969.
VINOGRADOVDA.PsS SIRkt3V9YUsA• • CHERNOVsGoM•S KIRNOZOVsFsFss
AND NAZARKINAsG :Es s MEASUREMENTS OF THE LUNAR SURFACE GAMMA
RADIATION ON THE COSMIC STATION s LUNA 10 S (IN RUSSIANS
GEOCHEMISTRY* 8s 891-899 S 19+66s
SWEDEN
GUSTAFSSON sG s s AURORAL. ORIENTATION CURVES AND THE AURORAL
OVAL s TELLUS9 21 s 852p-869s 1969.
GUSTAFSSON sG s S NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE AURORAL
ORIENTATION CURVES 119  TELLUSs 21 it 561--a66s 1969.
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SWEDEN
LUNDINSSes K66 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN OCTOBER 1965 AND THE
A69 CAMPAIGN AT ANDOVA IN JANUARY 1969s FINAL REPORT*
TUAB9 TELELTREDNINGARABs SPACE TECHNOLOGY GROUP * S3s
K66°449 OCTe 1970s
LUNDINsSes K459/1 CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN JANUARY 19699 FINAL
REPORT * TUABs TELEUTREDNINGARABs SPACE TECHNOLOGY GROUPs
S4s K69/1-249 NO Vs 1970o
LUNDIN9 Se s SWEDISH TWILIGHT CAMPAIGN AT ESRANGE IN MARCH
1970* FINAL REPORTS TUA8s TELEUTREDNI NGARAHe SPACE
TECHNOLOGY GROUP* S5 * 360-33* NOV* 1970s
R IEDL.ER s W s s ESRO 1 MEASUREMENTS OF LOW —ENERGY AURORAL
PARTICLES FROM FEBRUARY 23 TO LARCH 2* 19699
z
	 IN TERCORRELA TED SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO SOLAR
EVENTS* 557-56611 1.9713. (PROCEEDINGS  OF THE 3RD ESLAB®ESRIN
SYMPOSIUM 9 NOORD WI JK s NE THERLANDS s SEPTs 16-199 1969* EDS s
Vs MANNO9 DeEe PAGES ®s REIDEL PUBLISHING COMPANY*
DORORECHT 9 HOLLAND'
R IEOLER sW e s AND HULT®VI ST98s s FIRST RESULT'S OF I AND 6 KEV
PROTON MEASUREMENTS FROM THE ESRO 1 SATELLITES SPACE RES*
109 547-8529 1970o `PROCEEDINGS OF OPEN MEETINGS OF WORKING
GROUPS OF THE 12TH PLENARY MEETING OF C®SPAR AND OF THE
SYMPOSIUM ON THERMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES CONCERNING
TEMPERATURES AND DYNAMICS WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO H AND
HE * PRAGUEs CZECHOSLCVAKIA9 MAY 11-249 1959)e
SWITZERLAND
QUARTERLY BULLETIN ON SOLAR ACTIVITY• (APRIL — JUNE 1959)*
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNION * NO* 166* 1970e
QUARTERLY BULLETIN ON SOLAP AC`TIVITYs `JANUARY — MARCH
19691 s INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNIONS NO. 165* 1970•
QUARTERLY BULLETIN ON SOLAR ACTI VI T Y s (JULY — SEPTEMBER
196919 INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNION * NOs 16711 1970*
6
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UNITED KINGDOM
CATALOGUE OF ROCKET AND SATELLITE DATA IN WORLD DATA CENTRE
Co DATA RECEIVED DURING THE PERIOD i JULY — 31 DECEMBER,
1969;. WORLD DATA CENTRE C — ROCKETS AND SATELLITESs
UNNUMBERED* UNDATEDe
FIFTH TWO — YEARLY CATALOGUE OF REPORTS AND REPRINTS BETWEEN
JANUARY 1 4;68 AND DECEMBER 19699 WORLD DATA CENTRE C —
ROCKETS AND SA TELLI TES9 UNNUMBERED * UNDATED*
K INE THEDDOL I TE OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITESTES RECEIVENS BY THE
SA TELL I TE ORBITS GRO4eP FROM MALTA FOR OCTO®ER 1967 . RADI U
AND SPACE RESEARCH STA'TI CNs ISSUE 3 • PART I OF 3v 1968.
' K INE THEOD®LI'N`E OBSERVATIONS
SATELLITE OR13IT S GROL,P FROM
AND SPACE RESEARCH S7ATION9
K t NE THEODOLI TE OBSERVATIONS
SATELLITE ORBITS GROLP FROM
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATION*
K INE THEODOLI TE OBSERVATIONS
' SATELLITE ORBITS GRObP FROM
AND SPACE RESEARCH STATIONe
OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
MALTA FOR OCTOBER 1967 , RADIO
ISSUE 3. PART 2 OF 3t 19659
OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
MALTA FOR OCTOBER 1967 a RADIO
ISSUE 3' PART 3 OF 39 1960•
OF SATELLITES RECEIVED BY THE
MALTA FOR NOVEMBER 1967• RADIO
ISSUE 4s PART 1 OF 2 • 1965 •
KINETHEODOLI TE OBSERVATIONS OF SATELLITES RECEIVED E w THE
SATELLITE ORBITS GROUP FROM MALTA FOR NOVEMBER 1967• RADIO
AND SPACE RESEARCH S TA TI ON s ISSUE 4o PART 2 OF 2 • 1968.
LIST OF REPORTS AND REPRINTS 1 JANUARY — 30 JUNE '1970,p
WORLD DATA CENTRE C — ROCKETS AND SATELLITES r UNNUMBERED9
UN DA TED
TABLE OF EARTH SA TEL.LI TE S s 1969 9 MINISTRY OF T ECHN®LOGY s
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABL,ISHMENT9 29 PART It JUNE 1970*
UNITED KINGDOM REPORT ON SPACE RESEARCH 1969-1970* ROYAL
SOCIETY* BRITISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH*
UNNUMBERED * MAY 19709 (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY
MEET ING9 LENINGRAD * 16SSR s MAY 20-29v 1970).
UNITED STATES
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES METEOROLOGICAL DATA
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UNITED STATES
S IBL IOGRAPHY * WITH ABSTRACTS * OF AFCRL, PUBLICATIONS FROM 1
JANUARY TO 31 MARCH 19709 AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
LABORATORIES* 70-02569 APR * 1970m
CATALOG OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA — ESS A 7
TELEVISION CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY (OCTOBER 1 m DECEMBER 31%
1968)9 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMI NISTRAT IONS KEY
TO N ETEOR OLOGI CA L RECORDS DOCUMENTATION Noe 5 9320. 1970s
CATALOG OF (METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA -- ESS A 7
TELEVISION , CLUUD PHOTOGRAPHY `JANUARY I m MARCH 319 1969)9
ENVIRONMENTAL. SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONS KEY TO
METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS DOCUMENTATION Noe 593219 1570*
CATALOGUE OF DATA ON SOLAR — TERRESTRIAL PHYS IC S s WORLD DATA
CENTER A m UPPER ATMOSPHERE GEOPHY SICS 9 UAG-11 9 JUNE 1970*
CATALOGUE OF DATA RECEIVED BY WDC —A DURING THE PERIOD i
JULY 1969 m 31 DECEMBER 1969 * WORLD DATA CENTER A
INTERNATIONAL UPPER MANTLE PROJECT 9 UNNUMBERED# MAY 1970a
CATALOGUE OF DATA -- CHANGE NO * 5 (DATA RECEIVED DURING THE
PER IOD I JUL Y — 31 DECE MBER 1969) * W ORLD DAT A CENT ER A
OCEANOGRAPHYS 6 * APR * 1970*
CATALOGUE OF DATA RECEIVED b y WDC —A DURING THE PERIOD 1
.DULY 1969 4 30 JUNE 1970 9
 WORLD DATA CENTER A —
INTERNATIONAL UPPER MANTLE PROJECT * UNNUM BERED * SEPT * 19700
COSPAR THIRTEENTH PLENARY MEETING AND ELEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM (PRELIMINARY REPORT, e
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 'SCIENCES * SPACE SCIENCE BOARD*
UNNUMSERE09 UNDATED *
 (PRESENTED TO THE 13TH COSPAR PLENARY	 r
MEET ING9 LEN INGRAD 9 USSR a MAY 20-29 * 1970) e
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BLL.LETIN * ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION * UNNUMBERED * AUG * 1970*
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BLLLrETIN* ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, UNNUMBIERED * JUNE 1970.
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BULLETIN* 1i * S* DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE*
NATIONAL. OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMI NISTRATI®N9
UNNUM MERE D * OC Te 1970o
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UNITED STATES
ESSA — SCIENCE AND FNGINE = RINGS ,JULY 1 s 1967 — ,JULIE 30s 1969s,
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE- SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONS UNNUMBERED*
1970.
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA BULL,- -I K o AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABORATORIES, SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORY * 79 Nos 29
1970o AFC RL 70-0494.
GEOPHYSICS AND SPACE DATA BULLETI N9 AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABORATORIES * SPACE PHYSICS LABORATORY, 7 * NO. is
1970. AFCRL 70-0356*
WORLD DATA CENTER A —HIGH ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
METEUROLOGYs 6* NO. 19 .JANs 1969•
HIGH ALTITUDE  ARETE OROLOGICAL. DATA*
METEOROLOGY. 6 * NO. 2 * FEB * 1969.
HIGH ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL DATA*
METEOROL O GY *
 6 * NO. 39 MAR. 1969•
WORLD DATA CENTER A —
WORLD DATA CENTER A
NIMBUS 3 DATA CATALOG (SEPTEMBER 1 s 1969 TO DECEMBER 31 9
1569) * NA SA —G SF'C * 5 * APR. 1970 e
ORBITING FROG OTOLITH ( O F O) s NASA PRESS KITs RELEASE NO.
70°°1::2 * AUG. 1970.
PAYLOAD DESCRIPTI O N DOCUMENT TRAILBLAZER II _ AD21.862
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES * PROJECT 4642*
.JULY 1970a
UN ITED STATES SPACE SCI E NCE PR®GRAM s REPORT TO COSPAR*
NATIONAL RESEARCH COLNC I L * NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES S
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD s UNNUMBERED * 1970a I PRESENTED TO THE
13TH COSPAR PLENARY WEETING * LENINGRAD * USSR * MAY 20-29s
1970Is
WEEKLY SYNOPTIC ANALISESs 5 m * 2 — * AND 0.4^ MILLIBAR
SURFACES FOR 19679 ENVI RICNMENTAL, SCIENCE SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION * TECHNICAL REPORT WB 12s .JAN * 1970.
ANDERSON. A sD o s NEUTRAL COMPOSITION  OF THE VENUS EXOSPHERE
INFERRED FROM LYMAN — ALPHA MEASUREMENTS * LOCKHEED PALES ALTO
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UNITED STATES
ARMSTRONGeTePe s AND KRIMIGISeSeMe v STATISTICAL STUDY OF
SOLAR PRJ TON Se ALPHA 5 e AND Z GPEATER THAN OR EGUAL. TO 3
NUCLEI IN 1957-689 JOHNS HOPKI NS Use APPLIED PHYSICS
LAr30RATOR Y e PREPFKI NT o OCT * 1970o
SAKER90e4 e9 FLANDERSeAo = * s AND FLEMINGeMe 9 ANNCTATED
©I s3L LOGRAPHY OF PEPORTSe STUDIES9 AND INVESTIGATIONS
RFLATING TO SATELLITE HYDROLOGY9 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SERVICES ADMINI STRATIONe NESCTM 10i JUNE 1970*
8AKEReK+Dee s3URTeDeAe9 HOWLETT9LeCe9 AND ALLREC9GeD9e
ROCKET INSTRUMENTA TI CN FOR THE STUDY OF A PCLAR CAP
ARSURPTION E VENT-- PCA — b9 a U• OF UTAH 9 UU 70 -2 9 APR. 1970•
AFCRL 70-02519
SARFIELDe JeNee AND CCLEMANsPe Jet JRe 9 STORM —RELATED WAVE
PHENOMENA O(3S_RVED . AT THE SYNCHRCKOUS 9 EQUATORIAL ORRITe
Js GEOPHYSe R=See 75v 1943-1946* APR. 1990o
f3RANDLI eH9W * 9 AND WEBE39JeAe a PICTURE OF THE MUNTHe ESSA 8
AP,;'-. SHO *S LEE WAVES NEAR ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 9 MONTHLY WEATHER
REVIEWS 9€ 9 NOe 4e 4C6-407e MAY 1l:;70*
BRAUNeWeC e e EFFECTS CF DIFFRACTI CK ON THE FIELC; OF VIEW OF
AN OPTICAL INSTRUMENT® APPLe OPT. a 99 NO: Pte 1852-1867*
►ADCs. 19 70 e
BUCHAUeJe a PITTENGEP 9EeWee AND SI ZDOeAsH9 t ARCTIC
IONOSPHERE AND AURORA*  AIRBORNE I INVEST IGAT I CNS 9 AIR FORCE
:	 CAMBRIDGE RE SEAPCH LABORATORIES * 70-021809 M AY 1970o
COCHRANeH9e THOMAS9Nee AND PARMENTER9FeCe9 PICTURE OF THE
MC'NTH9 • ROPE a CLOUD a MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW9 989 NO *
 Be
612-15139 AUG * 1970.
COJK 9 AeFa 9 DISCRETE LEVSLS OF BEGINNING HEIGHT OF METEORS
IN STREAMS. SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 08SERVATCRYa SPECIAL
REPORT NO a 3249 SEPTe 1970•
DEFOREST. SeE e9 LONG TERM VARI ATI CNS IN HIGH—ENERGY
GEOMAGNET ICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES * Us OF CALIF**
DEPARTMENT OF PH YSIC S9 UC SD SP-70-29 JULY 1970*
DEFORESTS SeE e e AND MCIL WAI NeCeEe 9 PLASMA CLOUDS IN THE
MAGNETOSRMEREe Us OF C:AL.IFe 9 UCSD SP-70-049 SEPT * 1970•
117
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UNITED STATES
DICKEY9J * Ses JRe s NICKEL — IRON IN LUNAR ANORTHOSITES9 EARTH
AND PLANETARY SCIENCE LETTERS* Bs 387-3929 1970e
DOSCHEKsGeA. s AND MEEKINSsJsFe o HELIUM —LIKE CAL.CIUM9
SIL ICON s AND SULFUR LINES DURING THE DECAY OF A LARGE
FLARE * SUL.AR PHYSICS* 139 220-2259 19709
ECKARDT oM e s AND PARMENTE R 9F. C. a PICTURE OF THE MONTHS IT OS
VIEWS * MONTHLY WEATHER REVIE W9 98, NO, 9,o 664, SEPT. 1970.
FR IEDMAN * M.P o a THREE —DI MENSI OVAL. MODLL OF THE UPPER
ATMO SPHERE 9 SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY* SPECIAL
REPORT N09 250 * SEPTe 19679
FR IEDMAN P M * P.s UPPER ATMOSPHERE DYNAMICS * SMITHSONIAN
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY * SPECIAL REPORT NO. 316 * MAY
1970.
GAPOSCHKIN * E .M. s AND LAMBECKvKe 9 1969 SMITHSONIAN STANDARD
EARTH ( I I ) s SMI THSCNIA K, ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY.
SPECIAL REPORT NU. 3159 MAY 1970.
GIACACL IA 9G.EeQo s HEBBgKo * LUNDQUIST*C*As 9 AND MAIRsS.G.s
POSSIBLE GEOPOTENTIAL I MPROVEMENT FROM SATELLITE ALTIMETRYs




GOLDENsR.Res KAEDING *D*A. s BRIGGS.DeEs * AND SCANL.UN*J.Ges
TOS EVALUATION CENTER (TEC) POST —CPERATIGNAL TEST RESULTS
FOR ESSA 3 9 NA SA — G SFC * X-481-69-4579 OCT * 19690
GR IN GOR TEN * I * lot AND SI S SE NWI NE s Ne • UNUSUAL EXTREMES AND
DIURNAL CYCLES OF DESERT HEAT LOADS9 AIR FCRCE CAMBRIDGE
RESEARCH LABORATORIE S9 70-0332-P JUNE 1970.
HADFIELDeReE.s SEREBRENY*S*Mo * AND WIEGMANsE.J•s FURTHER
COMPARISON OF CLOUD MOTI CN VECTORS WITH RAW INS CNDE
OBSERVATIONS9 STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTES SRI PROJECT
79309 AUG s 1970a
HE g R ING * J #C: e e ABBY * D eGe s AND C®®K s Je A. s TIME
SYNCHRONIZATION ®F PRIMARY GEODETIC SITES THROUGH USE OF
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES, AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
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UNITED STATES
HODGE * Psw, 9 COLOR — MAGNITUDE DIAGRAMS FOR FIVE STELLAR
ASSOCIATIONS IN THE LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOUD 9 SMITHSONIAN
ASTRO -J HYS ICAL OB SE RVATOP Y, SPECIAL REPORT NO. 319 • JULY
1970
HODGE,PeWee W 7EL.CHeGeAe9 WILLS9Re 9 AND WRIGHT9FelWee
ESTIMATES OF MAGNITUDES CF THE ORI6HTEST STARS IN THE
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